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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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INDL"STRIALIZATIO~ AS THE MAISSPRING OF EC0~0:\11C GRO\\TH 

1. Industrialization is the dri\ing force of the development process. Industry and. 
more specifically. manufacturing is synonymous \\ith development. Rich countries 2re 
more industrialized than poor ones. and all major economies have followed the 
industrialization route to prosperity. Li\ing standards are highest and social development 
greatest in highly industrialized States. while at the other end of the spectrum. the least 
developed countries (LDCs) are those where manufacturing \'alue-added (MVA) 
accounts for less than 10 per cent of GDP. 

' Industrialization is more than the engine of econorrjc gro\\1h: it is also the cataly~t 
for the technologic4!. financial and socio-economic trai1sformation of the 
developed-market economies of North America. the European Union and Japan. 
Economic gro\\1h. driven by industrialization. has multiplier effects across and \\ithin 
economies (see Chapter 8). and contributes not just to improved living standards but also 
to cultural change and reduced rates of population grmnh. Tecimological development 
is most rapid in manufa,:ruring and related sef\ice activities: countries that neglect their 
industrial sectors run t1..: risk not just of being left behind technologically. but of being 
vulnerable to the vagaries of commodity price fluctuations and. for much of the past 25 
years, deteriorating terms of trade (see Chapter 1). 

3. Over the past 50 years. industrialization has tra!lsformed the economies of the 
OECD countries socially as well as economically, and in the past two decades th~ same 
process has reached an advanced stage in some new!y industrializing economies. 
especially. but not only, in East and South-East Asia. While the deve!oping couut::ies· 
share of global MV A has more than doubled since 1960, rising from 8.6 per cent to an 
estima:ed 21.3 per cent in 1995, progress has been uneven. The main gains ha"·e been 
confined to a relatively small handful of mainly Asian economies. including China (see 
Chapter 2). 

4. At the same time, industry's catalytic role in the development process is changing 
in response to the new global pattern of rapid and accelerating technological change. 
sweeping trade liberalization. far-reaching deregulation of markets - including the 
privatization and commercialization of State-owned enterprises - and the globalization 
of international business. 

5. Consequently. the pattern and nature of industrialization have changed radically 
over the past two decades. \\'ith far-reaching implications for national industrial policy 
and for corporate strategies at the enterprise level. Jn the Uruguay Round era. economic 
decision-making. at national and firm level, is increasingly influenced by crossborder 
considerations. Rapidly growing interdependence means that decision-makers cannot 
ignore trends and developments heyond their national borders. The concept of the 
domestic market. which was at the heart of industrialization strategies in the 1960s and 
1970s, has lost much of its meaning in th~ single market of the European Union and in 
the !'orth American Free Trade Agreement (NAFT A). ~ational markets are being 
regiona:ized. and the national firms are increasingly being challenged by foreign rather 
than domest;c competitors as the progressive impleme11tation of the lJruguay Round 
Agreements means that trade harriers are lowered. 



6. Competition intensifies as industries and firms are stripped of their protective 
barriers. highlighting the need for enhanced competitiveness at both enterprise and 
national levels. Business is responding to this new order by globalizing many of its 
activities. seeking locations where costs are lowest. where sourcing is most efficient, 
where labour is most productive. where skills are readily available and where market 
access is guaranteed. 

7. The new challenges are all the more di ficult to meet because the pace of chan~e 
has acce!..!rated - and in the case of technological progress continues to quicken (see 
Chapter 4) - while product, strategy and policy life-cycles shorten. At the same time the 
nature of competitive advantage has changed. In tht twenty-first century, countries \\ill 
be forced to reduce this reliance on factor--dri\·en comparative advantages - such as a rich 
natural resource base. plentiful low-cost labour. abundant cheap energy - as the launch 
pad for industrial development. National entrepreneurial capability. and the 
development of innovative skills. technology and market access. often linked to external 
linkages through foreign direct investment (FDI) and non-equity forms of crossborder 
business cooperation. have become key sources of competitive advantage for developing 
countries and a number of transition economies. 

A "1S-WIN FOR.\IUL.\ 

8. The implications of the changed industrial emironment for developing countries 
are obvious: those States that fail to lock into the global integration process risk being 
left behind socially as well as economically. The implications for the developed market 
economies a!'"e no less stark. No nation can isolate itself behind tariff walls or other 
harriers. Even if it were feasible. prosperous nations cannot afford to disregard the 
plight of the developing countries. The increased proportion of the global aid budget 
earmarked for emergencies in the developing world is a reminder that where problems 
are left to fester and spread, one country·s crisis soon takes on a regional. if not an 
international. dimension. Funds invested now in industrial projects that generate jobs 
and alleviate poverty help prevent subsequent economic. social and humanitarian crise~. 

9. Unemployment. political instability, civil unrest. drought and disaster in Africa. 
Ac;ia. Latin America, the Middle East or the countries in transition quickly translate into 
social problems in Europe or North America. National boundaries do not block the 
crossborder migration of the unemployed, the dispossessed, the refugees and the sick. 
Drug trafficking and money laundering is as much - if not more - a crisis for the 
industria',ized countries as for the developing world. 

10. Fortunattly. globalization is not a zero-sum game. Enhanced global competition 
and the growing cross-border mobility of capital, technology and skills heighten 
interdependence hy forcing firms to consider new and different ways of carrying out 
value-adding activities in different countries where lahour, transport, production or 
marketing costs are lower. Because production - and service - costs are frequently 
considerably lower in developing countries and the economies in transition than in the 
indwmialized world, there are often suhstantial 'ost savings to he made from outsourcing 
activi:ies. 
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1 L For their part. the developed market economies benefit from increased market 
opportunities generated by rapid per capita income gro\\1h in developing countries and 
economies in transition. Gro\\1P in the developing world accounts for roughly half the 
increase in exports from industrialized countries to that area since 1985. Projec~ions 
suggest that gro\\1h in developing countries could account for up to three-quarters of the 
increase in their imports from industrialized economies over the ne;.:t dec3de. 

12. Precisely how industrialized-country firms penetrate such markets - by direct 
export. licensing technologies and product brand names. joint ventures or FOi in wholly 
O\med subsidiaries - will depend on a whole host of considerations. including the policy 
environment of the host economy. its location i·is-il-l'is the main markets. its skills and 
technological capability and the pattern of its resource endowment. Some of these 
options - such as non-equity ties - might benefit developing countries considerably more 
than direct imports from industrial countries. Industrial policy - in the very broadest 
sense of appropriate macroeconomic strategies and targeted selecth~ interver-tions - has 
a major role to play in ensuring that developing economies exploit these opportunities 
to the full. 

13. The most wlnerable countries will be those whose "interdepe!l.dence coefficient" 
is low; those least integrated \\ith the global economy in terms of exports. FDI and 
non-equity links; and those for whom manufacturing accounts for less than one-tenth of 
GDP. The challenge for the next decade is how to integrate small. technologically 
bacl"Ward economies with no industrial base to speak of with the developing-world high 
flyers. A failure to do so would not just perpetuate and exacerbate the widening gap 
betw~en third world haves and have nots, but expose the global economy to the negative 
aspects of interdependence. If this is aliowed to happen. a potential win-win situation 
could all too easily degenerate into a lose-lose scenario. 

THE NEW PATTERl'll OF GLOBAL INDUSTRY 

14. While the new global business order has its origins in the reduced role of the 
State - embodied in trade liberalization, deregulation and privatization - many other 
influences are also at work. These includ.:.: 

The accelerating pace of techBological progress - possibly the most important 
single determinant of competitive advantage (see Chapter 4). 

The new emphasis on core competencies in large businesses giving rise to the "de
layering" and "rightsizing" of manufacturing industry, and the outsourcing and 
externalizing of many activities that were previously conducted in-house. with 
adverse repercussions on the level of direct employment in industry. General 
Electric of the lJnited States of America reports that it has trebled output since 
1980. while halving its workforce (see Chapters 1 and 8). 

The quickening pace of glohalization reflected in the explosive growth of FDI 
over the past decade, the emergence of competitive national enterprises and 
industrial groups in newly-industrializing developing countries, and the w'.dcning 



range of non-equity links. especially crosst-order coalitions and strategic alliances. 
as well as joint ventures. licensing and technology agreements {see Chapter 3). 

The shifting cen!re of gravity of global industry as the East Asian cluster -
comprising Japan. China and successive waves of r.ewly industrializing Asian 
countries - builds market share at the expense of the developed market 
economies. The share of global MV A of the latter declined from 86 per cent in 
1970 to an estimated 76 per cent in 1995 and is expected to fall further to 67.6 
per cent by 2005. The share of the countries in transition has fallen from more 
than 4 per cent in 1970 to 23 per cent in 1995. while developing countries have 
raised their share from 10.3 per cent to 21.3 per cent in the past 25 years. More 
than 80 per cent of these gains were achieved by the South-East and East Asian 
economies. including China. whose market share rose more than fivefold from 2.1 
per cent in 1970 to 11 per cent in 1995 (see Chapter 2). 

With the exception of East and South-East Asia. the service sector has gro\\n 
faster than any other sector of the economy. Manufacturing industry's share of 
global GDP fell from 28.8 per cent in 1960 ta 22.2 per cent thirty years later. 
The major declines occurred in North America (a fall of IO percentage points to 
18.5 per cent), Western Europe (dmm 5.7 points to 23.7 per cent) and Japan, 
where manufacturing's share in GDP fell 5.5 points to 29.1 per cent (see Chapter 
2). This trend is one result of the outsourcing of industry-related services as 
manufacturing companies restructure their operations to cut costs, enhance 
efficiency and boost competitiveness (see Chapter 6). 

The rapid growth of financial markets in the developing .:ountries and the 
countries in transition associated with the liberalization of capital flows, giving rise 
to substantially enhanced crossborder flows of portfolio investment channelled 
through emerging stock markets (see Chapter 3). 

The political and economic revolution and subsequent far-reaching industrial 
restructuring in the countries in transition in eastern and central Europe. 

The resurgence of regionalism, most apparent in the deepening and widening of 
the Furopean Union (EU), but also in the development of NAFfA. the creation 
of the Asfa Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum and the period of 
intense activity since 1990 in developing new regional economic integration 
agreements (see Chapter 5). 

The disillusionment with the strategy of import-substitution-industrialization (ISi) 
and subsequent widespread adoption of market-oriented policies emphasizing 
trade liberalization, deregulation and privatization, often under pressure from 
donor countries and the multilateral institutions (see Chapter 6). 

The enhanced emphasis on export-driven industrial growth which, in turn. 
undt!rscores the need for development of technological capability and upgrading 
and improved competitiveness in manufacturing industry (see Chapters 5 and 6). 
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The increased urgency of measures to achieve em.ironmentally sustainabie 
economic grov.rth (see Chapter 7). 

The gro\\ing role of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in industrial 
development, in exporting and, specifically, job creation (see Chapters 6 and 8). 

The role of rural industry both in creating jobs and contributing towards greater 
gender equality and social integration (see Chapter 8). 

TIIE CHANGING NATURE OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

15. Taken together, these forces and developments mean that over the next two 
decades the pattern and nature o; industrial development will be very different from that 
of the past, although industrialization will continue to be the driving force of the 
development process. Industry·s dynamic role in generating economic gr0\\1h. 
employment and social progress cannot be separated from that of the service sector, \\ith 
which it is closely integrated. A feature of recent industriaiization is the externalizing 
and outsourcing of activities by manufacturing industry proper to subcontractors 
supplying industry-related services. Through these linkages with services, and also \\ith 
agriculture and construction, manufacturing has substantial multiplier effects across the 
entire economy (see Chapter 1). 

16. Global industrial growth has slowed markedly over the past 30 years, falling from 
an an·~-·tl 6.2 per cent in the 1960s to 3.7 per cent in the 1970s, 2.8 per ceTH in the 1980s 
and 1.4 per cent during the 1990-94 period. The slowdown has been most marked in the 
ind·.1strialized economies - where growth has slowed from 5.8 per cent a year in the 1960s 
to 0.9 per cent per annum in the early 1990s - and in Eastern Europe, where output fell 
by 13.6 per cent per annum in the first four years of the 1990s having registered growth 
of more than 8 per cent annually in the 1960s and 1970s (see Chapter 2). 

17. Developing countries fared better; MV A growth held above 6.5 per cent a }'ear 
throughout the period, except for the 1980s, when it averaged 4.3 per cent annually. 
However, growth rates varied widely across regions, with Asia (including China and the 
Indian subcontinent) performjng far better than Latin America and Tropical Africa. In 
this latter region. MV A growth has not kept pace with po~ulation expansion since the 
1960s, while in Latin America and the Caribbean, strong growth of 6.3-7.1 per cent a 
year in the 1960s and 1970s - the heyday of import substitution - was followed by falling 
output in the 1980s and modest 3 per cent annual gro\\1h in the 1990-1994 period. 
Growth in South-East and East Asia has also slowed - from more than 11 per cent in the 
1960-80 period to an average of 7.7 per cent in the past 15 years. 

18. The declining share of manufacturing in GDP has been confined mainly to the 
developed-market economies of North America. western Europe and Japan. In North 
America. the contribution of manufacturing to GDP fell from 25.6 per cent in 1970 to 
17.8 pc-r cent in 1990, while in western Europe and Japan, industry's share declined from 
30.4 per cent to 23.8 per cent, and from 36 per cent to 29 per cent respectively. 
However, these data must be interpreted cautiously, since the outsourcing of 
industry-related services implicit in much of the recent restructuring of industry distorts 
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the 20-year comparison. Because such sen-ices are hea"ily dependent on output grma.th 
in manufacturine and because their reclassification as tertiaf\' sef\ices rather than ... . 
manufacturing activities is more a matter of definition !han of structural change. there 
is a danger of so-called deindustrialization being exaggerated. This danger is enhanced 
by the fact that these declines in 1ndusuy·s share in GDP. despite an absolute increase 
in output. reflect the impact of structural change both \\ithin manufacturing itself. and 
between industry and other sectors. which have resulted in the gro\\th rates of scme 
other sectors overtaking the rate of manufacturing growth. even though the latter has 
remained positive in almost all cases. 

19. One region - sub-Saharan Africa - has been left behind: its tiny share of global 
MVA fell from 0.4 per cent in 1970 to 0.3 per cent in 199-t and there is some evidence 
to suggest that structural adjustmen' programmes. few of which include explicit 
industrialization strategies. have contributed to the lacklustre performance of 
manufacturing in the region since the mid- l 970s. In ten out of 18 countries for which 
data are available. the share of manufacturine in GDP fell between 1970 and 1993 (se;;: 
Chapter 6). 

20. The challenges now facing industrializing and restructuring countries are 
heightened by four trends: 

The slower gro\\th rate of "early" industry. in which developing countries have a 
comparative advantage. relative to the expansion of high technology, skills- and 
capital-iritensive manufacturing; 

The rapid. accelerating pace of technological progress. which is affecting all 
industries, in..:luding those traditionally classifiP.d as technologically mature 
(labour-intensive) sectors. This has raised the spectre of technological 
unemployment, although there is little evidence of this as yet (see Chapter 4 ); 

The increasing importance of labour quality in the attraction of FDI. joint 
ventures and non-equity iinks with international companies. There is mounting 
evidence that the availability of higher quality per~onnel is a more significant 
determinant of industrial potential than many other physical attributes (see 
Chapters 3 and 6); and 

The grcwing realization that industrial development is not be achieved only from 
the out~ide by foreign TNCs, or foreign aid/investment. A1l the evidence points 
to a major and increasing role for indigenous enterprisC;, often at the small- and 
medium-enterprise level. emphasizing clusters and industrial districts. through 
technology transfer, technological and skills upgrading. and the development of 
competitive and su~tainahle indigenous industrial capacity. 

INTERUEPENDENCE AND I!\TEGRATIO~ 

21. Foreign trade and increased integrntion with the world economy through FOi. 
joint ventures and non-e<iuity cooperation are the main forces driving industrialization 
in the 1990s. Those countries that have glohalized the most hy opening up their 



countriei;; to foreign traJe. investment and non-equity external links have also achieved 
the fastest industrial and GDP growth. Some of the stagnation experienced by countries 
and regions that have not yet participated significantly in the globalization process, such 
as sl!b-Saharan Africa and some less-developed countries. is explained by their failure -
or inability - to integrate more fully with the world economy by increasing and 
diversifying theu exports, and mobilizing investments including portfolio and FDI inflows. 

22. Globalization reflects growing crossborder interdependence and cooperation 
driven by trade and capital flows. Increasingly, ThCs are adopting global and regional 
strategies and their offshore investment and location decisions are driven by three 
crucial considerations: cost reductions. efficiency gains and market access. This has 
meant that the bulk of FDI and non-equity co-operation (NEC) is attracted by those 
countries that are part of a strong regionai cluster (such as the ElJ. NAITA or South 
and South-East Asia). or have large fast-growing domestic markets and/or a resource 
endowment and policy framework that makes them profitable locations on cost and 
efficiency grounds (see Chapter 3). 

23. Developing countries seeking to build competmve advantage in the face of 
intensified global competition, the liberalization of world trade and the widening 
technological and skill~ gap (between the least-developed economies and the rest of the 
world in particular) must: 

Upgrade technologically, necessitating heavy investment in both hardware and 
software, with a particular emphasis on skills development; and/ or 

Industrialize by exploiting their low-cost, locational advantages. such as a rich raw 
material base, cheap energy, or static if not declining real wages (see Chapter 4). 
Countries with a rich resource base in agriculture and minerals have the 
opportunity to follow a resource-based industrialization strategy, developing the 
capacity to process and beneficiate raw materials, thereby adding value and 
enhancing their bargaining power in world markets. 

24. Technological upgrading is the route to dynamic comparative advantage, involving 
~i1e development of new skills and capacity as undertaken so successfully by the newly 
industrializing Asian economies. It implies: 

The more effective transfer of technology from industrialized to developing 
countries; and 

Institution- and capacity-building to create the skills base necess:iry for technology 
absorption. diffusion and adaptation. 

25. Contrary to many optimistic predictions, industrial automation has not vet lowered 
entry barriers to, or scale economies in, many industries. In mechanical engi~eering, for 
instance, automation has led to greater concentration and oligopoly rather than 
enhancing the activities of SMEs. However, while the retention of conventional 
technologies may be more appropriate for developing countries with a weak skills base 
and large-scale unernploym.~nt. such a strategy could well act as a brake on technological 
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advance. Developing-country competltlveness depends crucially on technological 
upgradir.g. \\ith the more advanc-ed developing countries moving upmarket into 
higher-tech activities (see Chapter 4 ). 

26. For c!eveloping countries, the greater scope for crossborder vertical integration is 
an impoL ant, positive aspect of globalization. Globalization helps to promote 
subcontracting and offshore manuf ~cturing activities. However. for this to happen, 
developing countries need to open their econmrjes to enterprise-level linkages of 
different kinds. iilcluding links with TNCs and medium-sized firms in the developed 
market economies. Tne latter are more likely to prefer a subcontracting or lkensing 
relationship than the TNCs, who usually prefer FDI \\ith majority mmership of foreign 
affiliates. 

IMPUCATIONS FOR INDUSTRY OF THE URUGUAY ROUND AGREEME::\"TS 

27. Developing countries as a whole will benefit from tariff cuts implemented by 
industrialized countries and, to a lesser extent. by developing nations, while also gaining 
from the reduction in tariff escalation, which currently discriminates against imports of 
manufactures into OECD economies. At the same time. most African. Caribbean and 
Pacific countries are likely to face negative effects, particularly during the short term, 
resulting from the erosion of existing preferential arrangements, and they will need to 
carry 1Jut major restructuring in potential growth sectors and enterprises, to achieve 
greater competitiveness and export-oriented growth. 

28. The abolition of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MF A) as part of the Uruguay 
Round Agreements will benefit the more efficient de"eloping-country manufacturers of 
clothing and textiles, although the main impact will not be felt until 2005 bec<l'Jse the 
reforms are backloaded. China and Ir.dia are likely to be among the main beneficiaries, 
although on balance more developing countries seem likely to lose than to gain market 
shares, underlining the need for them to focus on improving their competitive capability. 

29. The phase-out of trade-related investment metlsures (TRIMs) \\ill have a 
significant impact on developing countries, in that Governments will no longer be able 
to use such policies to boost domestic value-added and insist that foreign investors give 
priority to exports. In general, the TRIMs agreement means that performance 
requirements cannot be imposed on foreign investors. With the prohibition of such 
provisions, host Governments will have to seek alternative ways of inducing foreign 
investors to expand local content and value-added, and boost e:..1-1orts. At the same time, 
however, TRIMs will maintain the pressure on developing countries to liberalize their 
investment regimes as part of their drive to attract new investment. 

30. The trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights (TRIPs) agreement may 
well have a more severe impact, especially in high-technology sectors, working to the 
disadvantage of developing countries in two main respects: countries \\ishing to place 
and sell products covered by patents will be forced into licensing agreements involving 
royalty payments to patent owners; while research and development activities may be 
stifled since the TRIPs agreement is likely to inhibit "reverse engineering" - the process 



by which industrial country products are copied and adapted for developing-country 
usage (see Chapter 5). 

31. The reduction of Most-Favoured Nation (MFN) tariffs under the Uruguay Round 
\\ill divert trade away from African. Caribbean and Pacific ( ACP) suppliers to other 
developing countries, as well as producers in the countries in transition. Preferecce 
erosion is expected to be most !)evere in the EU mark~t. where ACP exporters enjoy 
their greatest preferential advantages. However, as a proportion of total ACP exports 
to the world. the ACP preferenl:e erosion loss \\ill be tiny, at just 0.6 per cent. 

32. ACP exporters v.ill suffer from the phasing out of the MF A agreement. v..ith total 
industrial export losses assessed at $317 million or i4 per cent of their overall losses. 
ACP producers of clothing and textiles are forecast to lose ~heir market sha.re to their 
highly competitive Asian rivals. 

33. The clothing and textile sectors in the countries in transition - most notably the 
former Soviet Union, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic and Slovakia - will also gain from the 
MF A phase-out. Industry in the Baltic States, the Czech Republic. Hungary, Poland. 
Romania and Slovakia, which appear to have a comparative advantage in manufacturing 
and semi-manufacturing, should also benefit from enhanced access to industrial country 
markets. 

34. Although resurgent enthusiasm for regional economic integration among emerging 
economies is not justified by its disappointing track record, many countries now believe 
that they have little option but to seek closer economic ties with their neighbours. As 
a result, there has been a marked increase in the number of regional integration 
agreements, with 33 being notified to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GA IT) between 1990 and 1994. Evidence suggests that such arrangements complement 
rather than compete with multilateral trade liberalization, while also enabling developing 
countries to strengthen their bargaining power (see Chapter 5). 

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES 

35. The relationship between (domestic and international) environmental policies and 
industrial competitiveness is a complex one. This issue has become an important 
concern for the industrializing countries of Latin America and the Caribbean. Firms in 
developing countries fear that stricter environmental standards in developed countries 
will result in a loss in market share and export earning~ due to higher compliance and 
production costs. 

36. There ma} be short-term adverse effects on certain sectors or firms in developing 
countries. but the impacts at the macro level are insignificant. In the medium to long 
term, the competitive position of efficient firms in expon markets \\ill most likely 
improve due to improved quality and environmental standards. Empirical evidence 
shows that the effects of stringent environmental norms on the competitiveness of 
individual firms will vary depending on a number of factors including: the type of 
industry and its share in export markets; firm size and location of firms; degree 0f 
openness of the economy and rate of economic grov.1h; availability of infrastructure 
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facilities especially for small firms; and availability of timely information on foreign 
standards and environmental regulations. Competitiveness is more likely to suffer in 
small firms and companies operating in natural resource-intensive industries. 

37. Eco-labelling has the potential in the short run to reduce the expon opponuniues 
of developing countries, assuming that it becomes a significant marketing tool in 
developed countries. Developing countries lack the peninent information and 
infrastructure (certification and accreditation bodies) needed to qualify for many eco
labelling schemes. Their firms have limited access to cleane1 technologies and may incur 
relatively high compliance costs in meeting the requirements for eco-labelling schemes. 
which are becoming even greater with the growing use of process-related criteria for 
awarding eco-labels. The ISO/DIS 14000 standard has the potential to overcome some 
of these negative impacts. However, more efforts in the areas of international labels, 
mutual recognition, certification. equivalency, transparency. participation and technical 
assistance are needed to ensure that eco-labelling requirements are not perceived to be. 
or do not become, barriers to trade. 

38. Whereas it is difficult to quantify the impacts of international environmental 
agreements on competitiveness, the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete th .... 
Ozone Layer attempts to reimburse incremental costs through financial assistance. The 
impacts of environment-i~lated NAFfA clauses on competitiveness are still unclear. 
However, the existence of parallel provisions for technical and financial assistance 
provides a reasonable cushion for lessening adverse impacts. 

39. Policy responses at the sectcral, national and international levels are necessary to 
mitigate and alleviate fears about the adverse consequences of stricter environmental 
regulations on the competitive position of industry in developing countries. Response 
options include: economic in~truments and border tax adjustments, harmonization cf 
environmental policies, environmental/industrial policy integration, facilitation of cleaner 
production technologies, and a host of measures to lessen the competitivene.5s impacts 
of eco-labelling requirements. 

SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

40. SMEs will play an increasiny.Iy important role in terms of output, exports and. 
especially. employment. Such a growth pattern, with its strong trickle-dO\vn and linkage 
effects with the rest of the economy, will have positive social implications. Industrial 
districts and clusters, which enable groups of small firms to exploit economies of scale 
and enhance collective efficiency, will strengthen and diversify the industrial base of 
developing economies. By dint of subcontracting and other non-equity relationships. 
SMEs can be expected to expand their export activities significantly (see Chapters 6 and 
8). 

41. Direct employment creation in industry has slowed as a consequence of economic 
progress, structural change. industrial restructuring and technological advance. While the 
restructuring and outsourcing of services previously performed in-house has meant job 
losses, the indirect job-creation capability of manufacturing has been muc!i understated. 
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Research shows that the indirect employment effects of investment in industry are large 
relative to direct effects resulting from inter-industry and cross-sector linkages. 

42. In the 1970s and 1980s. foreign direct investment joint ventures and non-equity 
links were the main engine of employment gro"th. along with rapid job creation in the 
services sector (especially the public sector). and high levels of informal sector absorption 
of potential employees. Today. this pattern has changed in three main respects: 

Low-cost unskilled and semi-skilled labour is less likely to attract foreign 
participation than in the past. Instead. FDI and joint ventures are attracted by 
high-quality, skilled personnel. On the whole, investment in modem. 
scale-effective plants creates fewer - and higher-quality - jobs than in the 1970s 
and 1980s. 

Public-sector employment creation has slowed and, in many cases. turned negative 
as State-owned enterprises are privatized. invariably with substantial retrenchment 
of labour. At the same time, in the less-developed countries in particular many 
Governments have been forced to trim their public service workforce in an effort 
to curb fiscal deficits. 

The advantages of informal sector development are assessed more critically than 
in the past. 

43. Manufacturing contribution to improved social conditions and reduced income 
inequality depends on a host of considerations, in particular the pattern uf industrial 
development and the policy framework within which it takes place. Social progress is not 
guaranteed, the evidence cited in Chapter 1 notwithstanding. Trickle-down linkage 
effects were invariably weak in those countries that followed capital- and/or natural
resource-intensive growth paths. Trickle-down effects and social progress have been far 
greater where a country's development strategy has targeted agriculture, labour-intensive 
industry or services. 

44. For a number of reasons. industrialization is unlikely to generate direct 
employment on the same scale as in the 1960s and 1970s. In the late 1990s and beyond, 
employment creation and poverty alleviation will have to be tackled in a very different 
global business environment - one in which the scope of national industrial policy may 
become increasingly circumscribed (see Chapters 1, 5 and 6). 

45. With integrated international production, manufacturers establish indi\,idual 
value-adding activities in different locations, leading to greater labour market 
interdependence and a new international division of labour. Greater crossborder 
interdependence between TNC affiliates and enterprise-level non-equity links means that 
competitive business activities can be located in different countries and, in some 
instances. outsourced to subcontractors. The resulting relocation and interdependence 
<A jobs highlights the much enhanced role of education and training in attracting new 
investments and developing technological skills and capability. Labour quality is 
increasingly influential in location decisions of foreign investors and partners. and 
countries ahle to provide the high-level skills required are much more likely to attract 
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foreign direct investment and participation in high value-adding acti'oities than countries 
that are still reliant on low-cost. low-productivity personnel. 

46. Efforts to devise a socially optimal industrial growth path for developing countries 
are constrained by the need to ensure increased competitiveness. Industries in the 
developing world can no longer rely on "lower order" competitive advantage - in the form 
of natural resources and low-cost labour. Increasingly, competitive advantage is based 
on technological capability, the continuous upgrading of production techniques, quality 
and design. human skills, flexible production systems and aggressive marketing. 

47. In narrov.ing the policy options available to national Governments, globalization 
and the liberalization of trade and investment5 are channelling developing countries 
towards a different industrialization path from that taken by OECD countries. For the 
less-developed countries in particular. a dual pattern of integrated industrial gro\\1h may 
be needed, comprising externally oriented industrial development driven by 
expon-dominated activities integrated with a vibrant medium, small-scale and 
micro-enterprise sector, focusing on subcontracting and other supplier linkages with the 
external sector while also satisfying domestic demands for goods and senices including 
in less-developed and rural regions. Because small firms are typically more 
labour-intensive, the SME sector including micro ~nterprises. can play a vital role in 
poverty alleviation by generating jobs and income for the most vulnerable communities, 
as well as providing an essential element in the value-added chain of manufacturing 
activities. 

48. Cntil relatively recently, reliance on small-scale and micro enterprises was seen 
:is an indicator of underdevelopment. and the fostering of such enterprises was justified 
on social rather than economic grounds. Micro enterprises. in panicular, were to be 
encouraged so as to achieve job generation. equitable income distribution and poverty 
alleviation rather than for any major contribution to economic efficiency and 
competitiveness. 

49. The conjuncture of disillusionment. especially in Africa but also in Latin America 
and Asia, with inciustrialization driven by capital-intensive and large-scale enterprise, and 
growing anxiety about the failure of such investments to generate enough jobs to keep 
pace with labour force growth has contributed to the revival of emphasis on the key role 
of SMEs. Three vehicles for SME panicipation in the globalization process have 
attracted growing attention: 

Subcontracting relations with large firms; 

The development of industri:il districts and firm clusters. especially in Italy (see 
Chapter 6); and 

Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs) in China (see Chapter 8). 

50. A.ro. far as globalization is concerned. participation in exports has b~en a striking 
feature of recent SME development. In Taiwan Province of China. the share of SMEs 
in total exports is 56 per cent, in China itself more than 50 per cent and for East A.i;ia 
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as a whole about 40 per cent - more than double th~ estimated 20 per cent for SMEs in 
OECD countries. 

51. SME contributions to exports take various forms. ranging from subcontracting to 
direct exports, sometimes via associated firms or export market intermediaries. Korean 
data show a marked increase in direct exports. not just of traditional products like wo\·en 
textiles. but also more technologically advanced items like auto parts and meta!-cutt!ng 
equipment. 

52. Research shows that SME s "!)Ort progra.rnmes can make a substantial 
contribution to job creation. In a study of five sub-Saharan economies. it was found that 
43 per cent of the increase in employment during the 1980-91 period occurred in small 
enterprises employing less than 50 people, while in Colombia. India. Indonesia. Kenya. 
the Philippines, United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. S~Es emplo~ing up to 50 
workers absorb more than half the industrial workforce. 

53. In this context rural industrialization is an attractive policy option for C1 number 
of reasons: 

Small rural firms use labour-intensive techniques and employ relati\·ely unskilled 
peopie; 

They maximize uti!ization of local raw materials as well as unskilled workers: 

They are often a vehicle for developing entrepreneurship and upgrading 
entrepreneurial skills: 

They provide the basic needs requirements of the rural population: and 

They contribute to improved gender equality by employing a high proportion of 
women. 

INDUSTRIAL POLICY 

54. The impact of national economic policies is becoming diluted as economies are 
liberalized and decontrolled, and nation States become more interdependent. At the 
same time. economic policy is converging on the middle ground as policy-makers eschew 
extreme interventionist or free market solutions. 

55. The debate on industrialization strategies has shifted decisively over the past 
decade; the disagreements of the 1970s over inward-looking versus outward-oriented 
industrial policy have been reµlaced by a dialogue on the most effective strategies for 
building competitive advantage at a time of accelerating technological progress. global 
liberalization and heightened market competition. 

56. The difficulties inherent in designing strategies appropriate to a rapidly changing 
global business environment, especially at a time when the impact of industrial policy 
may he reduced by the globalization process. cannot he exaggerated. As Governments 



iiberalize. privatize and deregulate. the range and nature of national strategies and 
policies tend to become increasingly complex. Policies designed to foster specific sectors 
or industries Y.ill have to be adjusted \\ithin the framework of regional economic 
interdependence. 

57. Against this background, the nature and role of industrial policy are changing; the 
Umguay Round Agreements limit the use of tariff and non-tariff measures to protect 
infant industries: TRIMs restricts the use of trade-related measures to influence the 
pattern of FDI: industry location decisions are influenced more by gro'"'ing crossborder 
linkages and the availability or otherwise of skilled labour than by government fiscal 
incenfr>'es. 

58. Policy makers have chiefly responded by: 

Shifting industrial policy "upstream" away from interventions desi~ned to protect 
and promote a specific indust~v or sector to more general strategies aimed at 
boosting economy-Y.ide competitiveness indirectly - e.g. increase<l investment in 
infrastructure. education and R&D. improved transport facilities, greater support 
for technology development and technological transfer, along \\ith a broader and 
more efficient range of industry-related service activities. 

Generally shifting away from inward-focused intervention in support of industries 
serving the domestic market towards enterprises targeting export markets. 

Putting greater emphasis on regional objectives - policies designed to help 
backward regions within a country. or bad.."Ward countries within a region. 

Providing increased emphasis on industrial promotion. competitiveness and 
development of innovative technological capability at the enterprise level, 
including the restructuring and privatization of existing enterprises particularly in 
the countries in transition and in those developing economies with large State
owned enterprises and greater technological and institutional support for SMEs. 
This is possibly the field providing the greatest potential for industrial in:ervemion 
in developing countries. 

59. The industrial policy debate has focused on the extent and manner in which 
developing economies as a group can replicate the East Asian model of rapid. sustained. 
export-c! ·iven economic growth. Because there is no single East Asian model to emulate 
and no firm consensus on precisely which form of intervention \\ill optimize industrial 
and ec:>nomic gro\\.1h in developing countries. industrial policy is best \oiewed as a menu 
of options. Furthermore, policies that succeeded under different global market 
conditions in the 1970s and 1980s may no longer he appropriate. 

60. Two clear conclusions stand out: 

The need for some selective. targeted interventions: and 



The imponance of outward-oriented strategies. whereby a country·s manufacturing 
sector is driven by !he discipline of market competition. 

61. The more advanced the develuping country. the greater the range of choice. In 
the least-developed countries with tiny markets, weak infrastructure and a poor skills and 
technology base, there may be little option but to focus on simple, consumer-based 
industries. initially at least. Given their small markets. their prospects for attracting 
major FDI inflows (other than into natural resource industries) are poor. For such 
countries, the option of shutting-out technology and FDI has no appeal. and they can do 
little more than seek to foster labour-intensive operations and develop an 
export-platform strategy. as in Mauritius. 

62. Domestic rivalry is a prerequisite for competitiveness, underlining the role of 
competition policy in achieving competitive domestic markets. Technological upgrading 
and human capital investment are crucial to competitiveness in the 1990s and beyond. 

63. Clusters and industrial districts have an important role in the developme:ll of 
globally competitive SMEs. Such is the pace of technological and organizational change 
that policies must be flexible and dynamic. Measures that succeeded in the 1980s may 
have already lost their viability. 

64. Incentives are more likely to succeed than sanctions. Efforts to constrain FDI or 
limit technology imports run the risk of deterring investment. Jn an increasingly 
borderle~s world. potential foreign investors may merely take their operations elsewhere. 

65. Structural adjustment programmes should include a specific strategy for 
manufacturing. The expectation that manufacturing "'rill blossom in the absence of a 
coherent strategy has not been borne out by African experience. 

66. In industrialized and transition economies as well as developing economies. 
industrial restructuring, including privatization, will only succeed if the policy framework 
is appropriate. In the past, interventionists have focused on picking ""inners, but in the 
1990s and beyond, policy makers are rt~quired to anticipate losers - to forecast "sunset" 
as well as "sunrise" industry situations - and devise policies ro mitigate the impact of 
industr1al closures and retrenchments. 

67. One cf the most important lessons of the East Asian experience is that 
intervention worked where it was carried out in close coordination \\ith the private sector 
within the framework of a market-driven economy. Industrial policy responded to the 
problems and needs of priva:e enterprise rather than seeking to impose elaborate 
schemes according to the dictates of grandiose national plans. 

68. Ultimately, competitiveness succeeds or fails at the enterprise rather than the 
mdonal level. Governments can - an<l should - create an enabling environment for 
business and investment, but the choices of what to make and sell. and how and where 
to do it. must he left to entrepreneurs. 



69. Industrial policy must have a social dimension. The economic integration of all 
segments of the population - disadvantaged groups from different social, ethnic and 
economic hackgrounds - will require greater effons than in the past. 

OLILOOK AND CONCLUSIONS 

70. In 1975. the General Conference of U!\100 held at Lima set a target for the 
developing-country share of global MV A: the so-called Lima target was ""i per cent by 
the year 2000. This target is likely to be surpassed - the developing-country share had 
reacht."d 1f: -) per cent by 1994 - and the latest projections suggest that the developing 
world"s share in global MV A v.ill reach 30.6 per cent by 2005. while its share in glotial 
expons of m2nufactured goods \\ill increase from a.Tl estimated 24 per cent in 1995 to 
29 per cent at the tum of the century and to more than 35 per cent by 2005 (see 
Chapter 2). 

71. U!\IDO's baseline sce1.ario assumes moderate GDP gro-wth of 2.6 per cent a year 
in the G-5 countries along v.ith continued global economic reform and trade 
liberalization, as well as low transport costs and moderate real interest rates. Under the 
baseline scenario, the industrialized countries' share of global MV A v.ill continue to 
decline over the next decade, reflecting the fact that industrial production in the 
developing countries will grov. by almost 7 per cent a year compared v.ith just over 2 per 
cent per annum in the developed economies. MV A grov.1h will accelerate in all 
developing regions over the forecast period. but East and South-East Asia \\ill continue 
to grow far faster than any other region. As a result. the latter's share in g!obal MVA 
will rise from 11 per cent in 1995 to more than 19 per cent in a decade's time. The 
developing countries' share of world MVA is set to grow rapidly from 21.5 per cent in 
1995 to 30.6 per cen: by the year 2005, although almost all of this grov.1h v.ill emanate 
from the high-performi1ig A:iian economies. 

72. The scenario also suggests that the share of MVA in global GDP will rise 
marginally to 22.5 per cent in 2005 from 22 per cent at present. This reflects a sharp 
increase in the developing countries, where the share of MV A in GDP is expected to rise 
to 25.5 per cent from 21.3 per cent at present. Once again the trend is most marked in 
Asia, but industry's sha.re of GDP is also forecast to improve in all other developing 
regions except Latin America. 

73. The ba~eline scenario points to a strong growth of manufartured exporL~ by 
developing countries, whose marke~ share will rise from 24 per cent at present to more 
than 35 per cent by 2005. Again, the vast bulk of the increase in market share reflects 
greater market penetration by the East Asian countries, including China. Their share 
will rise from 17.8 per cent to 29 per cent over the period. at which stage they v.;11 
account for more than 80 per cent of developing world exports of manufactured goods. 

74. The analysis of industrial growth perspectives. during the next decade and beyond. 
highlights certain important conclusions: 

75. First, the pace of industrialization and technological development in developing 
countries continues to be extremely uneven. Although spectacular industrial and export 



gro\\lh has taken place in certain East Asian countries and. to a lesser extent. in some 
Latin American economies. industrial grmi.1h has continued to be slow in most other 
de\ doping economies and has even deteriorated in sub-Saharan Africa. The technology 
gap between industrialized countries and most developing countries also continues to 
increase rapidly. particularly \\ith respe,·t to the application and development of new. 
generic technologies such as informatics. biotechnologv and ne" materials. - - -
76. Second. the impact of global economic developments and trends \\ith respect to 
technological innovations. globalization. and liberalization of trade and mvestment 
following the Uruguay Round Agreements. is likely to be highly significant for developing 
countries, as also for transition economies. Enterprises frnm these countries need 
increasingly to compete in international markets. Industrial subsectors and niche areas 
\\ith export potential will need to be identified and such enterprises must not only 
upgrade their technology usage and product quality but develop innovative capability for 
products. processes and related services in external markets. 

77. Third, industrial policy reforms in developing countries and transition economies 
"ill need to be increasingly export-oriented and Governments in these countries \\ill 
need to undertake selective policy interventions to redress market failures and facilitate 
industrial restructuring. It \\ill also be necessary for Governments to ensure that the 
social objectives of industrializatic, are adequately achieved. This will require special 
emphasis on the promotion of SMEs and also of micro enterprises in less-developed 
regions. including rural areas, to provide increased employment and income to \Ulnerable 
sections of the population, particularly women. A more proactive role for Governments 
may be particularly necessary in African co'!.mtries. and in some countries in other 
regions. where this pursuit of increased competitiveness and sustainability of industrial 
growth. follo\\ing the Uruguay Round, \\ill necessitate considerable restructuring of 
industrial subsectors and enterprises. 

78. Finally. the industrial growth perspectives emphasize the necessity for specialized 
industrial services through international institutional support. The development and 
upgrading of technological capability, the enhancement of competitive export-oriented 
production and marketing, the industrial restructuring of potential-growth subsectors and 
of export-oriented enterprises, the promotion of external linkages and alliances. and the 
key and changing role of Governments in developing countries undoubtedly require 
specialized support services of increasing complexity and magnitude. The pattern of 
industrialization in the increasingly competitive global en\'ironment must be based on an 
integrated industrial strategy covering interrelated functions. senices and programmes. 
It is vital, for this purpose. that well-defined technological and other support functions 
are provided at the international level to transition economies and developing countries 
so as to ensure that competitive and sustainable industrial gmMh can be achieved in 
these countries during the nex1 decade. It is in this context that the role of lJr"IDO 
should be considered. 

l"'.'1100 AND TIIE NEW PATfER~ OF GLOBAL 1'.'IDt:STRY 

79. Increasing globalization and liberalization of trade and investment flows will 
inevitably add significantly to the complexities of achieving competitive and sustainable 



industrial gro\\th in developing countries. Greater interdependence implies increased 
cooperation and pannership. and the need for increased technical cooperation \\ith 
develop;ng countries and transition economies to enable them to achieve thei!" ind!.lstrial 
objectives. As the process of liberalization and deregulation gather pace. there will be 
a gro"ing need for international assistance to pro\.ide a \\ide range of specialized 
industry-related sef\ices \\ith respect to policies. institutional suppon and enterprise-level 
assistance. 

80. Interdependence implies cooperation and pannership. and globalization itself is 
an exercise in crossborder cooperation and links of various kinds. In the 1990s. and 
beyond. UNIDO is committed to a larger role \\ith respect to policy ad\.isory sef\ices and 
the reorientation cf industrial suppon institutions to reflect a greater emphasis on the 
development of private enterprise in a market -driven environment. 

81. While private enterprise \\ill be in the dri\.ing seat in the twenty-first century. a 
key role for UNIDO is envisaged as a catalyst. promoter and facilitator of industrial 
development: 

UNIDO has a crucial role to play in technology transfer and in the technological 
Ut:Jgrading of developing countries, especially the less-developed States. U~IDO 
is ideally placed to facilitate crossborder flows of ideas, information and 
technologies and more so than private-sector entities. This is one area where 
market failure is endemic. It is also an area where developing countries are 
exposed to severe competitive disadvantage. highlighting the need for UNIDO to 
facilitate technology transfer and assist in technology upgrading and human capital 
inve'\tment. 

All over the world, policy makers attach great imponance to the potential of SME 
development. UNIDO's long record in the field of SME promotion and the many 
advantages it can draw upon from its global operations underline the contribution 
it can make in this area. 

Given the gro\\ing importance of foreign direct investment in the global economy. 
C:'.'iIDO's experience in investment promotion is an invaluable asset. especially 
for developing countries seeking to attract foreign investment. The Organization's 
activities in investment promotion and technology transfer \\ill need to he 
expanded significantly so that it can develop and strengthen networks to establish 
linkages beNteen partners in different countries. At present. no international 
institution provides such a facility. 

Industrial restructuring is taking place in most regions and CNIDO has the 
capacity to ensure that the lessons learned from privatization or restructuring in 
one country are available to others engaged in the same process. 

Industrial policy is a complex area. UNIDO's international exposure means that 
it car. draw on the experiences of other member States. thereby facilitating the 
transfer of "experience" across borders and strengthening demonstration effects. 
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UNIDO is also committed to the substantial expansion of programmes to support 
entrepreneurial development and institution building. especially, but not only. in 
Africa. 

82. Assistance of the kind proposed v.ill strengthen market forces and private 
enterprise. Fundamentally, UNIDO aims at improving the efficiency of markets through 
the dissemination of information, diffusion of technology, upgrading of skills, 
enhancement of competitiveness, twinning of potential partners, facilitation of SME 
development, rural industrialization, and promotion of investment in industry. 

83. UNIDO has launched seven major programmes covering: 

Strategies, policies and institution-building for global economic integration. 

Tre linkage of industry with agriculture in Africa and the least-developed 
countries (LDCs). 

Energy use and the environment, capacity-building for environmentally sound 
industrialization, the establishment of cleaner production centres, the transfer of 
environmentally friendly technologies, and improving the efficiency of energy use 
in industry; 

The enhancing of innovation, technology, productivity and quality for international 
competitiveness. 

Industrial infonnation. 

Policies and networking for smal1- and medium-sized enterprises. 

Rural industrialization. 

84. UNIDO is uniquely positioned to pro .ride a comprehensive programme of services 
and support for industrial evolution in economies in transition and in developing 
countries. Given the central role of private enterprise in acceleratir.g industrialization 
and economic growth, UNIDO is fostering linkages with private-sector organizations and 
institutions - such as chambers of commerce and industry - with a view to training staff, 
supplying equipment, providing advice and developing information services, and thereby 
helping to build capacity. With the emerging complex pattern of global industry in the 
next decade and thereafter, the demand for UNIDO's specialized services for industry 
are expected to be greatly enhanced. These v.ill extend not only to policy ad\isory 
services but to institutional support services and the development of increas:.:d 
technologica! dnd competitive capability for industrial enterprises in these countries to 
co1~pet: in international markets. 



CHAPTER 1. INDUSTRIALIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

GLOBAL I~IERDEPESDE!\CE: A WI!\-WIN FOR"l\tl:LA 

I. The global ind:.istrial scene has undergone considerable transformation and far
reaching changes =n recent years. Revolutionary technological developinent. panicularly 
in informatics. biotechnology and new materiab are having a major impact on products 
and processes. and on industrial organizations and management. in most production and 
service sectors. The liberalization of im·estment and technology flows are i,ringing about 
incre~ing globalization of markets and of production and marketing arrangements. The 
Uruguay Round Agreements herald a new era of liberalization of global trade. The 
policy response of developing countries and countries in transition trom centrally
controlled economies has. almost invariably, taken the form of increased market 
orientation and greater emphasis on private-secccr development. The interplay of 
economic, technological and other factors in this new setting is expected to result not 
only in enhanced global interdependence but the development of new pannerships and 
relatbnships b~tween enterprises in different countries. 

2. The global search for new markets. new opportunities for investment, new ways 
of cutting costs and of sourcing inputs emphasizes gro\\ing interdependence in the world 
economy. Today, few Governments. enterpri. ~s or labour unions make important 
strategic decisions without first taking explicit account of events and developments 
beyond their national borders. When a German mowr vehicle manufacturer consid~rs 
investing abroad it must ta!:e account not just of the attitudes :!nd policy of the host 
Government, but also of its own GoverilJTient at home. its shareholders and its 
workforce. When a transnational corporation (TNC) launches a new product, mounts 
a fresh advertising (;arnpaign or cuts prices in North America it knows it may spark 
retaliation by one of its competitors in many different markets around the world. 

3. There are few better examples of growing interdependence than the manner in 
which, during the recession of the early 1990s. there was a shift in the comparative role 
of increased economic gro\\1h from the industrialized nonh and west to the high
perforrning economies of East and South-East Asia. While real GDP in the Group of 
Seven countries was gro"ing at less than 2 per cent annually during 1991-1994, several 
East Asian economies were expanding at over 8 per cent a year. not only increasing their 
share of global economic activity out also creating new market opportunities for 
recession-stressed enterprises in other regions, including the industrialized economies and 
countries in transition. Developing economies provided markets for some three-quarters 
of the increase in world exports, and United States exports to emerging economies grew 
at 10 per cent annually during 1991-1993 - five times as fast as United States sales to 

other industrial economies. 

4. Today nothing happens in isolation; the ~exican financial crisis of 1994/95 had 
temporary adverse ramifications not just for some of its neighbours but also for emerging 
markets generally as well as for the United States dollar. Similarly, recent research on 
global economic performance contrasts the positive spillover effect of fast-growing 
regional clusters in East and South-East Asia with the adverse contagious effects of 
generalized stagnation in many parts of suh· Saharan Africa. 



5. While the lesson for developing countries is obvious - those who fail to lock into 
the global integration process risk being left behind industrially and in socio-economic 
terms - the implications for the developed market economies are c:qually stark. No 
countrv can isolate itself behind tariff walls c-r other barriers. Even if it were feasible. 
prosperous nations cannot afford to disregard the plight of the least developed countries. 
The incre~sed proportion of the global aid budget earmarked for emergencies in the 
developing world is a reminder that where problem~ are left to fester and spread, one 
coumry·s crisis soon takes on a regional. if not an :ntemational. dimension. Funds 
invested now in industrial projects that generate jobs ar.1 alleviate poverty help prevent 
subsequent economic. social and humanitarian crises. 

6. Unemployment. political instability, civil unrest. drought and disaster in Africa 
Asia. Latin America. the Middle East or the countries in transition quickly translate into 
social problems in Europe or North America. National boundaries do not block the 
crossborder migration of the unemployed, the dispossessed, the refugees and the sick. 
Drug trafficking and money laundering are as much - if not more - a crisis for the 
industrialized countries as for the developing world. 

7. The international community should not lose sight of the socio-political 
dimensions of global interdependence. The 1994 World Competitiveness Repon quotes 
the remark of a developing country minister to a western colleague: 

"If you don't want to take our products today then tomorrow you \\'ill have to take 
our people".1; 

8. Fortunately, globalization is not a zero-sum game. Enhanced global competition 
and the growing crossborder mobility of capital, technology and skills heightens 
interdepende11~~ by forcing firms to consider locating different value-adding activities in 
different economies where labour, transport or marketing costs are lower. Cost-price 
differences between developing and industrial countries are roughly twice the average 
of those between industrialized economies, underscoring the extent to which 
specialization and efficiency gains accrue to the developed market economies when they 
buy from, or produce in, developing countries. 

9. H ~cause the costs of providing services in the developing economies ~-ad also in 
the count:ies in transition - including research anci development, software design and 
data i'rocessing - are far lower than in North America. western Europe and Japan, there 
are substantial cost savings to be made from outsourcing such activities. 

10. For their part, the developed market economies benefit from increased market 
opportunities generated by rapid per capita income growth in the:: developing countries 
and countries in transition. Roughly half the increase in industrialized country erports 
to the developi11g world since 1985 is attributable to developing economy growth alone. 
Projections suggest that growth in developing countries could account for up to three-

I/ World Economic Forum. 111c Worid Compctitivcnc.H Rcpon. 1994, p. B. 
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quarters of the increase in their imports from industrialized economies over the next 
decade. 

11. The participation of foreign investors in such markets may take various forms, 
ranging from direct export to licensing of technologies and product brand names; joint 
ventures or foreign direct investment (FDI) in wholly-owned subsidiaries. This will 
depend on a whole host of considerations, including the policy environment of !he host 
economy, its location vis-a-vis the main markets, its skills and technological capability and 
the pattern of its resource endowment. Some of these options - such as non-equity ties -
might benefit developing countries considerably more than direct imports from industrial 
countries. lnjustrial policy - in the broad sense of appropriate macroeconomic strategies 
and targeted selective interventions - has a role to play in ensuring that developing 
economies exploit these opportunities to the full. 

12. The World Bank's scenarios suggest that developing countries will account for 38 
per cent of world output growth during the 1995-2010 period, up from 22 per cent in the 
1980s. Their share of global output will rise from 21 per cent in 1994 to 27 per cent by 
2010, and by then they will account for 56 per cent of global consumption and 57 per 
cent of worldwide capital formation. 

13. Fears that industrial economies are being deindustrialized ("hollowed Olli") by the 
relocation of manufacturing value-added in developing countries are not supported by 
the evidt:nce. Over the past quarter of a century, net FDI flows to the <leveloping world 
amount to cnly 2 per cent of the capital stock of industrialized economies and. while net 
capital outflows may reduce capital formation in the developed market economies, they 
also have a positive feedback effect in the form of demand for industrialized-country 
exports. 

14. Although umestricted crossborder flows of speculative capital have destabilized 
currencies and even Governments, there are real gains to be made from financial 
integration. Industrialized country investors buying shares on emerging stock markets 
can both increase their rate of return while maintaining or even reducing their risk 
exposure by dint of intelligent portfolio diversification. At the same time, the inflow of 
portfolio funds deepens emerging stock markets, improving market liquidity, broadening 
market access for developing world companies and lowering their cost of capital. Here 
too there are gains on both sides, especially since portfolio investment may be the 
forerunner of non-equity links, joint ventures and FDI. However, the Mexican 
experience of 1994/95 is a reminder to developing country Governments to monitor such 
flows which have their downside in the form of sudden and substantial reverses that 
impose a heavy burden on the host country's balance of payments, its exchange rate and 
macroeconomic stability. 

15. The recent focus on the distribution of the gains from trade and capital market 
integration risks losing sight of one vital aspect. Developing economies are not a 
homogeneous group of countries sharing the benefits of integration and interdependence. 
The challenge for the next decade is not only that of narrowing the income gap between 
the industrialized North and the developing South, but also of tackling the fast-growing 
differential between social and economic standards in newly industrializing Asia - and 



to a lesser degree - Latin America - and these in the least developed countries. especially 
sub-Saharan Africa. 

16. The most \'Ulnerable countries appear to be those whose "interdependence 
coefficient" is lowest; those least integrated \\ith the global economy in tenns of exports. 
FDI and non-equity links; those for whom manufacturing accounts for less than one tenth 
of GDP. The challenge is how to integrate small. technologically backward economies, 
\\ith a limited industrial base. with the developing world high flyers. A failure to do so 
would not just perpetuate and exacerbate the \\idening gap between haves and have nots 
among developing countries but expose the global economy to the negative aspects of 
interdependence. If this is allowed to happen. a potential \\in-\\in situation could all too 
easily degenerate into a lose-lose scenario. 

IND"CSTRIALIZATIO~ AS TIIE MAISSPRING OF ECONOMIC GR0\\'111 

17. Industry - and. more specifically. manufacturing - is synonymous with 
development. Rich countries are more industrialized than poor ones. and all major 
economies have followed the industrialization route to prosperity. It is no accident that 
in the LDCs the share of manufacturing value-added (~VA) is typically less than IO per 
cent of GDP. compared with an average of 41 per cent in the high-performing economies 
of East Asia. Industrialization is the centrepiece of the development agenda. especially 
in least developed countries (LDCs), where it must drive economic transformation. 

18. The East Asian newly industrializing economies (NIEs), like other countries with 
weak or narrow natural resource bases, had little option but to industrialize in order to 
generate employment, earn foreign exchange and raise li"ing standards. Technological 
development is most rapid in manufacturing and related service activities. and States that 
neglect their industrial sectors run the risk not just of being left behind technologically. 
but of being mlnerable to the vagaries of commodity price fluctuations and, for much 
of the past 25 years, deteriorating terms of trade. 

19. Over the past 50 years, industrialization has transformed the economies of the 
OECD nations socially as well as economically. and in the past two decades the same 
process has reached an advanced stage in some newly industrializing economies. 
especially, but not oniy, in East and South-East Asia. While developing countries' share 
of global MV A has more than doubled since 1960, rising from '3.6 per cent to an 
estimated 21 per cent in 1995, progress has been uneven. The main gains have been 
confined to a relatively small handful of mairJy Asian economies, including China. 

20. UNIDO"s constitution, adopted in April 1979, describes industrialization as a 
dynamic instrument for growth. which is essential if developing countries are to make 
rapid economic and social progress. and living standards and the quality of life of people 
in all countries are to improve. UNIDO's primary objective is the furtherance and 
acceleration of industrial development in the developing countries. and the promotion 
of industrialization and cooperation at global. regional, national and sectoral levels. This 
task has hecome all the more urgent v.ith the emerging global pattern of industry. the 
phenomenon of "jobless growth" in many economies. increasing economic and social 
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interdependence. and the \\idening gap between successful emerging economies and 
those. particularly in sub-Saharan Africa. that continue to stagnate. 

21. At the same time. industry"s catal~tic role ;n the development process is changing 
in response to rapid, accelerating technological change, sweeping trade liberalization. far
reaching deregulation of markets - including the privatization and commercialization of 
State-ow11ed enterprises - and the globalization of interna~ional business. 

22. The importance and relevance of industrialization ~or developing ccunt!lt:s and 
economies in transition are highlighted by a number of factors outlined below. 

1. Industry's role as a generator of resources 

23. Industrialization is more than the engine of economic gro\\th; it is also responsible 
for the technological. financial and socio-economic transformation of the developed
market economies of North America. the European Union and Japan. Economic gro\\th, 
driven by industrialization. has multiplier effects across and within economies. and 
contributes not just to improved living standards buc to cultural change and lowered rates 
of population growth. In addition to the improvements in income and output ac1ieved 
via industrial development, a developing country benefits enormously fr01'1 the 
diversification and modernization of its economic base. involving the adoption oi new 
and higher value-added activiti.:s. 

2. Industry as a promoter of structural change 

24. The share of MV A in a country's GDP is a broad indicator of structural change. 
The share of agriculture declines sharply during the transition as value-added shifts from 
primary production to manufacturing and services. 

25. Economies typically follow an S-shaped industrial growth path, v.ith structural 
change starting at low per capita income levels when manufacturiug's share of GDP is 
10 per cent or even less. The pace of structural change then accelerates and rising 
incomes reach a peak at intermediate income levels. Thereafter, industrial gro\\th 
flattens out as service activities become the lead sector of the economy. 

26. The composition of manufacturing output also alters considerably during the 
process of structural change. Early industries - such as food processing, clothing and 
textiles - take root at low income levels and satisfy basic needs. Typically. their share 
in GDP remains static during the transition. at around 7-8 per cent. \\ ithin 
manufacturing, their share declines, except where industries become major exporters. 

27. Middle industries. supplving intermediate inputs to sectors such as chemicals. non
metallic minerals, plastics and petroleum refining typically double their share in GDP 
from 3 per cent to 6 per cent. Their expansion is largely a function of the development 
of inter-industry relations, and can he fuelled by rapid primary-sector gro\\1h in 
agriculture. energy and mining. 
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28. Late industries account for most of the increased share of manufacturing·s 
increased share in GDP during the later. higher-income phase of structural change. 
:\ormally. this group includes some intermediate items (such as paper). producers of 
equipment and machinery. and consumer durables. At low income levels. these 
industries typically account for less than 3 per cent of GDP. but reach 10 per cer.t by the 
end of the rarid transition stage .. ~' 

29. The pattern and rate of structural change \\ill also be influenced by market size. 
a country·s pattern of resource endo"ment and the thrust of economic policy. In 
addition. structural change is associated \\ith shifts in comparative advantage. which 
mo.·es from natural resource-intensi\-e to labour-intensive and subsequently capital- and 
skills-intensive acti\ities. 

3. Industrialization and technological change 

30. Industrialization is synonymous \\ith technical progress. Invariably. if not 
inevitably. late industrializers are also technologically backward economies \\ith low 
li"ing standards and a workforce prim~rily engaged in low value-added activities. 
Increasingly. both the pace and nature of industrialization depend on a coumry·s human 
capital endowment rather than its natural resource base: countries that fail to reach the 
industrialization threshold thus risk a \icious circle of under-development. 

31. In terms of demand. industrial development creates opponunities for technological 
advance. and for the creation and use of skilled workers. On the supply side. 
manufactudng gro\\th is unlikely to progress beyond the "early-middle" stage \\ithout the 
heavy investment in technology and human capital that is an essential prerequisite of 
competitiveness in the 1990s. 

32. Technical semces that are crucial to the industrial development process are 
becoming increasingly complex - and costly. Enterprises that fail to keep pace \\ith 
technological advances are condemned to lose market share in an increasingly 
competitive global economy. l~~IDO has a \ital role to play in pro\iding advisory and 
technical semces. while simultaneously helping developing countries to improve their 
own indigenous capability in this \"ital field. 

4. Industry linkages 

.J.J. Forward and bad."\\·ard linkages \\ith primary production in agriculture. energy 
and mining are highly developed. even in some LDCs: more importantly. however. 
manufacturing has spawned a comprehensive network of linkages with the service 
activities. and especially information sef\ices. that are a crucial element in technological 
progress in industry. 

Moshe Syrquin and Holli" Chene~-. "Thr.:c Dcc;,;dc<, of lndustrialisalion ... Wnrld Bank Ecnnnm1c 
Rn-ie1\, Vol :\. l"o ~. \fay 19'.-i9_ 
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34. Linkages between manufacturing and the construction sector are particularly 
strong. while construction plays a \ital complementary role in capital formation. 
Connections \\ith agriculture are especially important during the initial phase of 
industrialization. when agricultural expansion stimulates demand for industrial products. 
at the same time supplying food for the industrial workforce and raw materials for agro
based acti\ities. and earning the foreign exchange needed to finance imports of capital 
equipment. spares and components. Industry expands by suppl~ing farmers with 
inter. rediate inputs such as agricultural machinery and implements. irrigation equipment. 
haiVesters. chemicals and pesticides. 

35. However. East Asian data show that manufacturing utilization of agricultural 
inputs falls sharply as industrialization moves towards higher value-added and more 
capital-intensive acfo·ities.3' 

5. Industry and senices 

36. Industry is normally taken to be synonymous with manufacturing. but the term 
"industrialization" has a broader meaning. embracing a \\ider spectrum of productive 
activities linked to. or stimulated by. manufacturing proper. In recent years. 
manufacturing has spawned a comprehensive network of linkages \\ith ser\ice acti'oities 
and especially information services. which play a central role in technological advance. 
Industrialization stimulates a v..ide range of industry-related services. inclnding 
consultancy. design. engineering. market research. quality control. software development 
and numerous. diverse financial and information processing ser\ices. 

37. Direct employment creation in industry has slowed as a consequence of economic 
progress, structural ch:mge, industrial restructuring and technological advance. While the 
restructuring and outsourcing of services previously performed in-house by industry has 
meant job losses. the indirect job-creation capability of manufacturing has been much 
understated. Research shows that because of inter-industry and cross-sector linkages. the 
indirect employment effects of investment in industry are large relative to its direct 
impact. 

38. During the early stage of industrial development, when inter-;ndustry linkages are 
weak and per capita incomes low, indirect job creation is very limited. In the early stages 
of development, such services are either undeveloped or provided at informal-sector 
level. but they become increasi!lgly integrated into the formal economy as the 
development process gathers momentum. Output and employment associated Y.ith 
personal sef\'ices (the leisure industry. domestic sef\'ices. repairs and maintenance) are 
driven by the indirect income-induced effects of manufacturing development The same 
applies to the prO\ision and sophistication of social services."1 

39. As linkages develop, so increasing numbers of indirect jobs are created hecause 
of industrial groY.1h. Industry-related services (IRS) cover a wide range of activities from 

Li:--;fOO. /ndwrry and Dnclnpmerrt - Glnha/ Report /9<)2/9.1. 

6/ \'. Richard~c.n. lllJ1mry. Emplmmenr and /11cnme Generarinn. l'~IDO. l'>O' l mim:.:ographcd). 



consultancy to design and engineering. software development. quality control. market 
research. R&D. and a broad range of financial. legal and information-processing sef\ices. 
The process of externalizing such services. as pan of industrial restructuring. has been 
termed relocating the "industrial brain" - the functions associated \\ith the de,1elopment. 
technological updating and management of industrial reiations from industry proper to 
the suppliers of services.5.' Knowledge is estimated to account for 70 per cent of the 
development costs of an industrial product but for 90 per cent of sef\ices costs. 

40. In the 1980s there was a dramatic e:\.-pansion in such outsourced or externalized 
operations. and thus a massive redistribution of emplo~ment trom manufacturing industry 
to the services sector - itself hea\ily reliant on manufacturing sector demand. In the 
Cnited States. industrial employment held steady at 34 million people during the 1980s 
while service-sector employment increased by ," per cent to 92 million jobs. Many -
perhaps most - of these jobs were created in small and medium-scale enterprises (S\1Es) 
as major corporations restructured and outsourced suppon sef\ices. 

41. In the European Cnion. industrial employment fell nearly 20 per cent to 38 
million people during 1980-89 despite manufacturin~ im·estment of S l.3 billion (1985 
prices). but this loss of 8 million jobs was more than offset by the creation of 10 million 
new posts in ser'\ices. which took total employment there to 63 million people. 

42. IRS have become an important contributor to producti\ity and efficiency 
impro\·ements: 

Specialized technological sef\ices. pre\iOu5ly available only to large firms, can 
now be bought-in by SMEs. thereby accelerating the pace of technology diffusion: 

The process of technology transfer has been revolutionized. enabling developirig 
countries to access technology in a more flexible and efficient manner: and 

1'ew firms no longer need to be self-sufficient in service operations but can 
purchase them in the marketplace. thereby reducing entry barriers to corporate 
formation. 

43. The unbundling of technology in this way is a major advantage for developing
country firms, which are now able to upgrade gradually on a piecemeal basis, thereby 
lowering threshold costs and entry barriers to high-tech activities. But because the 
service sector is undeveloped in most of the developing world. large firms and parastatals 
still perform many of these tasks in-house. and States must import servi~es from 
specialist suppliers offshore. 

44. Table 1.1 puts the 1990 value of IRS in the glohal ernnomy at S3.29 trillion. of 
which the developing-country share was just 18 per cent. Low-income economies. 
excluding China and India. accounted for 4 per cent of the total. 

t:~JDO. Dc\·elopmcnr of /11dusr1'·-Rrlarcd Scnfrc.1· i11 tire .\lagrch Ct1in11 19'l~. 
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45. The table assumes IRS costs of 15 per cent of gross fixed capital formation 
(GFCF) and "optimal" IRS spending to suppon production activities of five times IRS 
expenditures during the pre-investment and investment stages. 

Ta.-1.1. Estimatrd ,-aJue of illdustry-ttlatN senices llRS) in tltt global tt00omy. 1990 
(S billion) 

•s percen- IRS tor 
tage of inves~t •Opti~J-

Grouping (jl)P uFCF GDP stage IRS 

World 22.2~ 4.383 .. 658 3.290 
Low-inca.? econacies (incl\lding India and China) 916 183 20 27 135 
Middle-income countries 2,438 610 25 92 460 
Total developing countries 3,354 .. .. 119 595 
Kigh-incaae countries 15.316 3,590 22 539 2,695 

Source: U:!'llDO. L":VIDO and lndustTy Related 5enices. 1993. 

a/ Gross fi.~d capital formation of 15 per cent. 
b/ IRS for investment multiplied by fl\-e. 

46. Developing countries as a whole have a negative trade balance in services. relying 
hea"ily on foreign suppliers. although the ~IEs have developed consulting and 
contracting services. In 1990. the IRS requirement for developing-country capital 
formation of $790 billion was estimated at S 120 billion (or 15 per cent of GFCF). In the 
same year. developing countries are estimated to have imponed $73 billion of IRS. 
implying that approximately two-thirds of their requirements for new investment projects 
were supplied from offshore. 

6. Industrialization and exports 

47. Since the mid-1970s. world trade volumes in manufactures have gro\\n 
substantially faster than expons of primary products, while. until 1993. the terms of trade 
moved decisively in favour of exponers of manufactured goods. Between 1977 and 1994. 
the expon volumes of manufactures from developing countries grew a\ more than IO per 
cent per annum compared with 4 per cent a year for exports of primary products. Over 
the same period. the prices of manufacture<! exports by G-5 countries (ie France. 
Germany, Japan. the United Kingdom and the United States) more than doubled while 
the commodity price index for 33 non-fuel exports declined marginally. 

48. Accordingly. developing-country exporters of manufactures benefited from both 
robust growth in sales volume and materially higher prices. Even after the strong 1994 
recovery in commodity prices. the ratio of primary product prices !G those of 
manufactures had narrowed from 2.44: 1 in 1977 to 1.08: I in 19Q4. 
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-i9. ~ot only are export markets for manufactures gro\\ing more rapidly. but industrial 
exporting exposes developing-count~· firms to the competition and discipline necessary 
for technological upgrading. Trnditionally. developing-country ex-porters have been 
largely confined to commodity markets where the major determinants of competitiveness 
are cost. price and to a lesser extent delivery dates. The transition to industrial exports 
involves broader-based international competition (.-overing design. style. quality. durability 
and after-sales seI"\ice. and this necessitates a higher and more diversified skills and 
technology capacity than in commodity industries. 

50. Manufactured exports contribute to development by: 

Generating the increased foreign-currency earnings needed to finance imisibles 
pa~ments. including debt-service. and essential imports of capital equipment: 

Enabling manufacturers to escape the constraint of a small domestic market and 
secure scale economy and experience effects. thereby cutting costs and boosting 
efficiency: and 

Enabling firms to "grow" comparative advantage rather than be locked into 
\ dependence on resource-driven advantages. 

7. Industrialization and ponrty alleliation 

51. Poverty alle"'iation heads the policy agenda in most developing countries. Given 
the often disappointing track record of "trickle-down" effects. many Governments have 
implemented indllstrial policies - such as rural industrialization. regional deve;opment. 
and the promotion of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) - that are targeted 
specifically at poverty alleviation. 

52. Experience suggests that while a formal industrial strategy may not always be a 
cost-effective vehicle for combating poverty. industrial development is certainly of vital 
importance in job creation and additional income generation. In one of China·s poorest 
regions. the Government took the enabling emironment route. investing in infrastrucrure - - -and lea\ing it to entrepreneurs to decide where and how they v.ished i.o develop. Today. 
poverty has been significantly reduced and southern China·s economy has enjoyed one 
of the fa'\test gro\\1h rates in the world. Industrial development can - and \\ill - alleviate 
poverty where appropriate policies are applied. UNIDO data show a strong correlation 
between income gro\\1h and social development: 

Infant mortality rates fall sharply as per capita incomes rise to about S2.000 (in 
1980 dollars). and continu~ to decline (albeit more slowly) as incomes increase 
further: 

Life expectancy increases sharply when per capita incomes reach the $2.000 level. 
hefore flattening out and rising less steeply: 

The perceratage of the population living in poverty falls as per capita income rises 
to S2.000: 
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Daily calorie intakes rise strongly \\ith per capita incomes: 

Adult illiteracy declines from around 70 per cent in the poorest countries to 
below 20 per cent when per capi:a incomes exceed S 1.500: and 

Primary school enrolments are positively correlated "ith income per head up to 
S I.000. when they start to flatten out. Secondary school enrolment ratios rise 
steeply up to per capita incomes of $2.500. thereafter gro\\ing more slowly until 
income levels reach $7,000. 

53. While relationships between income per capita and GDP do not necessarily reflect 
the impact of industrialization. Table 12 illustrates the linkage between manufacturing's 
share of GDP and income per head. The beneficial social effects of rising per capita 
incomes are thus also correlated with industrial development. 

Table 1.2. Income k'Yels and industrialization. 1993 

I ncaae group 

Low-incaae (excludill!l China and india) 
China 
India 
Lower middle-incaae 
Upper middle-income 
Sub-Saharan Africa 
South Asia 
East Asia and Pacific 

llanufacturing's share in GOP, percentage 

Source: World Bank. World D~·e/opmellt Report, 1995. 

a/ Weighted. 

54. Half the variance in per capita GDP growth in 63 countries located in five 
developing regions is explained by just two variables-growth in manufacturing value
added, and in exports of manufactures. Thus, once economies begin to industrialize 
rapidly. MV A, GDP per capita and manufactured exports expand together.61 

8. Industry's contribution to socio-economic progress 

55. Industrial development contribute5 to social development by creating jobs and 
producing appropriate goods at low prices to satisfy the ba'ic needs of the poor and 
disadvantaged. Basic needs cannot he satisfied without rapid. sustained econu:'lic 

6/ UNIDO Background paper. John H;,imphrey. lndustriali:arimr in De\·eloping Countries: TI1e 
Chal/enKes of Emplo~ment and Social lntexratinn (ID/WG.5·C/:!9 (SPEC.)). 
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gro\~th. Few economies are capable of achieving such GDP gro\\1h without increased 
industrialization (the exceptions 'being those countries with a very rich resource base in 
energy or minerals). Strategies aimed at promoting .socio-economic development require 
complementary policies to balance rural and urban grov.th. primary and industrial 
production. and labour-intensity \\ith capital-intensive production technologies. 

56. It is notable that the successful East Asian economies have not just achieved 
sustained rapid gro\\1h but have reduced inequality at the same time. Table 1.3 contrasts 
the increase i:a1 the Human Development Index (HDI) of East Asian States "ith that of 
developing countries as a whole and of sub-Saharan Africa. where industrialization has 
lagged. in particular. 

Tabl~ 1.3. HDI ,.,.lees by region. 1960-1992 

1960 1970 1980 1992 Increase a/ 

All developing countries 0.260 0.347 0.428 0.541 0.281 

LDCs 0.165 0.209 0.251 0.307 0.142 

Sub-Saharan Africa 0.200 0.255 0.306 0.357 0.157 

East Asia 0.?55 0.379 0.484 0.653 0.397 

East Asia excluding China O.!tl6 0.547 0.686 0.861 0.446 

Source: ~niled l'iations Development Programme. Human Dei·elopment Reporr. 1994. 

a,' Absolute increase in HDI value. 1960-9.!. 

57. The HDI grew fastest in East Asia (excluding China), more than doubling over 
the period. When China is included. the East Asian index rises by 0.397 points. well 
above the total for developing countries as a whole (0.281 ), LDCs (0.142) and su°t'
Saharan Africa (0.157). The report's list of top ten HDI performers during the 1960-92 
period includes four East Asian industrializing economies - the Republic of Korea. 
Malaysia. Thailand and China. 

58. At national level. too. there is a striking correlation between industrial 
development. measured by the share of manufacturing in GDP. and improved human 
development (see Table 1.4). 
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Table U. lndusb'ialization aud social deftlopmmt 

Country !ncrease in 11anufacturing share 
of GOP in percentage points. 1970-1993 

Hong Kong 

Korea. Republic of 

Malaysia 

Singapore 

8 

8 

8 

Absolute increase in HOI 
1960-92 

0.314 

0.461 

0.464 

0.317 

Sources: United Nations De\·elopmeot Programme, Human Dew!lopment Report. 1994; World Bank, 
World Development Report, 1995; UNIOO database. 

59. The fact that those developing countries which have grown most rapidly are also 
those which adopted conscious policies designed to accelerate industrial development is 
also important. "A number of rapidly growing South-East and East Asian economies 
(Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Taiwan Province of China, Indonesia and Singapore) did 
not leave industrial development to the dictates of the free market even if they have 
often been anxious to impose market discipline on companies through trade policies with 
a net outward bias".7

/ 

9. Industry and employment generation 

60. Since 1965, industry's share of global employment has risen from 19 per cent to 
31 per cent, while industrial employment in developing countries rose from 11 per cent 
to 15 per cen! of the workforce between 1965 and 1990/92. Again, the most impressive 
gains were achieved in the newly industrializing countries (NICs), with industrial 
emptoyment rising from 15 per cent to 36 per cent in the Republic of Korea, from 27 per 
cent to 35 per cent in Singapore and from 22 per cent to 29 per cent in Mexico. A 
similar trend is displayed by the second wave of NICs, i.e. Malaysia, Thailand and 
Indonesia. 

61. Table 1.5 emphasizes not just the correlation between rapid industrialization and 
changing employment patterns but also the linkages between employment shares in 
manufacturing and the level of human or social development. Countries classified as 
medium human-development nations have more than doubled the ratio of manufacturing 
to total employment, while in low human-development regions and sub-Saharan Africa, 
declining shares of agricultural employment have not been matched by rising numbers 
of industrial jobs. 

7 
/ !bid. 
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Tabl~ 1.5. Industrial employmmt. 196S-9? 
Pcrcenrage of labour force in \"llrious sectors 

Agriculture Industry Services 
Region/country 1965 1990/92 1965 1990/92 1965 1990/92 

World 57 13 19 31 ?4 56 
All developing countries 72 58 11 IS 17 27 
LOCs 83 73 6 8 11 19 
Sub-Sa~aran Africa 79 67 8 8 13 25 

ftediln hlllian-development 73 46 11 25 16 29 
Low htllliln-development 74 64 10 10 16 26 

China 81 73 8 14 11 13 
Hong Ko11g 6 I 53 35 41 64 
India 73 62 12 Ii 15 27 
Indonesia 70 56 9 14 21 30 
Korea, Republic of 55 17 15 36 30 47 
Malaysia 58 26 13 28 29 46 
Mauritius 37 16 25 30 38 54 
i'1exico 49 23 22 29 29 48 
Singapore 6 27 35 67 65 
South Africa 32 13 30 25 38 62 
Sri Lanka 56 49 14 21 30 30 
Thailand 82 67 s 11 13 22 

Source: United Nations Development Programme, "Human Development Report, l'J94". 

10. Industrializatio .. and rnral development 

62. The dispersal of manufacturing activities to less developed areas is accompanied 
by increased income-generating opponunities that have the added advantage of 
strengthened backward and forward linkages to the agriculture and services sectors. The 
establishment of medium, small and micro enterprises that are relatively more labour
intensive than large-scale manufacturing plants achieves greater national and local 
trick.le-do~11 effects in terms of job creation and reduced income inequality. 

63. Industrial decentralization also fosters networks or clusters of SMEs providing 
inputs and services, often on a subcontracting basis. In addition, the spread of industry 
to backward areas will generate demand for public investment in physical and social 
infrastructure - such as schools, clinics, housing and roads - with beneficial socio
economic effects for the community. 

11. Industrialization and gender equality 

64. Various studies have blamed industrialization for the marginalization of -women 
from formal-sector employment. Computer technology is said to erode developing
country comparative advantage based on cheap labour provided by female hlue-collar 
employees, although the recent increased flow of foreign direct investment to low-wage 
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and low-cost countries. especially in Asia. suggests ongoing employment oppDrtunities for 
women.81. 

65. On the other hand, the changing natme of skill requirements can mean the 
displacement of female labour, even in expanding industries. Thus, in Malaysia. the 
adoption of modern management techniques in semiconductor production resulted in 
much-enhanced productivity but also led to reduced reliance on women w 'rkers. 
Whereas in the first phase of development of the Malaysian electronics industr1 up to 
80 per cent of the workforce were women. the proportion hatl fal!en to 67 per cent in 
1986 and is even lower today. 

66. In the pioneer days of Thailand's electronics industry, employers nee:led "the 
nimble fingers of women workers" to connect tiny wires to a semiconductor. In the 
1990s, the same task is carried ma by a machine. and as many as ten machines are 
controlled by a single worker. 

67. The evidence is ambiguous; in the prmtmg and publishing industry the 
introduction of electronic techniques led to an increased proportion of female employees 
in Denmark and the United States, while in some of the major foreign-owned bunks in 
India 70 per cent of the workforce are women, compared "ith 5 per cent 2.J years ago. 

68. Clearly, it is unwis~ to generalize. since the pattern and nature of industrialization 
will have major implications for gender equality. In Mauritius, for example, industrial 
development in the form of achieving an export-oriented garments s~ctor led to full 
employment, and work opportunities for women increased dramatically. In general, the 
more labour-intensive the process, the greater the reduction in gender inequality. 

F./ UNIDO Background Paper. Swasti Mitter. Does Nrtw Technolofr.· Bode Well for Working Women? 
An faoalvation and Ana(vsis (ID/WG.54:!/10 (SPEC.)). 

Nl!XT P~·.:;l:(SJ 
left C '.!·.HK ._ ___ .....,_~ 
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CHAPTER 2. TIIE PRESENT AND FUTIJRE STATE OF WORLD 
INDUSTRY 

69. Historically. industrialization has been a function of market size. Countries "ith 
large populations and/or high income per head have !ndustrialized earlier and faster 
than small, poor nations. Over the past 25 years, however, a gro"ing number of 
developing countries have bucked the trend, managing to develop large, dynamic 
manufacturing sectors - as measured by the share of manufacturing value-added (MVA) 
in GDP - primarily by becoming part of the globalization process, which has enabled 
thPm to industrialize despite small domestic markets. 

70. Nevertheless, industrialization in the developing world has been an extremely 
uneven process. While the developing economy share of global manufacturing 
.lroduction doubled from 10.3 per cent in 1970 to 20.8 per cent in 1994 (Table 2.1), 
almost all th!s increase came from one i egion - South-East and East Asia including 
China, whose share rose almost fivefold from 2.1 per cent to 10.3 per cent, while the rest 
emanated from the Indian subcontinent (0.6 points) and North Africa and West Asia (1.9 
points). 

Tabre 2.1. Regional shares io global manufacturing production, 1970, 1980, 1990 a d 1994 

Pegion 1970 1980 1990 1994 

Developed countries 85.6 79.7 78.l 76.6 

Developing countries including Chinaai 10.3 14.8 17 .0 20.8 

Latin America 5.0 6.5 4.8 5.1 

Tropical Africa 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 

1lorth Africa and West Asia 1.5 2.4 3.0 3.4 

Indian subcontinent 0.8 0.9 1.3 1.4 

East and South-East A"1a 2.1 4.2 7 .3 10.3 

Source: UNI DO Issue Papt..r, State of World Industry and Scenarios for the Post-2000 Period (ID /WG.542/3 
(SPEC.)). 

Economic power is shifting 

71. The most striking feature of world economic growth in the past decade has been 
the gradual shift of economic power from Europe and North America to the East Asian 
cluster of Japan and the newly industriali1ing countries (NICs) of East and South-East 
Asia. While Western Europe and North America have maintained their share of global 
MVA over the past 20 years, the East Asian cluster (excluding China) more than 
doubled its share from 10.9 per cent in 1975 to 22.5 per cent in 1994. If China is 
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included, the 1994 share of the Easl Asian cluster rises LO 27.3 per cent (no directly 
comparable figures are available for 1975). 

Table 2.2. Regional shares in world MV A. 1975 and 1994 

Region 

North America 
Western Europe 
Japan 
Eastern Europe and fonner USSR 
Latin America and the Caribbean 
Tropical Africa 
North Africa and Western Asia 
Indian subcontinent 
China 
East and South-East Asia 

1975 

24.7 
32.7 
9.3 

17 .1 
6.5 
0.5 
1.3 
1.1 
n/a 
1.6 

Source: U1'11DO, Industrial Development - Global Report, 1995. 

1994 

24.9 
33.2 
16.9 
2.9 
5.2 
0.3 
3.4 
1.4 
4.8 
5.6 

72. This shift in the glob~J location of industry has been ac. -::entuated by the
temporary-steep decline in industrial activity in the countries in transition. that is. the 
former centrally planned economies of eastern and central Eurooe. Their share of MV A 
collapsed from more than 17 per cent in the mid-1970s to an estimated 2.9 pt.:r cent in 
1994. 

Table 2.3. Share or manufacturing valu~ added in GDP, 1960, 1970 and 1990 
(Current prices and S exchange rates) 

Region 1960 1970 1990 

World 28.9 28.1 22.2 
Developed market econanies 29.0 28.2 22.6 
Developing countries 19.4 18.9 19.6 
North America 28.5 25.3 18.5 
Western Europe 29.4 30.4 23.7 
Eastern Europe and fonner 1JSSR 42.4 42.2 36.8 
Japan 34.6 36.0 29.l 
Latin America 21.5 23.8 23.0 
Tropical Africa 8.4 10.2 9.5 
North Africa 12.9 12.1 12.3 
Western Asia 12.4 13.1 12.5 
Indian subcontinent 12.3 12.8 15.3 
East and South-East Asia 15.2 19.0 26.4 

+ or -

+ -
+ -

+ 

Source: VNIDO Issue Paper, State of World Industry and Scenarios for the Post-2000 Period (ID/WG.542/3 
(SPEC.)). 
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73. The main explanation for the declining share of MV A in GDP in the developed 
market economies (Table 2.3) appears to have been the shift in private consumption 
spending from manufactured goods to higher income-elasticity sel"'ices. including tourism. 
and ic""P.r levels of gross fixed capital formation. The relocation from some regions in 
North America. western Europe and Japan to the developing countries of manufacturing 
in industries like steel. leather goods and textiles was another factor. 

74. With the exception of Asia and Tropical Africa. MVA gro\\th has slowed 
markedly since the mid- l 970s. which represented a watershed in the pattern and pace 
of global industrialization (Table 2.4). Indeed. between 1970 and 1990 the share of 
manufacturing in global GDP fell 6.6 perce::!age points from 28.8 per cent to 22.2 per 
cent (Table 2.3). \\ith the main losses occ-.1rring in the developed-market economies of 
North .t\rn.erica. western Europe and Japan. 

Table 2.4. World growth rates or '.\IVA. 1970-94 
(1990 L'S dollars) 

Region 

North America 
Western Europe 
Japan 
Eastern Europe and f onner USSR 
Latin America and the Caribbean 
Tropical Africa 
North Africa 
Western Asia 
Indian subcontinent 
China 
East and South-East Asia 
Developing countries (including China) 
World 

Source: UNIDO database. 

1970-80 

2.3 
2.6 
5.2 
6.9 
6.3 
2.1 
6.1 
8.8 
4.2 

10.2 
11.4 
7.5 
3.7 

1980-90 

2.5 
1.5 
5.8 
1.4 

-0.l 
2.6 
5.6 
5.1 
6.9 
8.7 
8.5 
4.3 
2.8 

1990-94 

2.9 
-0.l 
0.0 

-13.2 
3.0 
0.8 
1.4 
5.5 
3.8 

16.4 
6.3 
6.6 
1.4 

75. In developing countries as a whole. MVA growth increased marginally from 7.3 
per cent a year in the 1960s to 7.5 per cent annually in the 1970s, before falling sharply 
to 4.3 per cent in the 1980s. Only in Asia did the share of manufacturing in GDP 
increase significantly, highlighting the yawning gap between South-East and East Asian 
countries (excluding China) - where MVA growth averaged 9.7 per cent a year during 
the 1965-90 period - and developing countrie51 as a whole. where MVA grO\vth averaged 
5.8 per cent annually. 

76. By the late 1970s. structural constraints on industrialization had become greatly 
accentuated in many developing countries. Limited domestic markets, the inadequacies 
of the import-substitution-industrialization (ISi) strategy. a failure - except on the part 
of the newly industrializing economies - to break into export markets and the impact L~ 
destabilizing exogenous shocks, most notably the two oil price crises. resulted in a global 
debt crisis. and in de-industrialization and falling incomes and employment in many 
countries. 

' -- --- -- ---- - -



There is no unique industrialization model 

77. ~o single influence explains the success of South-Ea.st and East Asia. although the 
region·s outward-orientation and capacity to compete \\ith OECD players was 
undoubtedly a major factor. Thus Brazil's average annual GDP gro\\1h rate of 2.1 per 
cent (between 1980 and 1993) contrasts starkly \\ith the Republic of Korea·s 9.1 per cent 
a year. A major reason for the contrast is that the Republic of Korea·s open economy. 
with an export:GDP ratio of 38 per cent. enabled it to generate extra resources ro cope 
with debt-service payments far more effectively than Brazil. which had an export:GDP 
ratio of only 7 per cent. •i The most successful economies were those that best 
explo!ted g:l Jbalization by rapidly expanding their exports of manufactured goods and 
attracting substantial inflows of foreign direct investment (Chapter 3). 

78. In the 1990s. industrial development is incre~mgly driven by the forces of 
globalization-itself the product 11f world\\ide liberalization and deregulation. rapid 
technological progress. and new systems of structuring and managing business. The pace 
of industrial expansion is closely correlated with foreign trade growth. specifically exports 
of manufactures. and foreign investment inflows. not just direct investment but also non
equity links and portfolio investment. 

79. Unfortunately, the benefits of globalization have been largely restricted to a 
handful of East Asian and Latin American countries, whose outward orientation of trade 
and investment policies has enabled them to increase integration with the global 
economy. The challenge of the b.tter half of the 1990s and beyond is to broaden the 
globalization precess so that it extends to the vast majority of less and least developed 
nations, especially, but not only, in Africa and the Middle East. The enormity of the 
challenge is illustrated by the comparison between industrial performance in East and 
South-East Asia and that in Trop!cal Africa (Table 2.5). 

Table 2.5. Selected indicators: East and South-East Asia. and Tropical Africa. 1970-1993 

Region 1970-80 1980-90 1990-93 

East and South-East Asia 
GDP growth rate 8.1 7.1 6.3 
MVA growth rate 11.4 8.5 6.3 
HVA share of GDP 23.3 26.4 26.5 
Labour productivity growth rate 3.1 5.9 3.9 
Tropical Africa 
GDP growth rate 3.0 2.3 1.2 
HVA growth rate 2.1 2.6 0.2 
MVA share of GOP 9.6 9.9 9.8 
Labour productivity growth rate -0.2 1.1 -2.2 

Source: U!'II.JO, fn,: ,Jtrial De\·elopment Report. 1995. 

I! C'flDO Background Paper, John Humphrey, fnduscriali:acion in De\'elopin~ Countries: T11e 
Challenges of Employment and Social lntrf:Tation (ID/WG.54:!;29 (SPEC.), p. 10. 
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80. While manufacturing has been the dri'wing force behind both economi~ gro\\1h and 
export expansion in East and South-East Asia. MVA per head in Tropical Africa has 
declined contir.llously for a quaner of a century while manufacturing·s share of GDP 
remains below IO per cent. 

Structural change 

81. Table 2.6 highlights the difficulties faced by late industrializers. The indastries 
in which they are able to develop comparative advantage - processed foods. beverages 
and tobacco. clothing and textiles. footwear and some intermediate products - account 
for no more than one-quaner of world MVA The fast-gro\\1h industries - such as 
electrical and non-electrical machinery. transport equipment. and chemicals - are 
dominated by industrialized and newly industrializing countries and account for more 
than 40 per cent of global output. Developing countries are also disadvantaged by the 
fact that the fastest growing sectors of manufacturing have been skill- and technology
intensive industries. such as scientific goods and plastics. 

Tabl~ 2.6. 

Industry 

Food 
Beverages 

Shan of l\l\'A of main industries. 1994 

Tobacco manuf acturt:: 
Texti Jes 
Clothing 
Leather and fur products 
Footwear 
Wood and cork products 
Furniture 
Paper and paper products 
Printing and publishing 
1~1ustrial chemicals 
___ ,_r chemicals 
Petrol~um refineries 
Hiscellaneous coal/petrole1J11 products 
Rubber products 
Plastics 
Pottery, chi~a and glass 
Other non-metallic minerals 
Iron and steel 
Non-ferrous metals 
f'letal products 
Non-electrical machinery 
Electrical machinl·y 
Transport equipment 
Professional and scientific goods 
Other 

Percentage share in total KVA 

10.0 
2.3 
1.7 
3.8 
2.1 
0.3 
0.5 
1.6 
1.4 
3.1 
5.0 
5.2 
5. 7 
2.7 
0.3 
1.3 
3.0 
l.3 
2.8 
3.7 
1.5 
5.7 

10.4 
10.4 
10.2 
2.7 
1.4 

Source: l''.'\11..>0. /ndustriai Development· Global Reporr, 1995. 

82. Table 2.7 illustrate~ the industrial sectors in which developing country 
manufacturers are building market share shoy,ing that share gains have been greatest in 
resource-intensive sectors (iron and steel. non-metallic products, petroleum refinerie!l, 
coal and petroleum products and non-ferrous metals) a11d in Jabour-intensive. 



technologically mature acti\'ities - leather and fur prockcrs. foot\\·ear. clothing. textiles 
and pottery. At the:! same time. developing countries have i-:tade substantial relative 
market share gains in some higher-technology activities. such as transport equipment and 
electrical machinery. 

Table 2.7. Shan or ctn-doping countries (including China) in global MVA. 1975 and 199-i 

Industry 1975 1994 Change in marl..et share 
(pe~centage points) 

Leather and fur products 22.5 43.0 + 20.5 
Textiles 26.8 40.6 + 13.8 
Petroleun refineries 28.6 39.0 • 10.4 
foot111ear 20.0 39.0 • 19.0 
Tobacco manufactures 39.4 38.0 - l.4 
Iron and steel 13.5 36.8 + 23.3 
Non-111etallic mineral products 18.3 33.0 + 14.7 
Clothing 14.5 32.5 + 18.0 
Pottery. china and earthenware 20.4 32.5 + 12.l 
Beverages 24.5 32.0 + 7.5 
Non-ferrous lm!tals 13.0 26.0 • 13.0 
Rubber products 19.8 24.6 + 4.8 
"iscellaneous petrolet111 and coal products 11.6 24.3 + 12.7 
Other manufactures n.e.s. 13.7 24.0 + 10.3 
Glass and glass products 12.8 21.5 + 8.7 
Industrial chenicals 14.0 21.0 + 7.0 
Food lllilnufacturing 16.l 
Other chemical products (including phannaceuticals) 19.5 

20.9 + 4.8 
19.3 - 0.2 

Electrical machinery 9.7 16.9 + 7.2 
Plastic products 16.l 16.8 + 0.7 
Transport equipnent 8.1 16.0 + 7.9 
Metal products - excluding machinery 13.l !5.6 + 2.5 
Wood and cork produc!s 13.l 15.4 + 2.3 
Paper and paper products 12.2 15.2 + 3.0 
Furniture and fixtures 11.9 14.3 . 2.4 
Non-electrical machinery (including office machines) 10.3 13.5 . 3.2 
Printing and publishing 9.8 9.0 - 0.8 
Professionzl and scientific gocJ5 5.6 7 .6 . 2.0 

Source: Ul'-t1DO Issue Paper. State of World Industry and Scenarios for the Post-2000 Period (ID/WG.542/3 
(SPEC.)). Table 5. 

83. However. among developing countries. only East and South-East Asia have 
increased their market share in capital- and technology-intensive activities. while 
developing countries as a whole have made most progress in textiles. clothing and 
footwear, wher<>: MV A growt~ rates have been below average in recent decades. 

84. Thus in footwear. where developing countries account for 39 per cent of global 
production (see Table 2.7 ), output declined by 1.4 per cent a year during the 1980s, and 
by 1.2 per cent annually during the 1990-93 period. Similarly, in texti1es. where 
developing countries control 40.6 per cent of global production. output was flat during 
the 1980s. falling 1.1 per cent a year between 1990 and 1993. 

85. Sluggish demand growth notwithstanding, developing countries have;! built 
impressive market shares over the past 20 years. However. th~ sectors in which 
developing countries have increased their market share the most account for less than 



a quarter of ,,.__rid production. In other words. developing countries are building market 
share mainly in sectors that command small - or declining - shares of global production. 

The de-linking of employment from growth 

86. The period from the 1950s to 1975 marked the "golden age" of manufacturing 
development in developing countries. Industry diversified as new sectors developed and, 
for a long period, the ISi strategy generated growth in both manufacturing output and 
employment. 

87. Until the mid-l 970s, the manufacturing sector grew sufficiently rapidly in 
developing countries to create enough new jobs to keep pace with non-agricultural 
employment growth as a whole. In sub-Saharan Africa and South-East and East Asia, 
employment growth in the period 1965-80 far exceeded the underlying grov.th rate of 
non-farm employment. Similarly, in Latin Ameri~ the Caribbean and South Asia, 
grov.th in manufacturing employment accelerated in the 1970s, creating jobs more rapidly 
than other non-agricultural sectors.11 

88. The first oil price crisis. the subsequent world recession. rampant i;:Jlation and the 
third world debt crisis signalled the end of the golden age and the onset of a new, 
ominous period of jobless growth. With the exception of South-East and East Asia, 
MV A growth and industrial employment generation in developing economies slowed 
after 1975, while in the first half of the 1980s manufacturing employment accually fell m 
~outh Asia, Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa_ 

89. Even so, up to 1980 the growth rate of direct employment in manufacturing 
exceeded that of the non-agricultural work force (Table 2.8), which has averaged 3.9 per 
cent a year since 1950. Industrial development also generated substantial indirect 
employment in the services sector (Chapters 1 and 8). 

90. The employment elasticity of industrial growth in developing countries has been 
estimated at between 0.4 and 0.7 over the last three decades - which means that for 
every 10 per cem increase in MV A. industrial employment rose between 4 and 7 per 
cent. However, recently employment elasticity has fallen significantly in many developing 
economies reflecting accelerating technological progress and the diverging rates of 
growth between slow-expansion,low-technology labour-intensive industries and rapid
growth, high-tech sectors where employment elasticities are low.31 

~I 

3/ 

UNIDO Background Paper. Humphrey, op. cit. 

UNIDO Issue Paper, Sta!" of World Industry and Scenarios for the Post-2000 (ID/WCi.5-U/J 
(SPEC.)). 



Table 2..8. l\fanuf:acturiDg employment. 1965 - 1S90 
(Percentage growth per annum) 

Region 1965-70 1970-75 

Sub-Saharan Africa 6.0 5.8 
South Asia 2.0 3.9 
South-East and East Asia (excluding China) 6.3 7.4 
China .. .. 
Latin Allerica and the Caribbean t.6 5.8 
Developing countries (excluding China) 3.4 5.6 

Sourc~: UNIDO database. 

I975-80 1980-85 i985-90 1965-90 

4.8 -0.4 -1.l 3.0 
4.0 -0.7 3.5 2.5 
7.5 3.4 ~-1 5.9 
2.6 4.1 5.3 . . 
4.4 -0.6 -0.3 2.3 
5.1 1.0 2.! 2.1 

91. The slowdown in direct employment generation in manufacturing is partly a 
function of structural change. explained by the shift away from labour-intensive 
industrialization since 1975. Employment growth in sectors like food. textiles. leather 
and furniture - the usual industrialization "entry point" for LDCs - has been relatively 
slow and their share of employment has declined in all but three of the 15 countries 
listed in Table 2.9 (the exceptions being Kenya, Mauritius and Sri Lanka). 

92. While traditional labour-intensive activities have lost ground. employment in 
machinery and equipment industries has grown strongly. particularly in the more 
advanced developing countries. In 1975. Singapore was the only one of the 15 economies 
in Table 2.9 to have more than one-quarter of its industrial work force engaged in sector 
38 (machinery and equipment), but by 1990 the number of such economies had increased 
to seven, reflecting two distinct trends: 

Growing employment in labour-intensi,.-e activities in the electrical and electronics 
industries; and 

Industrial deepening as the non-electrical machinery and transport equipment 
sectors developed:'' 

Divergent regional trends 

93. Structural change has been greatest in Asian industry, with the e:i.ployment share 
of labour-intensive sectors falling sharply from 56 per cent in 1975 to 45 per cent in 1990. 
The main shift was towards the machinery sector. where employment trebled. 

94. A similar. less marked trend occurred in Latin America. though here the main 
shift was from labour-intensive jobs to intermediate goods industries such as chemicals, 

U!"nDO Background Paper, Humphrr.y, op. cit. 



paper and printing. rubber. plastics. non-minerals ar.d metals. and petr<.1eum refining. 
This reflected the region's strong resource base and reliance on ISi until tile mid-1980s. 
In South Asia. India moved towards machinery and equipment activities but Sri Lanka 
increased its dependence on labour-intensive operations. In sub-Saharan Africa. 
employment in labour-intensive industries fell marginaliy in three sectors but increased 
in two. 

Tab~ 2.9. Manufacturing employmmt by sectors. sclccted dndopiog countries. 1975 and 1990 

E~ I O)lllE!flt in Sectoral distribution {%}a 
Country sectors 31-38 Sectors 31-33 Sectors 34-37 Sector 38 
or area 197S 1990 ms 1990 197S 1990 197S 1990 

(Thousand) 

Ethiopia 60 102 80.S 79.4 17.4 18.0 2.1 2.6 
Kenya 99 164 S4.7 56.4 20.8 23.4 24.S 20.l 
ftauritius 21 104 67 .4 88.9 12.i 7.0 19.9 4.1 
Zimbabwe 144 181 ss.o 52.S 22.0 27 .6 23.0 19.9 
Tropical Africa 1,341 l.567 66.S 69.8 20.8 20.0 12.8 10.2 

India S,650 7.265 49.S 44.0 l2. l 30.4 18.5 2S.6 
Sri Lanka 187 231 67.l 69.6 22.6 24.6 10.3 5.8 
Indian sub-continent 6.65S 9.268 SS.I 51.2 2S.8 27.8 19.2 20.9 

Hong Kong 660 686 S9.3 51.4 16.S 17 .9 24.2 30.7 
lr.donesia 869 2.619 73.9 66.7 18.8 23.2 7.3 10.0 
Korea. Republic of 1.298 2.890 48.8 32.6 28.5 28.1 22.7 39.3 
ftalaysia 283 823 46.6 35.8 29.S 25.6 23.9 38.6 
Singapore 187 344 30.3 16.1 18.0 16.6 SI.7 67.3 
Soutn-East and East Asia S.709 12.351 S4.9 47.9 23.6 23.9 21.5 28.2 

Cola'*>ia 442 517 52.6 46.9 29.6 36.6 17 .8 16.5 
Ecuador 73 lll 64.9 56.5 30.2 30.7 4.9 12.8 
Plexico 413 l.060 34.7 29.6 41.5 42.6 23.7 27 .8 
Venezuela 324 458 47 .6 42.4 33.6 39.1 1~.8 18.S 
Latin America and Caribbean 9,906 11,699 48.7 48.2 26. I 28.4 25.l 23.4 

Source: U'.\100 Background Paper. Humphrey, Industrialization in Developing countries: The Challenges 
of Employment and Social Integration (ID/WG.542/29 (SPEC.)). Table 1.4: and UNIDO database. 

a/ Sectors 31-33: food products, textiles and clothing leather. wood and furniture. Sectors 34-37: 
paper. chemicals. rubber, plastics. metals. Sector :>;: me1al products. machinery and equipmenl 
(electrical and non-electrical). 

Competitiveness as the engine of growth 

95. While increa~ed global trade and foreign investment flows have constituted major 
elements of the globalization process. it is global competitiveness which has emerged as 
the principal engine of industrial grov.1h and of exports of manufactured products. Since 
1986. international trade in goods and non-factor services (exports plus imports) as a 
proportion of developing economy GDP has risen from 33 per cent to 43 per cent. while 
FDI inflows have increased sixfold. 



96. The share of muchandise exports between developing countries increased from 
30.8 per cent in i980 to 39 per cent by 1 Q93. And developing countries· exports are no 
longer dominated by primary commodities - manufactcres now account for almost 60 per 
cent of such ex-ports. up from a tiny 5 per cent in 1955. Their sha:-e of world exports of 
manufactures more than quadrupled from 5 per cent in 1970 to 21 per cent in 1993. 

Tabk .?.10. ~,·doping countries" sharr of exports. ~lected industrial produd groups. 199.? 

Product categories 

Textiles and clothing 
Eiectrical machinery 
ltetals 
"ineral products, precious metals and stones 
Non-electrical machinery 
Other manufacturing 
Leather, rubber. footwear and tra·1e 1 goads 
Chemicals and photographic supplies 
Woo<!, pulp, paper and furniture 
Transport equipment 
Fish and fish products 

Percentage share 

22.:l 
i4.0 
11.0 
9.5 
9.0 
8.5 
7.5 
7 .0 
$.7 
3.0 
2.8 

Sour.:e: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAIT). An Analysis of clze Proposed L"rugu:zy Round 
Agreemenc i'ich Particular Emphasis on Aspects of lnceresc co De\·e/oping Councries. f\ovember 1993. 

97. Simultaneously. developing countries have become increasingly important markets 
for industrialized countries, increasing their share of world imports of manufactured 
goods from 5.5 per cent in 1970 to 17.2 per cent in 1991 (Table 2.11). 

Table .?.11. Regional strudun of exports of world manufaduns, 199.? 

Developed cour.tries 

Developing countries 

World 

Exports to 
developed countries 

S billion Percentage 

1,480 

330 

1,810 

54 

12 

66 

Source: GA TI. lmemacional Trade Statistics. 199~. 

Exports to 
developing countries 

S billion Percentage 

550 20 

14 

920 34 
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98. !'ot only have manufactured exports been rising as a proponion of total 
developing country exports. but exports of manufactures have grown more rapidly than 
MV A - albeit from a tiny base - in all developing regions except sub-Saharan Africa 
(Table 2.12). 

Table 2.12. Growth or MVA ;md manufactured exports, 1965-90 
(Percentage in constant 1990 dollars) 

Region 

Sub-Saharan Africa 
South Asia 
South-East and ~ast Asia 
China 
Latin America 
All developing countries (excluding China) 

Source: UNIDO database. 

1'1VA 

225 
279 
640 
222 
168 
271 

Export of 
r..anufactures 

132 
50i' 

I.116 
2,3Ci0 

265 
617 

N~r of 
countries 

24 
4 
8 
I 

21 
62 

99. However, here too the process has been uneven. While the export:GDP ratio for 
27 developing countries virtually doubled between 1960 and 1990. rising from 15 per cent 
to 28 per cent, it declined in sub-Saharan Africa, was barely changed in South Asia and 
only started to increase modestly in Latin America from 1975. Most of the increase 
came from South-East and East Asia. and this trend would have been even more clear
cut had Taiwan Province of China been included. 

100. Relatively few developing countries, almost all of them in Asia and Latin 
Arneiica, have managed to join the exclusive club of industrial exporters. In 1990, 
manufactured exports accounted for at least one-fifth of export revenues in only seven 
of thirty sub-Saharan African countries (Central African Republic, Comoros, Gambia, 
Mauritius, Senegal, Sierra Leone and Zimbabwe). In Asia and the Pacific, the ratio of 
manufactured exports ranged from 36 per cent in Indonesia to 92 per cent in the 
Republic of Korea. Even more striking is the fact that the manufactured exports of 30 
sub-Saharan countries in 1990 totalled $3.5 billion - less than 40 per cent of Indonesia's 
industrial exports and only 5 per cent of the figure for the Republic of Korea. 

Outlook 

101. In 1975, the UNIDO General Conference held at Lima set a target for the 
developing country share of global MV A of 25 per cent by the year 2000 - the Lima 
target. With the developing country share having reached 20.8 per cent by 1994, this 
target is likely to be surpassed and the latest projections suggest that the developing 
countries' share in world MV A will reach 30.6 per cent by the year 2005, while their 
share in global exports of manufactured goods increases from an ~1;timated 24 per cent 
in ! 995 to 29 per cent at the turn of the century and over 35 per cent by 2005. 



102. C:'\IDO"s baseline scenario is based on the assumption of moderate GDP gro\\th 
of 2.6 per cent annually in the G-5 countries along \\ith continued global economic 
reform and ~rade liberalization as well as !ow transport costs and moderate real interest 
rates. Cnder the baseline scenario. world GDP gro\\th \\ill accelerate from 2.1 per cent 
annually during the 1990-1995 period (Table 2.13) to 2.9 per cent a year between 1995 
and 2000 rising to 3.2 per cent annually in the 2000 to 2005 period. 

103. In the developing countries. grO\\th \\ill be maintained at 4.7 per cent a year over 
the five years to the year 2000 (compared \\ith 4.8 per cent annually in the first five years 
of the 1990s). before accelerating to 5.4 per cent a year between 2000 and 2005. Once 
again. the pattern \\ill be very uneven \\ith gro\\th of 7.5 per cent in East and South-East 
Asia, including China. but less than three per cent in Tropical Africa and Latin America. 
Strong regional grmnh in East and South-East Asia \\ill raise its share of global GDP 
to 13.4 per cent by the year 2005 - just over half the total for the developing world of 27 
per cent. 

Table 2.13. Baseline scenario - GDP gr<Mth ratl'S and percentage shares. 1990-2005 

Region 1990-95 1995-2000 2000-2005 

Developed cm:ntries I..' 2.5 2.4 
Eastern Europe and former USSR -8. 7 0.7 1.7 
Developing countries (including China) 4.8 4. 7 5.4 
Latin .America 3.1 2.5 2.9 
Tropical Africa 1.3 2.2 2.4 
North Africa/West Asia 3.0 2.8 3.0 
Indian subcontinent 4.3 5.0 5.5 
East and South-East Asia (including China) 8.1 7.2 7 .9 

World 2.1 2.9 3.2 

Shares in g 1oba1 GDP 1995 2000 2005 

Developed countries 76.0 74.2 71.6 
Eastern Europe and former USSR 1. 7 1.6 1.4 
Developing countries (including China) 22.3 24.2 27 .o 
Latin America 5.0 4.8 4.8 
Tropical Africa 0.7 0.7 0.7 
North Africa and West Asia 5.5 5.5 5.4 
Indian subcontinent 2.1 2.2 2.6 
East and South-East Asia (including China) 8.8 10.8 13.4 

Source: UNI DO Issue Paper. State of world Industry and Scenarios for the Po.st-2000 Period (ID /WG.542,'3 
(SPEC.)), Table A.l. 

104. The industrialized countries' shar·:: of global MY A \\ill continue to decline over 
the next decade reflecting the substantially faster growth of developing country industrial 
production of almost 7 per cent annually compared with just over 2 per cent in the 
developed economies. MY A grov.1h will accelerate in all developing regions over the 
forecast period, but v.ith East and South-East Ac;ia continuing to grow faster than any 
other region. As a result. the latter's share in glohal MY A will rise to over 19 per cent 
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by the year 2005 from 11 per cent in 1995. The developing ~ountries· share of world 
MVA will grow rapidly frpm 21.5 per cent in 1995 to 30.6 per cent by the year 2005. \\ith 
almost all of this gro\\th emanating from r:1e high-performing Asian economies. 

105. The scenario suggests that deiP.Justrialization \\ill bf' reversed over the decade 
with the share of MV A in global GDP rising marginally to _2.5 in the year 2005 from 
n per cent at present. reflecting a ~harp increase in the developing countries where the 
share of MV A in GDP rises from 21.3 per cent at present to 7'\.5 per cent. Once again 
the trend is most marked in As:a but industry's share of GDP imp~oves also in all other 
developing regions except La:in America. Eastern Europe·s share in global MVA falls 
over the period from 2.3 pe~· cent to 1.8 per cent and deindustrialization continues with 
the share of MVA in mani.ifacturing declining from 29.5 per cent to 26.8 per cent ir. 2005 
(Table 2.14). 

Table 2.14. MVA growth rates and percentage shares. 1990-2005 

Region 1990-95 

Growth rates of INA 
Developed countries 1.2 
Eastern Europe -12.6 
Developing countries 6.6 
Latin America 2.8 
Tropical Africa 1.3 
North Africa and West Asia 4.6 
Indian subcontinent 4.1 
East and South-East Asia including China 10.5 
World 1.7 

Percentage shares in MVA 1995 

Developed countries 76.2 
Eastern Europe 2.3 
Developing countries 21.5 
Latin America 5.1 
Tropical Africa 0.3 
North Africa and West Asia 3.4 
Indian subcontinent 1.4 
East and South-East Asia 11.0 

Percentage shares of MVA in GDP 

Developed countries 
Eastern Europe 
Dev~loping ccuntries 
Latin America 
Tropi ca I Africa 
North Africa and West Asia 
Indian subcontinent 
East and South-East Asia 
World 

22.l 
29.5 
21.3 
22.6 
9.7 

13.5 
15.3 
27.5 
22.0 

1995-2000 

2.2 
-0.l 
6.5 
2.2 
3.4 
6.1 
5.5 
8.9 
3.1 

2000 

72. 7 
2.0 

25.3 
4.9 
0.3 
3.9 
1.6 

14.5 

21. 7 
28.0 
23.2 
22.3 
10.2 
15.8 
15.5 
29.6 
22.2 

2000-7005 

2.0 
1.2 
7 .4 
2.6 
3.7 
6.2 
6.0 
9.6 
3.4 

2005 

67.6 
!.& 

30.6 
4.7 
0.3 
4.5 
1.8 

19.2 

21.3 
26.8 
25.5 
22.0 
10,9 
18.5 
15.7 
32.0 
22.5 

Source: UNIDO Issue Paper. State of World Industry and Scenarios for the Pnsr-2000 Period (ID/WG.5-l2/3 
(SPEC.)), Table A.2. 



106. The baseline scenario points to strong growth of manufactured ex-ports by 
d ~·.eloping countries whose market share rises from 2-l per cent at present to m·er 35 per 
Ct nt bv 2005. A1!ain. the vast bulk of the increase in market share reflects 2reater . - -
m1rket penetration by the East Asian countries. including China. Their share rises from 
I: .8 per cent to 29 per cent over the period. at which stage they \\ill account for over 80 
per cent of developing world ex-ports of manufactured goods. (Table 2.15) 

Table .:?.15. Baseline scenario: Maouiactured exports. 1995 •. ?000 and 20'J5 
(Percentage shares) 

1995 2000 

Developed countries 75.2 70.3 
Developing countries 24.l 29.0 
Latin America 2.8 2.6 
Tropical Africa 0.3 0.3 
North Africa and West Asia 1.6 1.8 
Indian subcontinent 1.1 L3 
East and South-East Asia 17.8 22.7 

2005 

64.0 
35.5 
2.5 
0.3 
1.9 
1.5 

29.0 

Source: Ut-;lDO Issue Paper, State of World Industry and Scenarios for cite Post-2000 Period (ID /WG .S.E/3 
(SPEC.)). Table A.Z. 

107. In a rapidly-changing, restructuring world economy such scenarios must be treated 
wi~h caution. given the many imponderables surrounding future trends. In such an 
exercise it is simply impossible to ~ake full account not just of such imponderables, but 
also of qualitative issues such as the impact of economic reform and restructuring 
throughout the world, and the medium-term effects of the Uruguay Round Agreements. 

108. Structural change in manufacturing and between manufacturing and other sectors. 
most notably services, will accelerate in response to the pressures released by 
liberalization, deregulation and globalization. Inuustrialization patterns \\ill also he 
affected by the legacy of past poiicies. in many countries, import-substitution
industrialization left a manufacturing sector populated by large, inefficient and overly 
diversified firms. Two different patterns of industrial development are envisaged as 
Governments in these post-ISi countries open up their economies to global competition. 

Those industries that cannot be sustained in the new liberalized emironment will 
undergo wholesale restructuring In India. some economists believe that trade 
liheralizatioi1 is undermining hi-tech activities. shifting µroduction and exports to 
resource-based industries/· while in f:razil. firms manufacturing computers and 
peripherals have been forced t restructure. increasing their reliance on imports. 

R. Nambiar and G. Tada~: "I~ Trade Dc-lndu!>triali!'>in!! India~". Eco:iomic and Political Ueckly. 15 
October }<)94. 
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Liberalization and enhanced competition \\ill force those firms that remain \iable 
to abandon past diversification strategies. t~arrow their product range and focus 
on areas of core competence. This is likely tn mean some vertical disintegration 
as firm!) are forced into increased specialization. 

109. Macroeconomic stability must be maintained during the restructuring phase. 
Manufacturing has suffered in those Latin American countries that restored price 
stability \\ith policies which resulted in real exchange rate appreciation, thereby 
unciermining industrial competitiveness. 

110. Appropriately sequenced trade liberalization. und~rpinned by policy support for 
industrial restructuring, \\ill force firms to upgrade, freeir:g them from dependence on 
low-quality. high-cost domestic inputs, while encourag~ag management to invest in 
broadening and deepening its skills base. But liberalizacion and restructuring invariably 
have their downsides as productivity improvements lead to job losses. Accordingly, large
scale industry is unlikely to generate many new jobs in countries undergoing restructuring 
"for some time to come". 

111. WhIJe countries like China and India, which are also restructuring, face job losses 
arising from productivity growth. they stand to gain enormously from the eventual phase
out of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MF A) in 2005. The huge success of the cotton 
textile industry in Tiruppur in south India underlines the potential for strong export-led 
gro\\th in those Asian countries that are able to exploit improved market access in the 
developed-market economies. 

South-East Asia 

112. Restructuring is taking place between South-East and East Asia and other lagging 
regions as well as within the region itself. Rising real wages iu the first wave of newly 
industrializing economies (NIEs) - Hong Kong. the Republic of Korea, Singapore and 
Taiwan Province of China - compounded by exchange rate appreciation. forced 
industrialists to seek low-labour cost locations elsewhere in the region (see Chapter 5). 
This not only opened up new opportunities for low-wage late-starters such as Malaysia, 
Indonesia, Thailand and Viet Nam, but also for crossborder vertical integration (Box 
2.1). 

113. The same process is likely to repeat itself as productivity and real wages rise in 
the second tier of :\IIEs (Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia), and activity \\ill shift to 
lower labour-cost locations such as China. Viet :'.'ram and South Asia. 



Box 2.1 
Crossborder vertical integration in Asian industcy· 

Manufacturing industry is becoming increasingly integrated across national borders 
as industrialists locate various activities from the p:-oduction (value-added) chain 
in locations where the cost is lowest. The process is illustrated by the production 
of women's blouses in Asia. which encorr.passes three distinct stages of diminishing 
technological complexity-production of synthetic fibre, fabric manufacture and 
production of the blouses themselves. 

Between 1978 and 1987. the Republic of Korea emerged as an exporter of 
fibre alongside the leading Asian exporter, Japan. 

In the same period, China and the Republic of Korea became signifi~ant 
exporters of fabric as Japan's importance declined. 

The simplest part of the value-added chain. blouse manufacture, shifted 
from Hong Kong to China. Indonesia. Sri Lanka and Malaysia. 

Source: U.WDO Background Paper, John Humphrey, Industrialization in Dei·eloping Countries: The 
Challenges of Employment and Social Integration (ID/WG.542/29(SPEC.)). 

Sub-Saharan Africa 

114. Unfortunately, there are, as yet, few signs of a similar process taking place in sub
Saharan Africa. Small, low-income populations make for tiny fragmented markets; the 
region has lagged behind the rest of lhe world in investing in human cc:.pital and physical 
i~1frastructure, and political instability is greater in Africa than elsewhere. 

115. The region also suffers four other distinct disadvantages: 

It does not belong to any regional cluster and is therefore denied the spill-over 
effects that Asian countries, Latin America and southern, central and eac;tem 
Europe and the Mediterranean countries enjoy from Japan, the NIEs, the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFf A) and the European Union 
respectively. Instead. sub-Saharan Africa suffers from a "contagion" effect - the 
knock-on effects of stagnant output and income throughout the region. It is 
conceivable. though by n0 means certain, that the emergence of the new South 
Africa will generate a positive cluster effect, especially in southern Africa, but 
South Africa itself is entering a period of intensive industrial, social and political 
restructuring that may inhibit its capacity to become an engine for regional 
economic growth. 
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:\1uch of African industry was developed in the i 960s and 1970s. during the ISi 
phase. behind high tariff walls and tight import controls. lmpon-suhstitution 
strategies have failed to pro\ide the l)asis for structural diversification and self
sustained econonic development. The structure of GDP has not changed 
significantly over the past decade and manufacturing still accounts for less than 
IO per cent of GDP. The absence of domestic linkages anc the persistence of 
dual economies is reflected in the large gap between the subsistence sector and 
the industrial enclave dependent on imported capital. equipment and skills. Large 
manufacturing enterprises were often established as public corporations under 
heavy protection against outside competition. Technology took the form of 
"turnkey factories \\ith limited scope for emplo~ment creation and training".t 
Sub-Saharan Africa. including it'i more industrialized countries (Box 2.2). has 
entered a phase of wrenching restructuring. whose initial effects. as in Latin 
America. include some de-industrialization and a shift in e:\-pon acti\ity to~·ards 
resource-based operations. especially energy and mining. 

Africa is the one region that, according to most assessments of the li ruguay 
Round, will not benefit from global trade liberalization. This is largely hecause 
it is less integrated with the global economy than any other region. ar.d also 
because it \\'ill lose pri"ileged access to OECD markets as African. Caribbean and 
Pacific (ACP) and Generalized System of Preference (GSP) margins are eroded 
(see Chapter 5). 

In the medium term, most sub-Saharan countries lack the technical, professional 
and managerial skills base - as well as the p!iysical infrastructure - to exploit the 
benefits of globalization. Competition in the 1990s is human resource-intensive, 
whereas Africa's competitive advantage is largely confined to its rich physical 
resource base (minerals and metals, oil and gas and agricultural potential) and 
plentiful low-cost. but unskilled. labour. 

116. Indeed, the region has failed to make progress even in labour-intensive industries. 
Very little footwear is exported from Africa, and the continent accounts for less than one 
per cent of global clothing and textile production. Only one country - \iauritius - is a 
significant exporter of clothing, and it will face t0ugh new competition with the abolition 
of the MFA agreement early in the twenty-first century (Chapter 5). African countries 
have only a narrow window of opportunity to build a presence in this market before the 
MF A is finally abolished in 2005. 

'" t:NIOO, Participation of U omen in .\fan11facc11rinK. Vienna. 1995. 



Box 2.2 
Restructuring South African industry 

The one African country most likely to make the breakthrough to newly 
industrializing economy status in the near future is South Africa. Following the 
successful transition to majority rule in 1994, the new Government of National 
Unity launched an ambitious Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) 
designed to narrow income and wealth gaps between black and white and rich and 
poor, while generating the many thousands of jobs needed to solve the country's 
chronic unemployment crisis. 

A recent report on industrial competitiveness, prepared by a United States-based 
consultancy group, Monitor, for the National Economic Development and Labour 
Council, identifies the major structural, policy and organizational changes needed 
if South .African industry is to become competitive in global markets. Monitor 
found that in practically every South African industry. identical products are being 
manufactured "eit substantially lower cost or higher quality" by firms in other 
countries. 

Its report warns that the pressure to compete has become all the more urgent with 
the signing of the World Trade Organization (WTO) accord, and lists the five 
most important action points: 

Create strong, coordinated industrial clusters. Such clusters are generally weak in 
South Africa, which lacks sophisticated suppliers of machinery, R&D capability, 
and strong training. design and consultancy services. The most developed cluster 
is in the sugar industry, where R&D, machinery and training institutions are 
strong. 

The country's export profile reflects the weakness of vital industrial and 
supporting functions. Competitive advantage is strongest in upstream (i.e. 
primary and basic processing) activities, followed by production for final 
consumption. Only 5 per cent of exports are from "industrial supporting" 
activities compared with 28 per cent in the Republic of Korea, and 12 per 
cent in Brazil and Taiwan Province of China. South Africa's industrial 
structure is closer to that of a developing-world economy than a newly 
industrializing Asian economy. 

South Africa has very few competitive machinery manufacturers (a fact that 
is reflected in its low level of machinery exports), while only in advertising, 
accounting and legal senices is there strong industrial back-up. 

continued 
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Box 2.2 (continued) 

Transport costs are high. Iscor, a globally competitive steel manufacturer. 
is a low-cost producer (\\ith a production cost of $462 a ton against a world 
average of $505). but it costs $41/ton to move the steel to the ports and a 
further $31/ton to transport it to Europe. 

Data on South African industry and business are poor. 

Clusters must be coordinated. South African textiles and clothing 
industries should cooperate to compete globally rather than fighting 
amongst themselves. 

Action: foreign direct investment should be targeted at addressing cluster 
weakness, with Government playing a coordinating role where necessary. 
Transport costs must be lowered. 

Develop world-class str.1tegic capability. South African industry is production
driven rather than marketing- or competition-oriented. T1~amwork, just-in-time 
(JIT) manufacturing, total quality management (TQM) and activity-based costing 
are rarely used. 

Many firms ignore customer needs because they assume that only price and 
delivery dates, rather than quality and service, are important. 

Many companies are "stuck in the middle", having failed to make a clear
cut choice between low cost and high quality. The result is broad product 
lines and highly complex manufacturing systems. This complexity increases 
costs. 

South African business is vulnerable to competitors which focus on high
volume activities and undercut South Africans on cost and price, partly 
because technology and equipment is often outdated, while few firms are 
using modern industrial techniques. 

Action: enhance management-training facilities at South African universities. 

continued 
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Box 2.2 (continued) 

De,-elop strong. integrated skills. machine~· and work organization. In metal 
products. productivity is one-quaner to one-third of that in OECD economies_ 
This is the result of obsolete equipment and poorly trained workers. For example. 
while labour costs per hour in vehicle assembly are low (S5.60 as against S6 in 
Mexico and $38 in the United States). labour hours per worker are more than 
double those in Mexico and the C' nited States. 

Action: install modem equipment. institute appropriate training programmes and 
encourage employees to work in teams. 

Stimulate domestic competition and ensure high leYels of inter-firm rival~·. I Weak competition policy, high levels of protection. low levels of foreign 
investment, a deanh of small and medium-sized operators and high levels of State 
ownership have stunted competition. 

1 

Low rivalry is the norm in many South Afric.m industries. Con..:emra:ion in 
the construction industry, for instance, leads to higher costs. 

Even where there is intense competition this is often misdirected, as in 
clothing and textiles, where the two industries compete against each other 
rather than with foreign suppliers. 

Action: policies recommended to enhance competition include privatization. 
fostering foreign investment, developing small/medium-scale businesses, 
sharpening up corporate disclosure and governance policies, reforming the 
Johannesburg Stock Exchange's listing requirements and using government 
purchasing policies to boost competition. Expon subsidies should be abolished 
and protective tariffs lowered (although this is happening already). 

Create a capable bureaucracy. Some government policies-such as the General 
Export Incentive Scheme (now being phased out), quotas, subsidies and tariff 
policy-are obstacles to increased competitiveness. 

In housing it takes two years to get permit approval. as against three 
months in Chile. 

Customers rate the effectiveness of government departments and non
government organizations as "very low". 

Action: institute quick. low-cost policy administration. 

continued 
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Box 22 (continued) 

Policy recommendations 

According to Monitor. the Government must frame its industrial strategy "\\ith a 
far greater underst:-.nding" of how global competitive advantage is created in an 
industry. The consultancy group also advises that: 

Beneficiation is only appropriate in some - not all - industries. 

The regional market should be used to secure scale advantages. 

The country should focus on export markets-such as Latin America. the 
Middle East and South Asia - that welcome South African-style products. 
There is a danger in focusing too much on the EL" and ~orth American 
markets. 

Policy should be simple. stable and neutral across industries so as to avoid 
lobbying 

On the administrative side. policy needs be implemented quickly and at low 
cost. 

It also warns of the difficult. and often painful. choices that the new Government 
wili have to make, such as: 

State-of-the-art capital-intensive technique::i versus rapid job-creation; 

Widespread consulting versus active decision-making. This is an area 
where President Mandela's consensual style f)f decision-making could have 
a high economic cost; 

A narrow, focused, product range versus seniing all the requirements of the 
community; 

More jobs versus lower costs and consumer prices; and 

Increased industrial concentration and scale advantages versus greater 
rivalry and competition. 

Source: Business Africa: Economist Intelligence Cnit, May 1995. 
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CHAPTER 3. GLOBALIZATION AND INDUSTILALIZATION 

The borderless world 

117. Since the mid-1970s. the fastest-growing countries have been those that ha••e 
managed to industrialize by developing a competitive advantage in manufactured exports 
to the point where industrial exports have become the engine of growth. This pattern 
of growth. characterized by a growing share of manufacturing value-added (MV A) in 
GDP and a rising ratio of exports - and specifically exports of manufactures - to GDP. 
marked the first phase of globalization of developing countries. The process has since 
broadened to include the fast-expanding role of industrial groups and firms f:om several 
developing countries that have achieved rapid growth of production and exports. The 
process has led to increased flows of inward foreign direct investment (FDI). the 
proliferation of joint ventures and increasing sophistication of non-equity technology and 
marketing links between transnational corporations (TNCs) from industrialized 
economies and affiliated or unrelated firms in developing countries. the expansion of 
portfolio investment flows. and che integration of production, distribution. R&D and 
other COP)Orate activities acrvss national borders. Globalization refers also to the 
increasing mobility of ideas. information flows and consumer tastes. 

118. Globalization is the corporate business response to the changed and changing 
international business environment. The process has its roots in four key developments. 
the first two of which are arguably the most imponant: 

Policy changes in the world economy. specifically the liberalization of trade and 
capital flows. the deregulation of markets. and privatization, which has opened up 
new investment opJYlnunities in most countries; 

Accelerating technological progress that has changed the rules of the game for 
both TNCs and for host developing countries and enterprises in these countries; 

New organizational structures within companies. in pan made feasible by 
technological advances in the information and communications industries; and 

The shift of economic power from the nonh and west to the developing countries. 
especially in Asia - a result. as much as a cause. of globalization. 

119. The liberalization of most economies in the developing world has radically 
changed the rules of the game for Governments as well as corporations. Ironically, by 
facilitating globalization. policy changes have contributed to a significantly reduced role 
for Governments. As business globalizes. international business operations become 
increasingly more important as compared to the role of Governments. including those 
of developing countries .. 



120. The grO\\ing role of TNCs is also •mderscored by estimates that T'iCs control at 
least one-third of the world's private-sector capital stock. while between 33 per cent and 
50 per cent of world trade is conducted between T\C affiliates on an intra-firm basis.1

· 

121. At the same timl!. national economic and social policies are also being increasingly 
cjrcumscribed by the role and acti"ities of international organizations such as tile 
International Monet~· Fund and the World Bank and in the future. by the World Trade 
Organization with respect to global trade. 

Table 3.1. Treads in world trade iategntioa, 1971-1996 

Indicator/region 1971-85 1986-9!> 1991-93 1994-96 

world trade growtha/ 3.7 6.1 3.9 7.7 
WOr Id output growth , 3.2 3.3 1.1 3.0 
Speed of integrationb' 0.5 2.8 2.9 4.: 

Hiqh-inc..:.we 0£:0 ~ountrics ).3 3.2 0.8 .i.2 
Developing countries -0.6 0.6 6.7 5.0 

Sub-Saharan Africa -1.5 -0.7 0.4 1.4 
East Asia 1.0 1.4 5.8 5.1 
South Asia -0.4 -C.2 4.1 3.2 
Europe and Central Asia 0.0 -2.l 7.3 8.3 
Middle East and North Africa -1.5 3.1 0.3 0.9 
Latin America and Caribbean -1.6 2.0 9.6 2.8 

Source: World Bank, Global Economic Prospects and che Developing Countries. 1995. 

a/ GroV1otb rate of the sum of merchandise export and import volumes. 
b/ Growth rate of trade minus groV1oth rate of output 

Globalization - an opportunity as well as a ~hreat 

122. The globalization r .. ocess itself is both an opponunity and a threat for developing 
countries, since it opens the way for small. low-income countries to industrialize in a 
manner that was not possible when inward industrialization policies were in vogue in the 
1960s and 1970s. At the same time, it is dear from the correlation between export 
expansion. inflows of foreign investment, and industrial and economic growth that 
c- ;untries that have been unable to integrate - sub-Saharan African countries being the 
most prominent example - are being left behind. 

123. Globalization implies that trade expands faster than output: while industrial 
investments. particularly FDI grows even more rapidly than trade. 

I. L"NIDO Backgrr.und Paper. Nagcsh Kumar. ForriK'I Direct lnve.rrment. Technolo.v:i· Transfrr and 
£.-pons of Dneloping CountrieJ (ID/WG.5-C/ti (SPEC)). 
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124. Table 3.1 shows how the pace of integration (defined as the gro\\1h rate oi foreign 
trade minus the gro\\th rate of GDP) has accelerated internationally since the mid-1980s. 
with the Asian and Latin American regions p:rrticipating in the process far more 
vigorously than sub-Saharan Africa or. to a lesser extent. North Africa and the Middle 
East. 

Table 3.2. m1 inftows tnd) as a pacaa- o( exports. 1980-1994. sdected yurs 

Years 1980 1987 1990 1992 1994 

Al I developing countries 0.7 2.1 2.8 4.6 6.7 
East Asia and Pacific 1.3 2.7 4.4 6.4 10.2 
South Asia 0.8 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 
Latin America and the Caribbean 4.8 4.6 4.4 7 .Ci 8.5 
Middle East/North Africa -1.5 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.5 
Sub-Saharan Africa a.a 2.2 LO 2.2 2.7 
Eastern Europe and Central Asi<. a.a a.a 0.2 3.1 7 .4 

Source: World Bank. World Debt Tables, 1994/95. 

l "'~- Table 3.2 illustrates the gro\\lh of FDI relative to exports in developing countries; 
this aspect of globalization has also progressed more rapidly in East and South-East Asia. 
Latin America and. most recently. eastern Europe. while the other regions lag behind. 
Greater openness - the relaxation of restrictions covering FDI. trade liberalization and 
payments reform. the abolition of quantitative import restrictions, and the reduction and 
harmonization of tariffs - was a precondition for this process. 

126. The main forces driving globalization are broadly similar to those underpinning 
international trade growth. Firms adopt new and different strategies designed to 
maximize profits within the context of a changed international economic environment. 
The principal elements which dominate the process are international trade; industrial 
investments. particularly FDI. and international inter-firm cooperation. including non
equity cooperation (NEC) such as strategic alliances, licensing. franchising and 
subcontracting arrangements. 

127. Hitherto, the process has been dominated by corporations from OECD countries. 
\\it~. increasingly active participation by d:mamic industrial enterprises and groups from 
East and South-East Asian economies. including China. and some Latin American 
countries. In all probability. India and South Africa will also become part of this process 
in the near future.1: 

lJNIDO Background Paoer, Peter Gundlach and Erich Nunnenkamp. Globalization of.\fanufacruring 
Acti~·icy: faidence and lmplicatio11s for lndustriali:ation in Developing Countries (ID/WG.54:!/lJ 
(SPEC.)). 
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128. Developing countries that have successfully participated m the globalizauon 
process share two common characteristics: 

A policy environment conducive to mobilization of industrial investments. 
panicularly FDI: and 
A plentiful supply of educated workers capable of competing with low- and 
medium-skilled labour in industrialized economies. 

The corporate response 

129. The corporate response to the new policy environment of the 1990s depends on: 

Industry-specific considerations, notably cost structures, market drivers. 
government policies and the competitive environment. 

Global strategy levers - the different ways in which corporate strategies can be 
globalized Strategy levers include the panicipation policy of firms in global 
operations in different markets, their product strategy, where and how they locate 
different operations, and the way in which they respond to competitive moves by 
rivaJ corporations. 

The capacity of an enterprise to implement such strategies, which will in tum 
depend on its tangible and intangible resources, including financial and human 
resources, control over technologies and brand-names. 

The firm's assessment of the benefits and costs of globalization. which will depend 
substantially on organizational considerations that are crucial to the successful 
exploitation of global strategies. 

130. The ability of foreign investors to locate an increased proportion of their value
adding activities in <leveloping countries and the capacity of enterprises in developing 
countries to absarb such inflow and to participate in export-oriented manufacture 
constitute key elements in the globalization process for developing countries. The 
process is driven by the rapid advance of information technology. the growing trenc! 
towards the convergence of demand patterns (the globalization of markets) and 
intensified competition in international markets. In the past 15 years, the process of 
crossborder integration has become increasingly sophisticated and complex. 

In the simplest strategies. stand-alone affiliates or multi-domestic subsidiaries of 
TNCs serve national markets. operating with a high degree of autonomy from the 
parent company and undertaking most value-added activities within the country 
concerned: 

As trade and capital flows are liberalized, international communications improve. 
scale econornies increase and global competition intensifies. so new patterns of 
integration have evolved. implying increased globalization; 



Simple integration involves outsourcing nf production. either by locating 
manufacturing or assembly activities offshore (foreign direct investmt:::t) or by 
subcontracting operations to foreign suppliers or panicipation in joint ventures. 
licensing. franchising and other contractual arrangements involving production and 
operation in developing countries; 

Complex integration goes beyond outsourcing and manufacture in other countries 
to locate value chain activities in those markets where the benefit-cost ratio is 
greatest. Thus data-processing accounting. finance or R&D activities may be 
located in one or other developing country. 

Foreign direct investment 

131. FDI has become the single most important component of private external resource 
flows to developing countries, accounting for 40 per cent of private transfers in 1993. 
Inward investment in developing countries has increased dramatically in the 1990s. 
reaching 39 per cent of global FDI inflows in 1993; the value of such flows is estimated 
to have increased from $71 billion in 1993 to $80 billion in 1994. 

132. East and South-East Asia's share of the developing world's stock of inward 
investment more than doubled in the five years to 1993, reaching 49.2 per cent and 
accounting for in excess of 60 per cent of such inflows during the 1991-93 period. Table 
3.3 shows that the region·s share of global inward FDI doubled between the early 1980s 
and 1991-1993. reaching 25.7 per cent in 1993/94. 

133. The region's share of FDI inflows is distorted by China's dominance - with an 
inflow of $27.5 billion in 1993 and over $30 billion in 1994. China became the single 
largest recipient of global investment (see Table 3.4 ). A second notable feature is the 
strong growth in ASEAN inflows, relative to those attracted by the newly industrializing 
economies (NIEs) of Hong Kong, the Repu~ lie of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan 
Province of China. 

134. Disparities in FDI flows extend to countries as well as regions. Over the past 
decade, the ten largest host developing countries have consistently attracted between two 
thirds ar.d four fifths of de''"!loping country inward investment. The highly uneven nature 
of FDI flows is illustrated in Table 3.5, which shows that the composition of the ten 
largest developing host nation economies is largely similar to the pattern of inward 
stocks. The two main exceptions are Brazil and Saudi Arabia. whose large stocks of 
inward FDI were accumulated in earlier years. Neither country feature!'. as a major 
recipient in 1993. 



Table 33. FDI inflows and stock in deftlopiog countries 1981·1993 

Region Annua 1 average inflow Inf 1ow Inflow Stock 
1981-85 1986·90 1991·93 1993 1994a 1993 

Developing aurtriesb 
Value (Sbillion) 13.1 25.3 54.l 70.8 79.7 494.0 
Share of the world total (%) 25.9 16.0 32.3 38.6 39.0 23.~ 

Africa 
Value ($billion) 1.7 2.8 3.1 3.2 3.8 48.3 
Share of the world total (%) 3.4 1.8 1.9 l.A 1.8 2.3 
Share of developing-ccuntry total (%) 12.9 11.2 5.7 4.6 4.7 9.8 

Latin -.ieri ca and the Caribbean 
Value ($billion) 5.9 8.0 17.1 19.5 22.1 167.6 
Share of the world total (%) 11.6 5.! 10.2 10.6 10.8 7.9 
Share of developing-country total (~) 44.7 31. 7 31.6 27.5 27.7 34.1 

West Asia 
Value (Sbillion) 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.7 29.4 
Share of the world total (%) 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 1.4 
Share of developing-country total (%) 3.4 1.7 1.3 0.8 0.9 6.0 

East. South and South-East Asia 
Value ($billion) 4.9 13.8 32.9 47.2 52.4 245.0 
Share of the world total (%) 9.8 8.:' 19.6 25.7 25.7 11.4 
Share of developing-country total (%) 37.6 54.4 60.7 66.7 65.7 49.2 

The Pacific 
Value (Sbill ion) 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.6 2.4 
Share of the world total (%) 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 
Share of developing-country total (%) 1.1 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.5 

~= 
Least developed ccuntries (LDCs) 
Value (Sbiliion) 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 8.1 
Share of the world total (%) 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 
Share of developing-country total (%) 1.4 2.3 0.8 0.7 0.7 1.6 

Developing countries excluding China 
Value (S!:>i 1 lion) 12.3 22.4 39.8 43.3 49.7 433.6 
Share of the world total (%) 24.3 14.2 23.8 23.6 24.4 20.4 
Share of developing-country total (%) 93.9 88.5 73.6 61.2 62.4 88.3 

Source: UNCTAD. 

a/ Estimate. 

b/ Includes industrially less developed countries in Europe (Gibraltar. Malta and the former 
Yugoslavia). 



Table 3.4. FDI ioOows to Asia and the Pacific, 1981-1993 
Annual average. S million 

Regionicountry 1981-85 1986-SO 1991-93 1991 1992 1993 

All East. South and South-East 
Asian econmies 4,930 13,75ll 32,865 20.739 30,656 47,198 

China 850 2.d53 14,346 4,366 11.156 27.515 
East, 'iouth and South-East Asian 
economies excludi,g ~hina 4.080 10.905 18,519 16,373 19,500 19,684 

llewly ~~trializing econmies 2.231 6,940 9,317 7,813 10.210 9,929 
Hong Konga 576 1,945 1,419 538 2,051 I.667 
Korea, Republic of 117 676 727 I.116 550 516 
Singapore 1.349 3,333 6, 149 4,888 6.730 o,330 
Taiwan Province of China 189 987 1,022 1,271 879 917 

~I 1,661 3,405 8,487 8,039 8,590 8,832 
Indonesia 236 599 1,754 1,482 1.7-:7 2,004 
11alaysia 1.083 1.126 4,237 3,999 4,46~ 4,351 
Philippines 63 493 512 544 228 763 
Thai land 279 I.188 1,948 2,014 2, H6 1.715 

Other countries 189 559 714 522 699 922 
of which: 
Afghani stana/ 0.1 0.1 -0.3 0.4 
Bangladesh 2.2 6.4 1.4 3.7 14 
Cambodia 23 33 37 
Indiaa/ 59 182 188 145 147 273 
Lao Peop~e·s Denocratic Republic 0.3 2.4 21.7 8 9 48 
Hyarwn.-:ra/ 
Nepal a/ 0.1 1.9 o.: 2.2 
Pakistan 77 175 313 257 335 347 
Sri Lanica 42 40 122 48 123 195 
Viet Nama/ 6.:: 5.6 12 32 0.1 3.7 

The Pacific 139 184 150 138 121 190 
West Asia 445 432 696 504 l,038 547 

Total 5,514 14,373 33,710 21.382 31,814 47,936 

Source: UNCT AD. 

a/ FDI from Development Assistance Committee member countries only. 
b/ Singapore is included among the newly industrializing economies and Brunei Darussalam in the 

tot?! for "other countries". 



Table 3.5. The ten largest host developing economies, FDI Dows and stock. 1993 
(S million) 

Host econooiy 

All developing economies 
Total ten largest developing host 
economies 
Percentage share of ten largest 
developing host econanies in 
total inflows to developing 
economies 

China 
Singapore 
Argentina 
11exico 
Malaysia 
Indonesia 
Thailand 
Hong Kong 
Taiwan Province of China 
Nigeria 

ltEm>ranekll: 
Percentage share of the nine larg~st 
host ecor.:imies, excluding China 

Source: UNCTAD. 

a/ Estimated. 

Flows 

70,81Z 

57, 105 

81 

27 ,515 
6,830 
6,305 
4,901 
4,351 
2,004 
1. 715 
I.667 

917 
900a 
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Host economy 

Percentage share of ten largest 
host economies in total 
inward stock of 
developing economies 

China 
Singapore 
Indonesia 
Hexico 
Brazil 
Halaysia 
Saudi Arabia 
Argentina 
Hong Kong 
Thailand 

FDI flows to the countries in transition are growing 

Stocks 

494,418 

336.996 

68 

57, 172 
50,805 
44,146 
41, 912 
40,371 
26,936 
22,463 
21.701 
17,669 
13,824 

57 

135. Investment inflows to the countries in transition in central and eastern Europe 
increased 22 per cent in 1993 to $6 billion, taking the region's stock of inward FDI to 
$14 billion. In 1991/92 fDI inflows to the region averaged over 7 per cent of gross 
domestic capital formation, significantly higher than the 4.5 per cent for developing 
countrie~ as a whole. By the end of 1993, TNCs had established some 50,000 affiliate 
compmies in the countries in transition with the Czech Republ:-: 1..Jungary and Poland 
accou.1ting being the main destinations. However, although the r.:~ion's stock of FOi 
grew from less than $1 billion in 1990 to $14 billion in 1993, it reraains tiny at less than 
l iJer cent of the global total and 2.8 per cent of the developing world's stock of $494 
billion.11 Indeed, in 1992, China and Mexico each had FDI inflows that were well 
ahove those reported by the transition economies as a whole.41 

3/ 

4/ 

UNCT AD: Recent Develop-n• 
Geneva, February 1995. 

111 lnremaciona/ /m·esrmenc and Trar1snacional Corporations, 

H. Muegge and G. Assaf, UN/DO and the Economies in Transition: The Challenge of Economic 
Recorer:· and Technical Assistance. MOCT-MOST 5, 1995. page 237. 
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136. After five years of transition, the volume of FDI flows to the~e countries has not 
only been very unevenly distributed across countries. but it has also been "much lower 
than expected". 

Government policy and FDI 

137. Table 3.5 underscores the extent to which the explosion of FDI flows has 
benefited only a tiny handful of the more advanced developing countries, despite 
government efforts in most developing countries to liberalize investment regimes so as 
to attract increased capital inflows. The direction of FDI flows is determined more by 
the growth potential and level of prosperity of host economies than by government 
policies and incentives.51 

138. While the role of liberalization. deregulation and privatization in attracting FDI 
should not ~ underestimated, a 1992 study covering 42 countries during the 1982-88 
period emphasizes the importance of the quality of infrasiructure, market size and level 
of industrialization in attracting FDI by TNCs based in the United States.61 By 
contrast, incentives such as tax breaks were found to have little impact on inward 
investment. 

139. An analysis of export-oriented FDI by American lNCs in 1982, identif Ps the 
major determinants of inflows as: 

A pool of low-cost labour; 
The existence of established industrial infrastructure and capability; 
The availability of natural resources; and 
Export-processing zones. 

140. 'The overall int~rnational orientation of the host economy or other aspects of 
government policy such as incentives and performance requirements do not appear to 
influence significantly the location of export-oriented production".7

/ In the last decade, 
however, labour quality, rather than low-cost labour. has become the major determinant 
of inward investment. For foreign investors, the local availability of highly qualified 
personnel is of crucial importance, without whom there is little justification for locating 
an industrial operation. 

141. However, selective policies, such as those in ~xport-intensive and high-tech 
activities, may improve the quality of FDI inflows. At present, the distribution of such 
flows is extremely uneven across countries. Developing countries able to negotiate 
preferential access to major trading blocs - i.e. east European and Mediterranean 

5/ 

~I 

'i 

UNIDO Background Paper. Nagcsb Kumar. Foreign Direct Investment, Technology Transfer a1.d 
Exports of Developing Coumries: Trends and Policy Implications (ID.WG.542/6 (SPEC.)). 

Ibid. 

!bid. 



countries with the El.". and Mexico with Canada and the Lnited States - en3oy a 
substantial advantage over other regions. 

142. Similarly. by creating a critical mass in tenns of market size while enhancing 
growth potential, regional economic integration among poorer countries could also 
become an increasingly imponam determinant of FDI and other capital inflows. 
t; nfonunately. however. past expt:rience suggests that such regional groupings give rise 
to the polarization of investment and industrialization. resulting in inequitable patterns 
of gro"'th within the regional groups. 

143. Technology impon pc.Iicy needs to strike a "delicate balance" between 
discouraging domestic R&D iuestment and fostering a false sense of complacency. 
While a "too liberal" policy <ow2rds technology impons under licensing and FDI may 
discourage local technological effort. a restrictive. regulatory policy may make local 
enterprises complacent about the need for constant upgrading. 

J\Jint ventures and non-equity linkages 

144. While the data on joint ventures and non-equity cooperation (NEC) are limited. 
It is clear that th!s has become a fast-growing channel for global cooperation and 
technology transfer, though to date. the bulk of this has taken the form of linkages 
between enterprises in developed ecor,:lmies. One study finds that over 95 per cent of 
"strategic" technology alliances. where R&D considerations are uppermost are between 
enterprises in industrialized countries. while such arrangements comprise just 1.5 per cent 
between developed-country and developing-country enterprises.81 

145. Similarly, about 90 per cent of technology-transfer agreements and 85-90 per cent 
of payments for technology are estimated to be between firms in industrialized 
economies. though substantial technology transfer has occurred between these 
corporations and their panners in several developing countries. panicularly in Asian and 
Latin American economies, especially in the automotive. capital goods. and consumer 
electronics subsectors. However. such transfers primarily relate to technology and know
how and are geuerally much less R&D-intensive than strategic alliances. Inter-firm 
technology transfers of this kind between partners at different stages of technological 
development may well be a preferred alternative to FDI because they broaden the 
opportunities for indigenous technological deepening that might not othe1v..-ise occur. 

146. There has been considerable groY.1h of technology licensing in a number of 
developing countries. In countries such as Brazil and India, technology agreements 
between local companies and foreign enterprises have exceeded one thousand in number 
annually. In several other countries such as Kenya, Mauritius. '.\igeria and Zimbabwe. 
technology and know-how ?.greements have become increasingly popular and are 
emerging as a substitute for FDI, particularly in the case of enterprises that hC!ve 

CNIDO Background Paper, (iundlach and ~unocnkamp. op. cir. 
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financial strength and technological capability and are keen to retain autonomy and 
control. 

Portfolio investment 

147. Arguably, portfolio flows constitute the least important element of globalization. 
In 1994, they accounted for 13.4 per cent of total developing-country capital inflows, 
compared with 353 per cent for FDI and 35 per cent for debt. The balance, also of 13.4 
per cent, represented aid grants. The significance of portfolio flows varies regionally 
from as little as 3.7 per cent in sub-Saharan Africa, Eastern Europe and Central Asia to 
41 per cent in South Asia, 21 per cent in Latin America and 19.5 per cent in East Asia. 

148. Portfolio fkws contribute to the development process in six main ways: 

They bolster a country's external payments position and help finance imports; 

They make an important contribution to domestic capital-market development 
and constitute a possible source of funding for industrial development; 

They lower the cost of capital and widen the financing choices available to 
companies; 

They play a vital role in the privatization process whether indirectly, by fostering 
the development of capital markets, or directly, by financing private-sector buy
outs of State enterprises; 

They may be the forerunner of FDI; and 

They raise a country's economic profile and that of its leading stock exchange
listed corporations. 

An era of unprecedented opportunity 

149. The ere: of globalization is described as "one of unprecedented opportunity" for 
developing countries, while their successful industrialization is one of the major reasons 
for globalization. For developing countries, globalization (.>Jmprises both ihe 
participation of local enterprises in international produr.tion of goods and services and 
increased exports of goods and services by domestic export-oriented firms to global 
markets. 

150. Prospects of developing-country firms becoming involved in the international 
division of labour vary with ~he different modes of globalization. For example, their 
participation in crossh0rder technology research is weak, although the availability in 
India and the countries in transition of large numbers of well-qualified scientists and 
technologists - at salaries far lower than those prevailing in OECD countries - will mean 
that a growing proportion of R&O activities can be advantageously located in such 
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regions. So far. however, this has mainly been as a result of separate agreements 
between foreign firms and developing-country companies and institutions. 

151. Developing countries have. however. been linked to the technology transfer 
process. both through FDI and through joint ventures and non-equity technology transfer 
arrangements. The surge in the s11are of global inward FDI targeting the developing 
countries - S80 billion in 1994 (or 40 per cent of global FDI) compared with $13 billion 
(or 25 per cent of the global total) in the first half of the 1980s - underlines the extent 
to which FDI and related technology transfer has taken place to some developing 
countries. mainly in East and South-East Asia and. to a lesser extent, Latin America. as 
part of the globalization process. The numbe!" of technology agreements Y.ith 
developing-country enterprises has also increased very significantly. together with 
payments of fees and royalties for technology and know-how. 

152. Even low-income developing countries have managed to join in the process of 
globalization. especially in subsectors such as clothing and textiles. but also by integrating 
Y.ith the world economy as subcontractors and through other forms of non-equity 
involvement. ·The more advanced developing countries are losing competitive advantage 
in this highly labour-intensive segment. Rising real wages have eroded their cost 
advantages. while quotas imposed by industrialized countries limited their market access. 
forcing them to relocate some of their labour-intensive operatjons in low-wage 
economies. while simultaneousiy upgrading towards more capital- and skill-intensive 
activities, including production of machinery and transport equipment. FDI and 
technology transfer arrangements have played an important role in propelling developing
country players into these markets. High growth projections for Asian markets, in 
particular. are likely to encourage further FDI and non-equity links in these and other 
industrial subsectors where production has increased considerably i11 several developing 
countries. Higher technological and skill requirements have limited developing countries' 
integration into the automobile industry. but the region's share in the manufacture of 
both finished products and of auto parts has risen strongly. FDI was the driving force 
behind this process in Latin America. while, ir Asia. non-equity links have played a 
central role. 

Table 3.6. Japanese FDI in the Far Eastern cluster 1980-1993 

Country 1980 1985 1993 
Val~e P~rcentage Value Percentage Value Percentage 

S mill :on share S million share S mi 11 ion share 

Thailand 285 29 558 28 4,539 33 
Taiwan Province of China 505 19 l.182 23 5,05f 29 
Republic of Korea 1,206 65 1,902 52 4,466 40 
Hong Kong 308 21 1.171 33 
Indonesia 3,462 38 4,951 30 13.937 21 

Subtotal 5,458 37 8,901 31 29.169 2.., 

Source: UNCI AD. Recent Developments in lntemarwna/ /m·esrmellf and Transnational Corporat1ons, 
Fcoruary 1995. 
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153. As a second. and even a third. tier of newly industrializing countries is drawn into 
the globalization process. the widely held opinion that only a handful of developing 
countries \\ill benefit from the process is no longer sustainable. "Instead. tlae chances of 
newcomers have been funher improved as advanced developing countries themselves 
become sources of outward FDI. primarily in regional clusters and most notably in Asia~. 
(see Box 3.1). As per capita incomes and wages rise and labour markets tighten. so 
these developing countries are shifting towards higher value-added acti\.ities while 
relocating labour-intensive operations in lower-income economies. 

Box 3.1 
Intra-regional FDI and clusters in Asia 

Asia and rhe Pacific is the most imponant focus for FDI by ThCs. \\ith the 
location of nearly half the capital stock of the developing world. Indeed, the 
region's FDI stock doubled between 1988 and 1993, with flows averaging almost 
$50 billion a year in 1993/94; 58 per cent of this total went to one country, China. 

Initially. the Asian cluster of industrializing countries was driven by Japanese FDI. 
Figures for five main regional locations (excluding China) show Japan·s FDI stock 
gro"'ing from $5.5 billior. in 1980 to more than $29 billion by 1993 (see Table 3.6). 
Although its share rose in Thailand. Tah,;an Province of China and Hong Kong. 
Japan's regional share declined from 38 per cent in 1980 to 21 per cent by 1993. 
Over the same period, the proponion of its outward stock invested in Asia halved 
from 24 per cent to 11.7 per cent as Japanese TNCs S\\itched the focus of their 
offshore investm~nts. setting up transplant operations in Nonh America and the 
European L n.ion. 

The growth of intra-regional Asian investment from Sl0.4 billion in 1980 to $132 
billion in 1993 was a second factor. Table 3.7 shows the evolution ci the newly 
industrializing f'.Conomies as major sources of outward FDI. with their share of 
intra-regional investment increasing one-quaner to 43 per cent over the period. 
More than 70 per cent of this was in China ($127 billion by 1993), while a funher 
$31.4 billion was in ASEAN countries. 

The share of nine Asian economies (the eight listed in Table 3.7 plus Singapore) 
in the total inward stock of the same nine countries increase<! from 30 per cent in 
1980 to 45 per l'.ent in 1993. Half ($1.8 billion) of the f!epublic of Korea's 
outward FDI in 1993 and 41 per cent ($1.6 billion) in the first half of 1994 was 
destined for other A'\ian locations, especially China, Indonesia and Viet ~am. 
Similarly, more than one third ($2 billion) of outward FOi from Taiwan Province 
of China went to the ASEAN economies in 1992. As a result, regional Asian 
T.\i'Cs have become serious competitors \.\lith their OECD counterparts. not just in 
Asia but all over the world, including OECD domestic markets. 

--------------------------------------~------
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Table 3.7. lnn-ngional FDI stock in ~lttt~ Asian countrin. 1980 and 1993 
(Percentage) 

NI Cs ASEAll China T..::tal 
1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1990 1980 1993 

Host CUdltry 
Hong Kong 
Republic o• Korea 

2.9 1.8 
3.6 3.7 

3.2 0.2 ~l. l 6.l 13.l 
O. l 3.6 3.8 

Taiwan Pro .... ince of China 
Subtotal 

21.S 15.6 
7 .4 5.6 

8.6 4.5 
3.0 1.4 

~0.2 ?O.l 
0.9 10.3 8.0 

ASIM 
Indonesia 
ttalaysia 
Philippines 
Thailand 
Subtotal 
China 

ll.6 25.5 
36.3 31.8 
5.5 19.2 

18.5 31.6 
20.1 27.7 
52.5 76.7 

0.7 0.4 
0.4 4.6 

0.7 
1.7 0.6 
0.5 1.6 
0.4 1.0 

1.0 12.3 26.9 
0.7 36.3 37.0 

5.5 IS.9 
0.2 20.2 32.4 
0.3 20.6 29.5 

53.0 7i .0 

Total 25.i 43.l 1.1 l.3 0.3 26.8 44.7 
Value, S billion 10.0 127 .3 0.4 3.8 0.85 10.4 132.0 

Source: UNCTAD, Recent Dt!l·elopmenrs in Inremacional Im·estment and Transnational Corporations. 
Feb~· 1995. 

Threats posed by globalization 

154. In an increasingly borderless world. where compeut1veness is driven by 
liberalization and technological progress, developing countries face serious threats as well 
as potential opportunities. These include: 

Decline in MV A as a proportion of GDP, arising because domestic industry is 
unable to compete either with foreign imports or in export markets; 

Rapidly rising wages, even under la~0ur surplus conditions. thereby forcing 
management to move up the technology !adder in search of increased productivity 
to justify new investment and retain competitiveness; 

Declining employment in manufacturing industry as new generic technologies 
substitute capital for labour. despite the comparative advantage of plentiful 
labour supplies; 

A shift towards greater dependence on primary production and some services 
(toL:-ism) caused either by the loss of comparative advantage in manufacturir1g 
due to inadequate technological upgrading - or the closure of import-substitution 
industries unable to compete under open-economy conditions. This is the so
cal!ed "locked in" pattern of trade and development. whereby countries exploit 
experience effects, becoming relatively more productive in those activities in 
which they are already specialized. There is evidence to sustain this theory in 
some African and Latin American countries. where the relative efficiency of 



resource-based industries is reinforced by the competitive discipline imposed in 
export markets.9 

155. It has been suggested that countries locked into low technology and low 
productivity grO\,th operations could consider Japanese/Korean-style selective protection 
to build comparative advantage~ ~n new and different industries. Their Governments 
could adopt a policy of "narrow moving i>o..'1d" protection whereby temporary protection 
is extended to goods just outside the present pant:::i of national comparative advantage. 
Protection is then removed once productivity has ino ~:!~d to the point where the 
product becor;~s globally competitive. 

Prerequisite$ 

156. There are vanous preconditions for successful integration \\i!h the global 
economy: 

(a) Domestic policy reform to open the economy is the key to participation in the 
globalization process. Increased openness has several dimensions: 

(b) 

(c) 

9; 

( i) There must be accelerated growth of domestic enterprises. which must 
become increasingly expon-oriented. including through non-equity 
technological and market linkages \\ith foreign cor11panies: 

(ii) FDI regimes must be liberalized to utilize foreign capital as an engine of 
g;owth and structural change: 

(iii) PoE:y disincentives and regulations that deter the transfer of foreign 
technology through licensing and other non-equity links should be lifted. 
Specific policy measures to facilitate technology transfer are essential to 
avoid the development of an "imitation" syndrome at corporate and 
national levels: 

(iv) Impon liberalization should be used to eliminate any anti-expon bias in 
developing-country trading regimes, as export subsidies \liill have to he 
phased out under the Uruguay Round Agreements. This will make export 
industries more attractive and may enhance the inflow of FDI/non-equity 
forins of cooperation; 

Evidence and experience show that macroeconomic instability is a major obstacle 
to FDI and other forms of globalization. Governments would need to develop an 
enabling environment. including relative price stability, fiscal discipline and 
competitive tax rates. The contrasting experiences of Brazil and Mexico in the 
motor vehicle industry suggest that globalization is more likely to pay dividends 
where appropriate domestic pulicies are in place; 

Given the crucial role of domestic investment both for initial start-ups and 
upgrading and enhancing human as well as physical capital, domestic-resource-

U:--;IDO Background Paper. Charles Cooper. Technnlo~·. Manufactured Exports and Compctitii·eness. 
(ID/WG.542/:'i (SPEC.)). 



mobilization and development of local entrepreneurship constitute essential 
prerequisites. especially in developing countries that are heavily dependent on aid 
inflows: 

( d) Investment in human capital is at least as imponant as physical capital 
accumulation - the more so under conditions of globalization. which accelerates 
:echnology transfer. Technology transfer cannot. however. proceed effectively 
\\ithout a strong human capital base in the recipient country: 

( e) Regionalization - the development of free-trade areas or customs unions - may 
facilitate globalization. Preferential trade arrangements and access to foreign 
capital under agreements \\ith the EU and the cluster effects enjoyed by Mexico 
in terms of ~A.FIA contribute to faster. expon-led development. 

157. At the same time the contrasting experiences of the Asian developing countries 
and the African. Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) group of States unde-;: the Lome 
conventions show that membership of an economic union is neither a nc . ;!Ssary nor a 
su1~~ent co11dition for economic progress. The Asian developing countries have utilized 
globa:izat1011 !Tlost effectively without panicipating in any regional integration 
arrangement with advaii.:ed industrialized countries. By contrast. globalization has 
bypassed many, indeed most. ACP States despite their preferential access to EU markets. 
Regional integration is no substitute for outward oricmation and appropriate domestic 
policies. "Openness and a sufficient provision of public goods must figure high on the 
policy agenda".101 

Policy implications 

158. As globalization proceeds, so the dividing liues between its different vehicles 
beccme increasingly blurred. This is most apparent in the substitution of non-equity 
links, panicularly technology licell5ing agreements and strategic alliances, for more 
traditional forms of FDI. Until the early 1980s, many Governments, concerned that 
foreign domination of their economies would both undermine the~r autonomy and crowd 
out indigenous enterprise, used wide-ranging regulations to regulate FDI and the 
globalization process. insisting on local panicipation in ownership, or local content. Such 
policies encouraged TNCs to globalize using non-equity forms of cooperation, a!though 
not \\ithout two major drawbacks: 

10/ 

TN Cs. fearing dilution of proprietary technologies. patents and brand-names. were 
reluctant to transfer state-of-the-an technologies and products, or brand-names. 
to their non-equity partners in developing countries. 

Such restrictions favoured simple rather than complex integration strategies. 
limiting the potential benefits to the developing countries concerned to low
technology. labour-intensive "screwdriver" industrie!' rather than those with access 
to higher-technology applications. 

UNIDO Background Paper, Gundlach and Nunnenkamp. op. cit. 
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159. The .. fragmentary and incomplete" nature of the statistical data available in 
respect of oon-equity links needs to be emphasized. "The flow of goods. services and 
income. induced by such arrangements is typically hard to identify". !\ot only that. but 
FDI and NEC are "sometimes difficult to disentangle". 

160. While developing countries may prefer FOi in some industries and non-equity 
linkages in others. the suitability of different globalization strategies \\ill depend on a 
host of considerations over and above government policy. which is just one of several 
determinants driving the market entry decision of international business. The 
combination of the proliferation of globalization techniques and the liberalization of 
government policies often highlights the increasingly reduced role of Government in 
influendng such decisions. 

161. In a world in which competition to attract foreign capital - in whatever form - is 
increasingly intense. policies to promote one type of inflow (~EC) relative to another 
(FDI) may be counterproductive. It is primarily for corporations to decide whether and 
ho,,· they \\ish to penetrate a particular market. Policies to curb FDI and encourage 
non-equity links or portfolio inflows may deter investment altogether. resul~ing in 
increased imports of finished products. 

162. East Asian experience suggests that strategic alliances between TNCs from 
industrialized. developed countries and developing-country partners are more li1'ely to 
be established by larger. more capital-intensive firms in developing economies. The 
evidence also suggests that relatively advanced developing countries have a better chance 
of participating in business alliances. In other words. "the division of labour between 
unequal panners is more likely to proceed through other instruments than non-equity 
cooperation". Strategic alliances between TNCs and developing-country firms are more 
important where production is standardized. and especially in the field of market
oriented cooperation. Technology transfer to developing countries. however. takes place 
both through FDI and through joint ventures and various forms of non-equity linkages 
and contractual arrangements. 

Clothing and textiles 

Box 3.2 
Three case studies 

Although FDI has played a minor role in globalizing the sector. w(lrld exports of 
clothing and textiles surpassed the gro\\1h rate of world trade so that their share in 
global exports rose to 7.1 per cent in 1992 from 4.8 per cent in 1980. Much of this 
represented increased output by developing countries. whose share of worldwide 
production in both industries rose eight percentage points to 35 per cent for 
textiles and 24.6 per cent for clothing hetween 1984 and 1993. Although many 
developing countries participated. the main thrust came from Asia. which todav 
accounts for more than 70 per cent of deveioping countries' production. · 

continued 
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Box 3.2 (continued) 

Clothing production grew strongly in sub-Saharan Africa. albeit from a tiny base. 
expanding 6.3 per cent between 1984 and 1993 compared with 4.4 per cent for 
developing countries as a whole. Bu: output in central Europe has declined 
dramatically since the late 1980s. while Latin America also lost market share. 
although growth resumed in the early 1990s. 

In the more capital-intensive textile sector, Far Eastern suppliers raised their 
share of OECD imports to 19.7 per ce1:r in 1992 from 16.6 per cent in 1983. 
although the newly industrializing economies (~IEs) of Hong Kong. Singapore. 
Republic of Korea and Tai\\"an PrO\ince of China lost share to China. South Asia 
and the ASEAN countries. 

In labour-intensive clothing. developing countries raised their share of OECD 
imports from 56.4 per cent to 61.1 per cent over the same period. with the main 
increased penetration coming from China (whose share almost trebled to 13.6 per 
cent), while Africa and Latin America virtually doubled their market shares. 
A striking feature of the trend in developing countries· exports of clothing to the 
OECD was the "flying geese" pattern, reflected in the steep decline in the share of 
the NIEs from 33.9 per cent in 1983 to 18 per cent in 1992. While this is partly 
explained by OECD protectionism via the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MF A). the 
main factor at work •:·•as shifting comparative advantage within Asia. The ~IEs 
moved upmarket into more capital- and skills-intensive acti~ities, thereby creating 
opportunities for their less developed neighbours. Average annual FDI in clothing 
and textiles in the Republic of Korea fell from S 189 million during the 1987-1991 
period to only SS million in 1992/93. 

Globalization contributed to this successful Asian restructuring in the form of FDI 
v.ithin the regional cluster (see Box 3.1), although South Asia's involvement in this 
intra-Asian networking remained relatively weak. Western hemisphere clothing 
industries - the Caribbean, Mexico and Columbia · a.tracterl FDI from the United 
States. while ETJ transnationals invested in the Moroccan and Tunisian clothing 
industries. But non-equity ties have had a greater impact, with EU firms 
purchasing finished products from suppliers in Turkey, 1-iong Kong and. 
increasingly. China: meanwhile. Mediterranean and ACP States have exploited 
their preferential access to the Et; market by developing subcontracting 
arrangements with European manufacturer~. Central and east European suppliers 
are also expanding their sales to the EU, \\ith processed-clothing exports doubling 
in the three years to 1992. The main suppliers. accounting for 80 per cent of the 
total. were from Poland. Hungary and Romania. 

continued 
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Box 3.2 (continued) 

Chemicals 

In capital-intensive chemicals. globalization has foUowed a very different pattern. 
The chemical industry accounts for 37 per cent of all German outward FDI and 23 
per cent in the case of the United States. Chemicals fit the classical pattern of 
globalization, with exports gro\\ing faster than output anc FDI faster than exports. 
The industry is dominated by ten OECD-based TNCs accounting for one fifth of 
global sales in 1988; concentration has subsequently increased as a result of 
mergers. The developing countries' share of industrial chemi:als production. 
excluding China. has risen by 80 per cent since the rnid- l 970s, reaching an 
estimated 16.7 per cent of the global total in 1995 compared with 9.3 per cent in 
1975. 

Production is increasingly concentrated in Asia: in industrial chemicals, Asian 
developing countries doubled their market share to 12.6 per cent in 1993 (from 6.6 
per cent in 1984), while, over the same period, their contribution to total 
developing-country production rose from 44 per cent to 70 per cent, mainly 
reflecting growth in production by Asian NIEs, but also expansion by lower
income countries such as China and India. 

During a petiod when the developing countries' share of OECD chemical imports 
declined, the Asian NIEs pushed .: ·!ir share of developing-country exports up to 
19 per cent in 1993 from below 10 per cent in 1984 - the mirror image of their 
loss of market share, to other Asian exporters, in dothing. Predictably, developing 
countries' market penetration of the chemicals sector has been lowest in high 
R&D activities such as pharmaceuticals. 

With FDI in chemicals accounting for one-quarter of inflows to Argentina. 
Mexico, Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province of China. FDI has been the main 
driver of globalization in the chemicals industry. In particular, Japanese FDI has 
been crucial to Asia's integration into the world chemicals market, Y<ith Indonesia 
being the main location, while TNCs are the major players in Latin America. the 
United Sta~es and Germany. High growth forecasts for Asian chemical markets 
point to continued heavy FDI in this sector, while !he Uruguay Round agreement 
on trade-related intellectual property rights is likely to foster even greater FDI 
investment in the latter half of the decade. 

..:Jntinued 



Box 3.2 (continued) 

Motor vehicles 

By 1993, developing countries accounted for 19 per cent of world motC'r-vehic!e 
production, again dominated by Asia. with 7.7 per cent. (The Republic of Korea's 
share of this total was 4.4 per cent and China·s 2.5 per ~ent). The other major 
players in the: countries in transition and the developing countries players were the 
Soviet Union (3.4 per cent). Brazil (3 per cent) and Mexico (23 per cent). 

Data on auto part manufacture is sparse, but production is increasing in the 
Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province of China. While in the former market 
nearly 90 per cent of automotive inputs used ~y national assemblers are 
manufactured locally, in Argentina and Brazil local content exceeds 80 per cent 
and in Mexico 70 per cent. 

In 1992, more than 17 per cent of global motor vehicle engine production was 
located in Mexico and the Republic of Korea (up from 11.3 per cent five years 
earlier), while Brazil, the Republic of Korea and Mexico have attracted auto part 
FDI from OECD car manufacturers. 

Three features dominated globalization of the vehicle manufa.:ture industry: 

FDI, especially in Latin America: 
Global sourcing by OECD manufacturers; and 
Strategic alliances and other non-equity links between OECD and developing
country firms, especially in Asia. 

Source: UNIDO Background Paper. Gundlach and Nunnenkamp, Globalization c.f Jlanufacturing 
Actfrity: Evidence and Implications for Industrialization in Developing Countries 
(ID.WG.542/13 (SPEC.)). 
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CHAPTF.R ~- NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND COMPE'flffi'ENESS 

163. Since tht> early 1980s. VNIDO has undertaken programmes on technologka! 
advances for their adoption and use by developing countries to galvanize the industrial 
development process. Some progress at the international level has been achievet::. but 
the technological gap beni;een industrialized and developing countries has conti1med to 
widen. Few developments better illustrate the ..lccelerating pace of technologica~ advance 
than the speed with which newly industrializing countries have managed to do-1ble living 
standards. In the eighteenth century. it took the United Kingdom 58 years to double real 
per capita incomes, while in the case of the United States the process covered 47 years, 
between 1839 and 1886. Japan took 34 years (from 1885), while late industrializers. Sllch 
as the Republic of Korea took eleven vears ( 1966 to J 977) and China less than ten.1

·
1 

164. World manufactured exports from developing c1..mntries have steadily increased 
and they now comprise 26 per cent of the world total. With the new liberalized trading 
conditions prmiding greater access to developed country markets, it should be possible 
for the developing countries to continue to increase their volume of manufactured 
exports. This increase ir. export growth has, however, not been directly linked to the use 
of advanced technologies, and export competitiveness has not solely depended on 
technological factors.21 While some countries, such as Brazil, the Republic of K~uea, 
Singapore and Thailand have concentrated more on export products based on high 
technology, most other developing countries have developed their export markets on less 
sophisticated technology. These alternative paths tend to merge over time through 
increased technological ca~ability in developing countri~s. Indigenous technological 
capability building is therefore undoubtedly a vital function. and policy and institutional 
support needs to be provided. 

16.J. No longer can competitive advantage be sustained by reliance on low-cost 
workers. The proportion of c.irect labour costs in the final product or service price has 
fallen and continues to decline, largely reflecting the imp~ct of new technology - robo•ics, 
flexible manufacturing systems, advances in communications, in informatiou technology 
and in the organizational structure of business enterprise. Labour productivity is driven 
by investment in technology and human capital - the education and training of the 
workforce - and by new ways of organizing and coordinating vroduction, inventory 
management, distribution and marketing. In many industries, softwarP. considerations 
:1av~ reduced the relative importance of massive investment in highly capital-intensive 
operations. Increasingly quality an1 product innovation are the driving force 
underpinning competitive advantage r'.'!·~e: tiian the cmt and price. 

166. The importance of technology for the competitiveness of developing country 
enterprises in global markets has to be viewed not only in terms of entry to such 
markets, but also the capability to remain in them. le has been possible for developing 

Ii 

, , 
-1 

UNlDO, lr.dustrial Development Global Report, 1995, p. 8. 

UNlDO Background Paper, Charb Cooper, Tc 'mology, .\fanufactured Exports an1 Competitii·enes:: 
(ID/WG.542/5 (SPEC)). 
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countries to enter world mukets \\ith relatively low-technology manufactured iJroducts 
based on indigenous techrJlogy \\ith high labour intensity. Another route for developing 
~ountry entef?rises has been to base their proctucts on foreign technology. The latter 
strategy of technologic~.11 imitation is likely to play a much more limited =-ole in the future 
as competitiveness in world markets is increasingly based on technological innovation for 
differentiation in products. services. costs and business architecture in general. 

167. The management of strategic technological ;nnovation at the enterprise level 
involves a blend of R&D and technology transfer i1~ ·;arying proportions. and needs to 
he carried out through multifunctional efforts. oft~n cutting across organizational 
boundaries of the enterprise· s cluster (clients .. mppliers ). In view of the information _gaps 
in learning and innovating in increasingly open markets. enterprises in developing 
countries and transition economies. particularly SMEs. tend to underinvest in 
technological innovation. 

168. The evidence from industrialized countries has sho\\n that government supp< n 
policies for technological innovation at the enterprise level is essential. The forms oft! ,is 
support may vary from technical and comme:cial information sef\<ces to support for 
R&D activities to capacity-building for technology management a'.. the enterprise level. 

I Box 4.1 
Technology and Competition in La;in America 

Technological gaps among Latin American c;ompanies are far greater than 
those found in the industrialized economies. Three categories of 
companies have been identified: 

(i) A tiny minority of firms, numbering less than one per cent of the 
total. 111ese are technology-intensive firms, participating in 
crossborder strategic alliances and driven by experienced, innovative 
managers; 

(ii) A group of bet'Neen 30,000 and 50,000 enterprises. motivated to 
implement new technolagies and new quality products and processes. 
Such firms. however, are heavil~' reliant on an imitation strategy 
utilizing "static and shelf-ready technology" rather than continuous 
technological upgrading 

(iii) Over 90 per cent of the tot'.ll number of enterprises operate within 
local marke! "niches" with varying degrees of success. 

continued 
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Box 4.1 (continued) 

A study of 100 Group (i) companies found: 
A high correlation between innovation. productivity. exports and 
profitability; 
Highly aggressive innovation strategies - a high risk approach 
stressing market leadership and considerable product innovation; 
Highly independent firms, demonstrating little concern for 
government obstacles and incentives or for local competition; 
The most frequent motivation for innovation is to differentiate 
through quality, increase productivity, and penetrate export markets; 
Government incentives were of "mir.imal motivational significance". 

Generic technologies mean intensified competition 

169. Technological development over the last two or three decades has clearly shown 
the increasing imponance of generic new technologies. The classic examples of these 
generic technoiogies are biotechnology, new materials, and information technologies. 
These technologies lead to entirely new products, markets and business op:->ortunities. 
A key issue is that their impact is trans-sectoral and they can drastically improve the 
competitiveness of products and processes of enterprises in a large number of industrial 
subsectors. 

170. Advances in inf orrnation technologies have had the most significant impact on the 
global manufacturing sector. They have led to a whole range of advances in ir.dustrial 
automation including computer numerical control, computer aided design and 
manufacture, and flexible manufacturing systems. The introduction of such new 
technolopy has not only improved productivity, but it !las also led to major improvements 
in quality and consistency of products, which are major elements of competitiveness. 

171. Moreover, the interaction amons new generic technologies themselves create 
unparalleled business opportunities for developing countries. New bio-materials 
increasiugly draw on new genetic resources and engineering. The recently developed 
combinatorial chemistry technologies are not only producing more new chemical 
compounds in just a few years than the pharmaceutical industry previously did in its 
entire history, but also allowing the development of 10,000 new materials in single 
experiments. Rapid prototyping augments advances in information technologies and in 
new materials to speed up product development, increasing quality and reducing costs 
through stereolithogr~phy. Advancb in the systems that process and transmit 
information is mainly dependent upon progress in materials science. The joining of 
computers and biotechnology ir.to the new field of bioinformatics. believed to be as 
important as biotechnology itself, is not only changing the face of biotechnological R&D, 
substituting all animal- and human-related pharmaceutical research testing. but aiso 
inserting biotechnological products in the electronic industry. such as biochips. 
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The impact of industrial automation on competitiveness in de,·eloping countries 

172. Products affected by industrial automation in mechanical engineering (home 
electric appliances. transpon equipment. power and electrical equipment and many types 
of machines) make up a large pan of manufacturing output in the more advanced 
developing countries. It is often argued that developing countries should continue to 
utilize conventior.al technologies to manufac·.ure such products because they are more 
labour-intensive than automated techniq·~es. 

173. Although there may be little justification for the use of advanced flexible 
manufacturing systems or robotics in most developing countries. the failure to upgrade 
technologically would exclude such firms from pannerships in an increasingly globalized 
and oligopolized mechanical engineering industry where industrial automa~ior: will 
become the dominant technology in the near future. 

174. Even in developed countries. the pushing of closed proprietary systems by vendors. 
couplF:d with too high expectations on the pan of clients, have substantially hampered 
the widespread application of FMS. With the introduction of open systems, this situation 
is changing and developing countries can benefit from this shift. Current systems· 
priorities incluri ~ the integration of functions to improve time to design, manufacture and 
commercialize a new proriuct. Electronic data interchange (EDI) is widely believed to 
be a key technok•gy for this purpose. 

175. The drive for competing i.~1ro11gh mass customization and product variability places 
a strong pressure on the capability of enterprises for effective product innovation 
management. The exponentially increased amount of product data which needs to be 
created, controlled and rapidly processed cannot be effectively dealt \\1th by conventional 
means. As a consequence, new software for product data management (PDM) is quickly 
outgrowing the past use of managing CAD files rr.ore effectively to become the fastest 
growth area for computing in the manufacturing sector (growing from revenues of less 
than USS I 00 million in 1989 to US$600 million in 1995 and to a projected USS 1.6 billion 
in 1999). 

New PD\; versions allow the management of product data across the company, 
from drawings to CAD files to assembly structures, to technical blueprints. to data 
transfer, to suppliers :md clients. As a consequence, improved conditions not only 
reduce the time it takes to access data, but also the namber and cost of changes, 
thereby minimizing the length of change cycle. This results in reduced time to 
market. lower costs. improved quality, flexibility for future changes, early 
involvement of clients and suppliers, and other competitive advantages. 

Funhermo;e, when integrated with other software packages for product desi~n 
and simulation. including virtual reality <.Lnd rapid prototyping, the use of PDM 
may even enhance these advantages for cost-effecti\e manufacture. maintenance. 
disassembling and recycHng, in line with design for disassemh:y (DfD) 
req.iiremems. Through building virtual products that behave sufficiently lil:e re1I 
products. witb on-line contrihutions from suppliers and clients. tnese programme-. 
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enable the production of just one phY5ical model prior to manufacture. funher 
strengthening the competitive advantages mentioned. 

It is imponant to note that these programmes rely on the distribution of digital 
engineering data within and across organizations. including suppliers. 

If developing country's enterprises are not able to transfer. create or assimilate 
these technologies. their future capability to panicipate in strategic business 
alliances. in international manufacturing subcontracts. panicularly wirh value
adding design and engineering services. may be ~·..!riously hampered. 

Gr.:lf ual shift to fluible manufacturing §}·stems (FMS) in developing countries 

176. It is clear that flexible manufacture. increased automation and associated software 
have emerged as essential technological features of manufacture in industrialized 
countries and that this process will be funher extended during the next decade. To the 
extent that such technologies are gradually extended in developing countries. substantial 
changes in structures will be required for management of technology at the enterprise 
level, together with policy and institutional suppon at the initial stages. The extent to 
which the automation of production processes replaces labour also requires careful 
assessment of both the implications of labour displacement. and the stage at which such 
replacement is financially viable. The capital costs of robotics and automated processe~ 
are still very high and may be able to be justified in most developing countries wi~h 
abundant semi-skilled Jabour only with respect to selected areas. 

177. Developing countries must promote some kind of industrial automation staning 
\\ith C~C machine tools and computer-aided design. which provide an entry point to the 
technology without the heavy capital investment required for robotics and F.\1S. 

178. Apart from the Republic of Korea and T2.iwan Province of China, only Brazil. 
India, Singapore and possibly China a;e producing significant amounts of C~C machine 
tools and process control technology. Even in India and Brazil ~here is a question mark 
over the viability of domestic production. as local CNC machine tool oroducers have lost 
market share to imports, following trade liberalization. 



Box 4.2 
Industrial automation in the mechanical engineering industry 

Industrial automation in the mechanical engineering industry ha" had six major 
beneficial effects: 

Production processes are becoming more homogeneous ~~ross i.1dustry as 
technological diversity is reduced. so that large and small batch producers 
use the same core technologies. 

Productivity, especially among producers of small and medium batches. has 
increased dramatically. Producti,,ity increases of 50-100 per cent were 
achieved when moving to CNC machine tools from conventional machines. 
and of 250-650 per cent when mO\ing to flexible manufacturing systems 
(FMS). 

Capacity utilization increases, with gains of U!J to 80 per cent. in firms using 
FMS. 

Unit costs fall due to reduced labour costs (although training costs rise 
because of increased skill requirements), as well as savings in raw materials 
(more precise cutting and less waste) and energy. One survey finds average 
unit cost savings of 41 per cent when FMS syste1i1S are introduced. 
Product quality improves. reflecting lower defect rates and enhanced 
product performance in terms of greater precision and durability. 

Lead times decline from as much as QO days to only two or three days. 

Source: UNIDO Background Paper, Ludo .. ico Alcorta. The Impact of Industrial Automntion on 
Industrial Organization: Implications for Dereloping Countries' Competitiveness 
(ID/WG.542/11 (SPEC.)). 

Biotechnology 

179. In contrast to industrialized countries. most developing economies have achieved 
only limited development of modern industrial biotechnology. Most of these countries 
lack proper promotional. regulatory. risk assessment policies and mechanisms; do not 
have access to timely information on technologies, markets and opportunities. lack 
support for the creation of new biotechnology businesses. particularly concerning genetic 
resources. and face a considerable shortage of specialized skills for the management of 
bioindustrial innovation. Some recent initiatives. such as the Argentinean/Brazilian 
Centre for Biotechnology (CABBIO). established within the context of MERCOSUR aim 
to mitigate those deficiencies. Considt:rable initiative has aho been undertaken for 
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biotechnology research at the national level. including in India. Malaysia. Pakistan and 
Thailand among Asian countries. in Argentina. Brazil. Chile. Costa Rica. Cuba and 
Mexico in Latin America and in ~igeria in Africa. 

180. In most of these countries. incipient 11olicies have been attempted to stimulate 
bio-technology business. while regulating em11.:!llllental risks and the potential loss of 
proprietary resources. In several cases. FDI has been encouraged. besides joint ventures 
and strategic business alliances of local companies \\ith foreign enterprises. but there has 
been considerable delay in the proper utilization of genetic resources. which constitute 
one of the vital tradeable products for gene-rich developing countries in the future. 

181. Policies to promote the international trade of products based on indigenous 
genetic resources should be gradually promoted. The global market for genetic resources 
is currently estimated at USS250 billion/year and a substantial share of this growing 
market could accrue to developing countries. 

182. As R &D on indigenous genetic resources receives greater impetus. the effons 
should go beyond prospecting into synthesis. product development. business creation and 
trade, in spite of the traditional daunting odds of discovering new marketable products, 
recently made easier by c;,mbinational chemistry technologies. 

Box 4.3 
Bio-resource development in Nigeria 

The Bio-resources Development and Conservation Programme, started in Nigeria, 
h~.s now spread to five Central African countries. The prospectmg for genetic 
resources through "safari science" carried out with the involvement of poor 
communities in association with international pharmaceutical companies is another 
interesting model. Its financial support to community-level activities is a good 
example uf how high-tech can assist poverty alleviation. 

ll'======================================================:!I 

183. While bio-businesses are flourishing gJ0bally, the risk of losses of national 
proprietary genetic resources is very real and the regulation of underground leaks and 
other "asset depletion" is necessary. Examples like the loss of the alkaloid from 
Cameroon's Ancisrrocladus Korupensis, whic'.1 inhibits the grcwth of the AIDS virus. and 
of the Asta.xanthin ;nolecule and the genus Phaffia are illustrative. Astcuanrhin gives the 
pinkish cast to shrimp. lobster. salmon and is possibly the most pcwerful antioxidant in 
nature. which may become an effective anti-cancer agent in the future. Prevalent in 
algae. plankton. krill and other foods at the hase of the oceanic food chain. the molecule 
Asta.xantlzin is now !Tiade synrhetically and. at more than US$ I.200 per pound. is ~.old to 
aquact.!lturist farms raising salmon. 



18-t. Genetic resources should also be considered for adding value to related plants. 
Recent advances in enzyme chemistry are making it scientifically feasible to genetically 
re-engineer plants in order to manufacture panicular chemicals. Given the genes to 
generate the ones that together catJlyse the right reactions. plants might prove able to 
produce their O\\TI !Jrotective pesticide. Plants might be made to create novel synthetic 
pathways leading to new products altogether. These developments may open new 
opportunities for developing countries to add value to their genetic resources in the 
future and further erase the boundaries between industry and agriculture. 

185. Developments in biotechnology during the next decade are likely to be very far
reaching in their scope ar1J application. It is difficult to anticipate the enormous range 
of new uses and applications that can be developed in sectors such as agriculture. 
pharmaceuticals and chemicals. It is necessary for developing countries to expand 
biotechnology research, both through research institutions. universities and enterprises. 
and also to develop close technological linkages with foreign biotechnology insti!utions 
and enterprises. 

Sew materials 

186. Developments in materials science have been very rapid and are having a 
considerable impact on competitive capability in various fields. ranging from energy 
engineering to information and comrnunicmions (optic fibres). ·.ransport and automotive 
design and production and rnic:-oelectronic systems. ~ew and advanced materials range 
from composites with very high strengths to silicon wafers. The development of new 
composites. ceramics, special alloys and functional materials. including electronics. 
magnetic and super-conductive materials. besides photonics and sensor devices will 
inevitably have a major effect on materials usage in various fields. 

187. Materials researc.h is expensive and requires interdisciplinary capability and costly 
facilities. 1'evenheless. effective research has been, and is Jeing, undertaken in several 
C:eveloping cc.untries with resp~:t to building materials and polymers and composites 
based on local mater:als. Such research needs to be promoted through institutional 
support. while tec.hnological linkages and partnerships should be sought for access to new 
materials for use in construction and the manufacture of v uious products, ranging from 
water pipes to automotive equipment. 

188. The technological imp<' ct of new materials on several industrial subsectors will be 
very significant. Because of their central importance for the development of new 
products in many industrial subsectors, materials and related processing technologies are 
viewed iriternationally as being at the core of product and process innovation efforts to 
provide an international competitive edge to enterprises in these subsectors. There will 
be signifi,.:ant spillover effects on virtually all industrial sectors from the application of 
new materials technologies. 

189. For the period beyond 2000, new materials engineering v.111 provide the greatest 
degree of interlinkage with other engineering fields and with major positive external 
effocts in energy. transpnrtatil,n, housing. health. etL. The paradigm for materials 
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competitiveness is that the synthesis of new materials must be integrally linked v.ith the 
design and processing of the corresponding final products. since the materials are only 
basic components of ...:omplex systems and. as such. critical to their performance. Thus. 
improvements in materials quality and price can have dramatic effect on international 
competitiveness across subsectors. 

190. Priority applications are expected to focus on energy engineering: transportation 
systems: information and communication systems: micro-electronic svstems: 
optoelectronic systems: and medical engineering. 

191. Innovations in engineering materials have created major technological advances 
in recent years and the trends are set to continue into the next century. Worldv.ide 
demand for advanced materials has been increasing rapidly within the last decade and 
it is forecast to rise by 2000 and beyond. Berv.·een only 1985 and 1988. the number of 
world~ide companies involved in advanced materials grew fro!ll 302 to more than 1.800. 
The most important impetus for new makrials comes from large ThCs in industrialized 
countries. Analysis of industrial materials research in Germany. Japan, and the C nited 
States demonstrates that the companies with the greatest turnover attach high 
importance to materials research. and that 33 of the 50 companies \\ith the highest 
turnover around the world invest in materials research. The specific R&D plans and 
projects of the firms are focused on strategic corporate goals. On the whole. however. 
materials research acti\ities indicate considerable potential for cooperative r~search 
activities. 

192. The design and structural control of advanced high performance materials for use 
in hazardous and extremP. environments such <:. c; intermetallic compounds and advanced 
composites are also important R&D fields. together with etectric batteries for the 
a1~~omobile industry. As discussed earlier. information technology is a rapidl:: evolving 
set of technologies. both hard and soft, encompassing. interalia. communications (mobile. 
satellHe, rural, and others). p'.1otonics. computers. information networking, software. 
information storage and support systems. The changes are propelled by a series of chain 
reactions due to the fusion of many technologies as well as their applications. fuelled hy 
the speed requirements of data-accessed processing for decision-making in giobalizing 
markets. 

Conclusion 

193. The pattern of technological development has varied considerably. The impact 
of such development is generally assessed in terms of increased production. It is equally 
important, ho\\ever. that such production iii competitive in internal and external markets 
and in terms of manufactured exports. In most developing countries. technology issues 
have revolved largely around the development of techr.· ,logical infrastructure. the 
acquisition and use of foreign t.echnology or development of indigenous technological 
capability. With increasinglv open markets. the principal emphasis mus! now shift to the 
development of technological .11no,·ative capability at plant and cluster levels for the 
achievement of sustained competitiveness. 
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E~IERGl:SG ISSl"ES FOR lSDl"STRIAL TECHSOLOGY POLICIES 

194. With the increasing costs of research and development and the shortage of 
technical research personnel in industrialized countries. an area of considerable potential 
for developing countries is outsourcing of research in thest: countries. Several T\Cs 
have set up research facilities in developing countries, including ~estle. Astra Texas 
Instruments. IBM. Hewlett Packard and AIW A Such research facilities benefit from the 
much cheaper costs of R&D personnel in these countries. At the same time. the results 
of research accrue only to the parent company . .,,·hich prmides the necess:uy investment 
for the research facilities. This pattern is ex-pected to grow during the next decades. \\ith 
research acti\ities being increasingly undertaken in developing countries and in transition 
economies. which have a large pool of scientific and technical personnel available at a 
much lower cost. It should be possible. however, for develor,ing countries to also 
undertake specific research activities under contractual arrangements \l;ith foreign 
companies as in the case of software research and development in India. This \\ill 
constitute a new form of international subcontracting \\ith considerable potential. 

195. In the light of the key role of technology for competitiveness and glob~l trends 
and developments in this regard. the prir1cipal issues and policy options that need to be 
determined are the follo\\ling: 

In order to strengthen the te~hnological base in less developed countries, 
increased foreign technology \\ill be necessary. including through increased 
economic anu technological cooperation between developing c.:>untries 
(ECDC/TCDC). While initiative in this regard must be taken primarily by 
national enterprises. policy and institutional measures \\ill be necessary. both to 
promote technological part-erships and linkages \\ith foreign ente1-prises and for 
rapid technological absorption and adaptation. Indigenous technological 
development must also be promoted through applied research activ;ties in 
enterprises. universities, R&D institutions and other technology-innovation bodies: 

It is necessary to ensure closer linkages between privatization policies and 
increased use of innovative technologies. This should include infrastructure 
activities. particularly the operations r: privatized utility corr.~:\n.ies. which must 
become increasingly competitive. Inc1 easi.!d technological competitiveness of 
State-O'-'rned enterprises must also be ensured during any process of restructuring: 

It is essential that technological innovations and use of new generic tech!1ologies 
are promoted in resource-based industries and the industrial commodities sector. 
as also in various manufacturing subsectors. both through upstream (improvement 
of raw materials. productivity etc.) or dowmtream (re-engineering customer 
~ervices) activities. or through strategic business alliances for technology on R&D: 

Efforts ~hould be made to promote technological research activities of ·r.-.:cs in 
developing countries and transition economies and rn channel new nc 
investments to more ciy:iamic and complex subsectors. including those involving 
new generic technologies: 
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~ational and regional R&D institutions in developing count:-ies and transition 
economie:; can develop a strategic framework and monitoring mechanisms for 
dealing with new generic technologies. including through subcontracting \\ith 
foreign firms: 

Developing countries and transition economies can derive the full benefits of the 
Uruguay Round Agreements through technological innovations in various 
subsectors and product ranges. taking into account the provisions of the 
Agreements on TRIMs and TRIPs: 

It would be desirable to develop a "fair competition" environment for national 
companies in high-tech sectors. particularly informatics and biotechnology, and to 
ensure that their activities are promoted and s :rengthened:. 

The competitiveness of national enterprises engaged in international services 
subcontracting through electronic networks should be strengthened through 
increase of their technological innovation capability; 

Regulatory measures should be drawn up for biosafety, for safe and efficient use 
of advanced new materials, for technologies required to d~sign new products v.ith 
a view to disassembly, reprocessing for reuse or safe disposal of cm11ponents 
(design for disassembly (DFD)). besides other environmentally suitable 
technologies; 

The growing relevance of technological innovation in manufactureci-related 
services for sustainable competitiveness needs to be highlighted. It should be 
considered how related capacity-building processes can be accelerated in 
developing countries and econmnies in transition. 

It is necessary to formulate and implement new creative financial and fiscal 
incentives for promoting innovations. 

196. The management of technological innovation or technology management, should 
be viewed as the core of ir.dust~ial policies in developing countries.Accordingly, crash 
capacity-building programmes for the proper manugement of technology (MOT) in public 
and private enterprises, besides innovation system agents like R&D institutes, small and 
medium consulting enterprises, incubators, etc., need to be considered. Through this 
programme, the learning process in existing enterprises w )uld be accelerated to 
overcome the lack of "Innovation tradition" culture as the differentiator between the 
highly inncwative companies of industrialized countries and their counterparts in the 
developing world. This capacity-building process should not only consider the 
development of :'.Li hoc MOT methodologies and human resource developmerE 
programmes, but also field studie~ and demonstration effect projects to ensu;e tht"; ample 
dissemination of successful experiences. e.g. the clustering of innovative large medium 
and small enterprises around joint innovation programmes to facilitate the on-the-joh 
exchange of MOT experiences; forums for the advancement of MOT techniques: MOT 
performance henchmarking: and other initiativ":~ to promote the culture of innovation. 
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197. The :MOT capability thus developed should catalyse the complementary business 
re-architecture and network abilities for sustained competitiveness and include the 
managerial technologies - leadership styles. teamwork. communication and negotiation 
skills. human resources empowerment. etc. - required to sustain the high quality services 
required by customers. 

198. Radical innovations in services seem particularly necessary to achieve 
competitiveness in internal and external commercialization activities. in subcontracting 
of int 0 mational services. high-tech businesses. DFD. and to enhance the competitiveness 
and sunival of national companies ~atering only for domestic markets. 

199. The follov.ing fields of technology management require special emphasis bv 
developing countries and economies in transition during the short-term: 

Diagnostics of !he technological competitive position of companies and 
consequent definition of technological strategies for sustainable competitiveness. 
highlighting ad hoc blends of R&D and technology transfer activities: 

Management of R&D for devisirg new selected applications of existing and 
emerging technologies - different functions from the ones for which they were 
originally intended; 

Managemem of R&D for industry-related services; 

Management of technology transfer negotiations and agreements, including 
technology absorption and adaptation; 

Product innovation particularly, but not exclusively. industrial design for DFD: 

Technology information - particularly on clean technologies - technological 
forecasting and moaitoring; 

Performance benchmarking. total quality management and process re-engineering. 

200. Policies for strengthening and regionally integrating innovation-system-supporting 
agents - such as R&D centres, small and medium consulting enterprises, standardization 
boards. incubators. etc. - should aim at the multiple channelling of those MOT capacity
building services tor the required level of MOT effectiveness in private sector 
enterprises. Strengthening smali and medium management consulting enterprises, for 
instance. with MOT methodologies and ready access to up-dated information on clean 
technologies, may turn them into new channels to promote technological innovations in 
the private sector. which are both competitive and environment-friendly. 

201. Sophisticated equipment and human resource development programmes in R&D 
centres and standardization hoards contribute to providing the specialized services 
required to overcome technologicc. non-tariff harriers. Incentives for the establishment 
of both MOT capabilities and R&D centres in large enterprises might he balanced with 
R&D consortia for S\!fEs 1llID internal \10T capahil1ti'!s in each compan~. Furthermore. 
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~OT capabilities at the policy level. either national or regional. should provide for the 
continuous MOT proficiency of the different agents of the innovation system. benchmark 
their respective performances and possibly integrate them through electronic networks. 

102. A critical aspect of technology policy in developing countries rr:iates to human 
resource development unrelated to MOT. This has to be considered at tv.;o levels. First. 
a strong entrepreneurial culture has to be developed and a strong entrepreneurial class 
has to be develoµed which recognizes the key role of technology at the local enterprise 
level. Second, \\ith the growth of demand for new products and new technological 
applications, new categories of te.chnical personnel need to be created. While emphasis 
has been given in most countries to higher science education, equal emphasis is necessary 
on education and u aining facilities for spe~iaiized technical personnel - such as computer 
programmers. systems designers and specialists, besides microbiologists and specialized 
researchers in biotechnology, and energy specialists - the demand for which will multiply 
\\ith the growth of new technological applications. 

Box 4.4 
Technology policy orientation in Mexko 

Prevailing policy orientation 

In the last decade there was an imponant shift from a supply side policy to one 
that attempts to reinforce the demand side of the equation. Thus, technology 
policy in the current administration, as implemented by CONACYT, has some 
new lines of action, such as: i) piacing the firm and the entrepreneur at the centre 
of the process of innovation and modernization; ii) creating, together with other 
public entities, suppon centres for competitiveness; iii) impelling firms to develop 
their "karning capacities" so that they can panicipate in both the process of 
innovation and the continuous improvement of productivity and quality. These 
main threads are gciding the redesign of programmes and instruments, which are 
now being direr,ted: i) to promote investment by firms in learning capacities 
through financial stimuli and non-economic support for the creation of centres for 
competitiveness, where firms should be the source and users of the innovative 
process: ii) promote the elimination of bottlenecks in information flows, and the 
connection of scientists and technicians with firms: iii) promote the use of 
international standards and norms and suppart the diffusion and utilization of 
quality control methods: iv) support programmes for the development of suppliers 
in public entities: v) promote technologii::al centres which can offer normalization 
and metrology services. as well as technological services for industry in genenl; vi) 
support linkages between firms and research institutions. As seen from these 
measures, the emphasis is clearly placed on strengthening the demand side of the 
innovation process. 

continued 
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Box 4.4 (continued) 

Specific recommendations 

A stronger and more extensive technology management practice in firms, as well 
as the availability of appropriate mechanisms to promote it. are at the core of 
almost any recommended strategy for improving Mexican firms· technological 
capabilities. As long as firms strengthen their managerial resources and skill in 
technology management. other aspects of their technological capabilities will also 
improve. Self-awareness. monitoring and assessment of technological 
opportunities from improved technology management lead to better strategy 
definition. Quality and productivity are better aligned to longer term R&D 
st':"ategies if companies possess well trained technology management persoweL 
Incorporation of R&D results and new cechnologies into the firms' operatiOI!' ic; 
another key issue to technology management. Thus, it is important to promote 
stronger and more diverse training programmes in MOT; low interest rate.:. for the 
first stage of development of technology management skills and capabilities in 
micro and small firms; and more diverse and strong consulting and advisor; 
services on technology management to tend to industrial firms and public R&D 
centres. 

203. Given the essential need for MOT, developing countries and economies in 
transition must accord the necessary priority to technological innovation required for 
sustainable compe!itiveness, beyond the relatively limited efforts in the past. which were 
mostly confined to R&D activities. The required measures a!ld incentives should cover 
the whole gamut of technological innovation and associated activities, including str~.1egic 
technology-planning at the enterprise level, technology transfer negotiatio:is, monitoring 
and forecasting, benchmarking, management changes in leadership style, teamwork. 
human resource ;;mpowerment, total quality management, re-engineering, networking 
through international strategic bu:iness alliances, etc. 

204. Finally, the streng1hening of the capacity of central institutions in charge of policy 
design and implementation, including the coordination nf the work of innovt1.tion system 
agents, merits special attention. The diversity of areas and agents involved, their 
different capacities. and willingness to cooperate with each other have frustrated the 
implementation of many policies in the past. The above can only be achieved if macro
economic policies are congruent vlith and supportive of technological policies. 
Exceptions like the case of the Republic of Ko1ea should illustrate the above. 
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Box 4.5 
Industrial technology policy in the Republic of Korea 

The Republic of Korea has built up a deep and diverse industrial structure 
through deliberate g·Jvemmental interventions in the trade and industrial 
regimes, guiding the allocation of industrial investments in panicular 
directions, relying less on direct foreign investments, and pressing local 
firms to be expon-oriented in the shon term. 

The resulting technological challenge was met by promoting the 
involvement of national private firms in licensing technology from abroad, 
technology absorption and imports of equipment. Simultaneously, the 
government stimulated firm-level training, allocating massive resources to 
high-level technical education (1991 - 17.6 researchers/10,000 people, goal 
for 2000-30/10,000), to R&D projects approved by the chabeols and to 
building-up the S&T infrastructure: 

Republic of Korea - Evolution of R&D Investment 

Year Amount % <;NP Ratio of public/ 
USS million private 

expenditure 
R&D 

1981 418 0.64 50/50 

1991 546 2.02 20/80 

1998 4.00 (goal) 

20CJ1 > 5.00 (goal) 

Criteria for strategic national R&D projects: technological intensiveness, 
broad international competitive advantage, conservation energy and 
resources, growth potential, spilluver effect, contribution to social 
development. 

205. The above elements will obviously vary in their significance from country to 
country. What is, however. important is to view the technology policy framework as a 
dynamic and continuing process that is directly related to the technological needs of the 
existing principal production sectors in each economy and emerging new area. 

206. It is of growing importance, at the national level, to assess and forecast the impact 
of new technological developments on national economie!I. This is a field of growing 



complexity \\ith the fast pace of technological change. The monitoring of technological 
change is of panicular importance in developing countries and must be viewed as an 
integral element of technology policy in these countries. The appropriate mechanism for 
such assessment may differ from country to country but the basic objective of regularly 
monitoring. assessing and forecasting new technological developments. and their impact 
on the respective national economies, is of vital imponance. 

207. Through its human resource development and technology senices. L"NIDO is in 
a position to suppon developing countries and economies in transition to face effectively 
the new technological and competitive challenges in the future world industrialization 
emironment. 
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CHAPTER 5. TRADE LIBER.\LIZATION AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

INDUSTRIAL 

208. Both the Uruguay Round agreements and the establishment of the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) will have far-reaching repercussions on industrializ~tion in 
developing economies. In joining the WfO, developing countries have committed 
themselves to accepting the entire Uruguay Round package of trade reforms. "Partial 
compliance is no longer an option".1

/ 

209. In terms of export market prospects. the main gains to developing countries will 
be: 

Improved access to the markets in developed market economies; and 
An "insurance policy" against future barriers to those markets. 21 

210. The two main Uruguay Round provisions with near-term implications for 
industrialization in the developing countries are: 

The phasing out of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA) over ten years; and 
Tariff cuts. 

211. At the same time, most African and Caribbean countries are likely to face overall 
negative effects of the Uruguay Round Agreements, as compared with existing 
preferential arrangements, particularly during the short term. and will need to bring 
about considerable restructuring in potential growth sectors and enterprises so as to 
achieve greater competitiveness and export-oriented growth. There are threats as well 
as opportunities for developing economies. Following Uruguay Round liberalization, the 
developed market economies may also selectively resort to safeguard and anti-dumping 
actions to reduce the rate of import growth. 

MF A abolition 

212. Under the MF A. trade in clothing and textiles is subject to quotas on developing 
country exports negotiated bilaterally between importing industrialized countries and 
exporting developing countries. As the MF A is phased out, clothing and textile products 
will be integrated into the \VTO, meaning that tariffs will be th~ only border measures 
allowed. 

213. Given the dominance of clothing and textiles in developing-country exports to 
industrialized economies. it might be expected that the phasing-out of the MF A and the 

I/ 

::?, 

C'NIOO Background Paper, Tracy Murray, Effects of the Uruguay Round Agree.~cnts c.'1 
Industrialization in Developing Countries (ID/WG.542/15 (~PEC.)). 

Gary H ufhauer and Marie-Helene le Manchec, /mplications of the "'70 and NAFT A for Developing 
countries. UNJDO, December 1994. 
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removal of bilateral export quotas would be of substantial benefit to developmg-country 
exporters. However. this might not tie the case. for two main reasons: 

The liberalization process is backloaded so that 51 per cent of international trade 
in textiles and apparel will be S\\itched from quotas to tariffs during the first three 
phases of a four-stage process. The remaining -l9 per cent \\ill be liberalized by 
way of a "big bang" at the end of year ten. The near-term impact on developing
country exports is also likely to be diluted because industrialized countries are 
almost certain to integrate the least import-sensitive items first. leaving the bulk 
products until 2005. There is the further possibility that. as the date for final 
implementation draws near. future Governments \\ill come under intense pressure 
to renege on aspects of the deal.31 

If the agreement is implemented fully and trade in clothing and textiles is 
substantially liberalized. market conditions will change markedly. The abolition 
of export quotas will mean that all exporters \\ill have to compete on a level 
playing field. While. as a group. developing economies will gain from the 
elimination of the MF A. the gains will not be evenly spread. The more effa:ient 
developing-country manufacturers will benefit at the expense of some of the less 
competitive. resulting in dramatic changes in market share. 

214. A conservative estimate of developing-country export gains on account of quota 
liberalization alone is $50 billion (if liberalization had taken full effect in 1992), while 
by 2005. assuming 4 per cent annual growth in the clothing and textile trade. the gains 
from quota elimination are estimated at $80 billion."': 

Because the clothing sector is highly labour-intensive, low-wage economies may 
well take market share from their higher-wage counterparts. China and !ndia 
seem likely to gain at the expense of the Asian newly industrializing economies 
(NIEs) and other higher-wage States in Latin America. According to one 
estimate. "fa· more" developing countries \\ill be net losers from MF A abolition 
than net gainers. In tum, this implies ongoing restructuring of industry in such 
countries. especially early in the twenty-first century, when the full impact of MF A 
abolition will be felt. 

Tariff reductions 

215. Tariff cuts will be phased-in equally over five years. with the main impact being 
felt in the near term. It has been suggested that the impact ""ill not be great for low
tariff products sold to OECD importers. Pre-Uruguay Round tariffs average 6.3 per cent 
so that the 2.4 per cent Uruguay Round reduction will reduce the average tariff rate in 
industrial countries to 3.9 per cent. However, even modest tariff reductions may benefit 
developinr,-country exporters significantly: 

3/ Ul'ilDO Back1,!found Paper. Tracy Murray. np. cit. 

UNIDO Back!!J'ound Paper, (iary Hufhaucr, op. cit. 
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Because past tariff-reduction agreements foo1sed on the least impon-sensitive 
items. where tariffs were cut by the largest amounts. future liberalization \\ill 
involve more impon-sensitive products opening the way to significantly-increased 
expons by developing States_ 

Funhermore. tariff cuts contribute directly to exporters· bottom-line profit 
performance. Thus, where exporters have a 5 per cent profit margin on sales. a 
I per cent tariff reduction is equivalent to a 20 per cent increase in margins. 

Average trade-weighted tariff rates are misleading: because high tariffs reduce 
imports. they have smaller weights in the calculation of trade-weighted a~·erages. 
Conversely. low tariffs have hea\ier weights. implying that when all tariffs are 
reduced by similar prof>Ortions. the ~ts at the high-tariff end boost trade 
disproportionately. 

While average tariffs in industrialized countries may be low. individual 
developing-country expons still attract high duties. Major such expons. including 
clothing. textiles. footwear and leather, rubber and travel good~. face tariffs of 
more than 15 per cent. A 20 per cent reduction in such rates will considerably 
improve developing countries' market access. 

The reduction of tariff escalation is panicularly important for developing-country 
industrialists; in the leather industry from hides and skins to leather. though not 
from leather to leather products; in the wood industry from semi-manufactured 
lumber to finished wood articles, though not from logs to lumber or wood-panels: 
from paper to paper articles. though not from pulp to paper; in the jute industry 
from fibres to yarns: in tobacco from raw tobacco to tobacco products (a 
significant reduction); and from um\Tought nickel, lead and tin to semi
manufactures. Reduced escalation "ill encourage greater processing, although in 
one important sector - yams to fabrics - escalation has actually increased. 

Tariff cuts among developing countries 

216. One third of developing-country exports of manufactures are purchased by other 
developing economies. and these will benefit from the C ruguay Round in two ways: 

The more important developing-world trading countries will cut average tariffs by 
about one fifth from 25 per cent to less than 20 per cent. 

The agreement to tariff binding with the Uruguay Round will mean that 
developing-country imports of products subject to bound tariffs (i.e .. that cannot 
be raised) "ill increase from 25 per cent to 75 per cent of their total imports. 

217. The average bounc! duties on industrial goods imponed hy developing countries -
typically higher than applied rates - are estimated to fall to 12.3 per cent from 15.3 per 
cent. with the tariff reduction package as a whole affecting developing economy imports 
valued at around S305 billion. 
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On the average. tariff rates applied by developing countries will drop by only two 
or three percentage points. lea.\ing many applied rates in the range oi IO per cent 
to 30 per cent. Hufbauer estimates the impact of applied tariff cuts on trade 
bet\\:een developing countries at some S50 'Jillion by 2005. 

218. Although all the Uruguay Round tariff changes \\ill benefit de\"eloping-coumry 
exporters. reductions in Most-Favoured-Nation (MF~) tariff rates \\ill erode the 
preference margins enjoyed in El" markets by the 70 African. Caribbean and Pacific 
(ACP) States. as well as preferential entry to industrialized countries in terms of the 
Generalized Svstem of Preferences ( GSP). In the near term - i.e .. over the next five 
years - the main developing-country beneficiarie~ of the Uruguay Rou~(i \\ill be: 

Exporters of leather. rubber. footwear and travel goods. which \\ill enjoy standard 
tariff reductions; 

ll1ose ex-porters of tanned leather. wood and paper products :ll'ld yams or jute 
who gain from the reduction in tariff escalation. 

219. Although such potential gains may not appear to be impressive. it should not be 
forgotten that tariffs \\ill come down for a \\ide range of industrial goods; furthermore. 
since such tariff red11ctions go straight to the bottom-line profits of manufacturers and 
importers. significant world trade expansion is likely. \\ith extensive benefits for 
developing countries. Market access \\ill improve significantly for developing-country 
exporters of industrial products. 

Longer-term implications 

220. Both the trade-related investment measures (TRl~s) and trade-related aspects 
of intellectual property rights (TRIPs) agreements provide for grace periods before 
developing countries are required to conform \\ith WTO rules. In general. the grace 
period i~ five years. although this is being extended for least developed countries. The 
adverse effects of both agreements \\ill not therefore start to be felt until the next 
decade. 

Trade-related investment measures 

221. ~any developing countries have linked investment incentives (usually in the form 
of tax-breaks or import protection) to trade requirements in the hope that foreign firms 
will enter into high-cost local purchasing agreements. Often. the net effect is lower real 
income for the developing economy. \\ith the added danger of the system becoming self
perpetuating because foreign firms enjoy the benefit of lower taxes or protection from 
competition while the developing country Government achieves greater employment and 
domestic value-added . 

..,..,.., Cnder the TRI~s agreement. developing economies "'ill have to abolish local 
content requirements and trade balancing tests within five years - least developed 
countries have seven years and develop"d market economies two years - thoi.lgh they will 
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be allowed to temporarily apply TRIMs for infant-industry and balance-of-payments 
reasons. 

Box 5.1 
TRIMs and the Philippine motor vehicle industry 

Vehicle assembly in the Philippines is protected by a virtual embargo on the 
importation of new vehicles. In return for this major competitive benefit in the 
domestic market. established firms must meet domestic content and minimum 
export requirements. The import restriction drives up the prices of motor 
vehicles, thereby encouraging domestic production. but local content and export 
requirements increase the costs of assembly and marketing. encouraging high cost 
domestic production while imposing heavy costs on domestic consumers. If the 
Philippines Government fully implements the TRIMs agreement, these distortions 
will be phased out over the next decade. 

Sourr:e: Gary Hufbaucr. op . .:it., p. 22. 

223. To the extent that it narrows the range of industrial policy options available to 
developing country Governments. TRIMs will have important implications for developing 
countries and transition economies. In the past. developing countries have made 
extensive use of such measures and their phasing out will force Governments to find 
alternative means of broadening domestic content and ensuring enhanced export 
capacity. On the other hand, the disciplines imposed on member States are less than 
onerous; host countries retain the right to regulate FDI as long as the TRIMs agreement 
is not infringed, though, in general, performance requirements may not be imposed on 
foreign investors. 

224. Furthermore. developing-country attitudes to FDI have changed radically. Most 
States have implemented FDI-friendly regimes and are liberalizing their foreign 
investment regulations. even without Uruguay Round pressures in the form of the TRJ~.1s 
rules. 

Trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights 

225. Because the bulk of marketable intellectual property is currently owned by 
OECD-hased firms. the TRIPs agreement will work to the disadvantage of the 
developing countries in two main respects: 

Developing-country firms wishing to produce and sell products covered by patents 
will be forced into licensing a3r·.!ements, invanably involving royalty payments to 
the patent owner. In some cases. foreign TNCs ....,;n prefer to serve the market 
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themselves by direct export so that there will be no local production. A'i a result. 
potential employment opportunities \\ill be lost. while developing countries \\ill 
be required to introduce and enforce legislation for the protection of intellectual 
property. 

The agreement could well stifle R&D activities in developing countries. In the 
absence of TRIPs. developing-country firms sought to copy (reverse engineer) 
products patented in the industrialized countries for sale in the domestic market. 
thereby creating jobs and ensuring competition \\ith the imported item. The 
development of such R&D capacity is crucial to a country's ability to upgrade its 
technology. and the 4uality and range of its industrial production. The TRIPs 
agreement could well undermine this process. \\ith adverse longer-term 
consequences for technological upgrading. 

226. Developing countries could partly remedy this situation by: 

Exploiting the agreement's compulsory licensing pro\lisions. though these have 
been made operationally more difficult. since non-use of a patent is no longer a 
criterion that may be applied. 

Ensuring that patented products are produced domestically. 

Establishing a narrow scope for patents. thereby encouraging local firms to licence 
foreign patents and undertake R&D leading to patenti!ble improvements: and 

Encouraging the experimental use of patents by universities and other research 
institutes as allowed in terms of the TRIPs exception covering the non·
commercial use of intellectual property. 

227. In the mediura term, developing countries may well be disadvantaged by the 
TRIPs agreement. but Governments can - and should - use its provisions and exceptions 
to foster the development of knowledge-based activities. The effects of TRIPs will be 
felt in all sectors where intellectual property rights (IPRs) are operative. especially in the 
chemical. pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries where the impact on developing 
economies is likely to be most significant. Undoubtedly, TRIPs will pose a major 
challenge to developing countries and transition economies. particularly in respect of 
technology upgrading. 

Agriculture 

228. The six-year phase-in period for the Cruguay Round Agreements in agriculture -
extended to ten years in the case of developing countries - means that their impact will 
mainly be felt in the next century. In ariy event. the agriculture agreement will have only 
minimal implications for industrialization: it will mainly impact on trade in agricultural 
commodit;es rather than processed products. although there are important exceptions 
such as cheese and wine. 

. I 
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The impact on ACP States 

229. Although ACP States comprise half the world's developing economies. their 
performance in terms of export volumes and market shares is insignificant. Indeed. their 
market share has more than halved from 6.7 per cent in 1976 to 3.1 pe; cent in 1993 (see 
Table 5 .1 ). Preferential entry to the EU markets seemingly made little contribution to 
the industrialization process. ·with ACP exports of processed goods growing by only 4.4 
per cent a year between 1976 and 1993. compared with 13 per cent for non-ACP 
developing countries. Over the same period. the ACP share of processed imports into 
the EU (excluding intra-EC trade) fell from 2.6 per cent to 1.1 per cent.5' 

Box 5.2 
The L-Ome Convention 

Some 97 per cent of exports from 70 African, Caribbean and Paci£:~ (ACP) State!> 
- the bulk of them least developed countries - enter the EU market without 
restriction by any duty or non-tariff barrier. They are also exempt from export 
quotas imposed under the Multi-Fibre Agreement for clothing and textiles. 

Since the creation of the European Economic Community, ACP exports have been 
subject to non-reciprocal preferences designed to encourage further processing of 
primary products and to boost industrialization. ACP States are guaranreed duty
free access for exports of manufactures as well as for a large proportion of their 
agricultural exports. Because EU tariffs escalate with value-added, preferences 
granted under the Lome Convention are higher for processed and manufactured 
goods. 

Free access is dependent on imports to the EU meeting the often complex rules of 
origin requirements, which specify that ACP exports must originate from within 
the region, although cumulation of inputs from ACP countries or EU member 
States is permitted. Thus, an ACP country importing raw materials or inputs from 
another ACP State or from the EU for processing or manufacture still satisfies 
rules of origin criteria. 

The Lome Convention stipulates that ACP exports should not be granted less 
favourab!e treatment than non-Lome countries. which are entitled to preferential 
market entry under the Gen'!ralized System of Preferences (GSP). Over the 
years. however. ACP advantages have been partially eroded as the EU has 
extended preferences to other developing economies. including the economies in 
transition (i.e. eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union). 

continued 

Ul'ilDO Background Paper. Adrian Hc~itt. Antonique Koning and Michael Davenport: TI1e Impact 
of the C'ru1:11ay Round on ACP .\fan11facr11red Prod11cr.i (ID/WG.S.C/16 (SPEC.)). 
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Box 52 (continued) 

ACP States also benefit from GSP schemes offered by other industiialized 
countries. notably Japan and the United States, although these tend to be less 
favourable than the Lome Convention in respect of product coverage and rules of 
origin (cumulation is not allowed). Preferences on clothing and textiles are 
subject to quota. while ACP schemes are time-bound and have therefore been less 
likely to encourage investment in manufatturing. 

Caribbean ACP States also enjoy tariff- and quota-free entry to the United States 
market for most exports - although key exceptions include most apparel and 
textiles. leather goods (including footwear), canned tuna. petrol and petroleum 
products. and some agricultural items. Sugar exports are subject to United States 
quotas which vary from year to year. However, exports of such products to the 
United States under the Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) are subject to rules of 
origin whereby at least 35 per cent of value-added must be contributed by the 
country in question. although it may be cumulated over CBI countries. and up to 
15 per cent may be imports from the United States prm,ided that "substantial" 
transformation takes place in the CBI coontry. 

The CBI is more advantageous than the GSP system of the United States since it 
is not time-bound and has more liberal rules of origin. Under a similar agreement 
with Canada (CARIBCAN). Caribbean ACP States enjoy quota- and tariff-free 
entry to the Canadian market (again with exceptions similar to those imposed 
under the CBI). 

Source: Adrian He"Wilt. Antonique Koning and Michael Davenport. op. cit. 

230. No clear conclusions about the impact of preferences on ACP exports of 
manufactures emerge from the daLa. partly because ACP preferences on proces~~d goods 
are usually shared by non-ACP exporters. In some cases, where the preference is limited 
to ACP States. it appears to have been effective - examples include rum from the 
Caribbean and canned asparagus from Lesotho, although in this latter case Lesotho has 
lost market share to eastern European suppliers in recent years. It may be that 
preferences that provide a competitive advantage over particular suppliers may not 
suffice once new players enter the market. It also appears that the advent of synthetic 
materials in mine production has undermined ACP and GSP preference margins. 
resulting in the loss of market share by suppliers such ?.S the United Republic of 
Tanzania. 

231. Rules of origin requirements discriminate against small countries - which find it 
difficult to generate local supplies of inputs - in particular. Opportunities for cumulation 
fail to compensate for this. leading to the conclusion that the threshold for non
originating inputs is too low. 



Tabl~ 5.1. Shans of EU imports. 1976-1993. sdtttcd years 
(Percenrage) 

1976 1982 1988 1993 
Other Other Other Other 

ACP OCs ACP OCs ACP OCs ACP OCs 

Processed food/drink 6.2 .n . .; i .6 38.7 8.8 50.0 8.3 41.4 
Chemicals, plastics produc~s 1.2 : .0 0.6 7.0 0.4 11.9 0.3 10.8 
Textile products, foot111ear 2.6 39.5 l.~ 42.l 3.0 45.0 2.3 45.l 
Hetals, metal products 8.9 13.1 6.7 14.4 5.5 18.l 1.8 15.8 
Other manufactures 0.2 8.2 0.2 10.3 0.8 l~.o 0.5 17.3 
Total processed 2.6 15.5 1.7 16.3 2.0 21.0 1.1 21.7 
Tota I a 11 goods 6.7 38.l 5.9 33.9 4.7 26.3 3.1 27.5 

Source: COMEXT. Michael Da\-enport. Adrian He\\itl. Anlonique Koning. "Europe·s Preferred Partners: 
The Lome Countries in World Trade", OD/ Special Report. 1995. 

Impact of the Uruguay Round 

232. The reduction of MFN tariffs under the Uruguay Round and subsequent 
adjustment of GSP rates will divert trade away from ACP suppliers to other developing 
countries. ACP suppliers are also likely to suffer from the phasing out of the MF A 
agreement - from which ACP States are exempt in the EU market. 

233. Whiie non-ACP developing countries will benefit from the reduction of tariff 
escalation, ACP States, for whom escalation has not been a problem, will lose out as 
their advantage arising from exemption from tariff escalation is eroded. This will not 
have a material impact because their processed exports to the EU are so limited (Table 
5.1). but it will make it marginal'y more difficult to export processed products in the 
future. 

234. Preference erosion will be greatest in the EU market, where ACP exporters 
enjoyed their largest preferences (practically zero tariff) for manufactured exports. On 
the other hand, for the small range of manufactures that have not previously benefited 
from preferences - mainly in japan and the United States - further liberalization migh: 
benefit ACP exporters. 

235. Table 5.2 summarizes the Overseas Development Institute's (ODI) estimate of 
likely static losses resulting from ACP preference erosion. For 65 ACP States, the 
revenue loss is estimated at $317 million or 2.5 per cent of ACP exports of industrial 
products to OECD countries. Africa will be hit hardest, mainly in the metals and 
minerals sectors, but the biggest individual losers are in the Caribbean (Bahamas. 
Dominican Republic, Jamaica. Suriname. Trinidad and Tobago). In the Pacific, Papua 
New Guinea will suffer significantly in the Metals and minerals sectors. 



Table 5.2. Static losses resulting from ACP preference erosion 
(Quanlitatr.-e estimates. S million) 

Metals. Wood, Leather Chem- £lect. Non- Transport Other Iqiorts Re'Jenue 
minerals pulp, footwear icals equip. elect. equip- indus- 1992, change a 

paper equip. lleflt t:-ial 

Africa -60.9 -36. l -0.4 -10.9 -2.9 -3.7 -6.6 -54 • .i 8,222 .4 -175.8 

Caribbean -7.5 -0.3 -6.5 -27.9 -11.6 -1.7 -5.2 -59.3 3,366.3 -120.0 

Pacific -4.3 -5.8 -0.2 0.0 -1.4 -C'. l 0.0 -2.4 659.3 -14.2 

ACP (65) -78.7 -42.3 -7.2 -39.0 -15.9 -5.5 -12. l -116.3 12,766 -317 

Source: Michael Davenport. Adrian Hewitt, Antonique Koning. WEurope's .Preferred Partners: The Lome 
Counrries in World Trade~ OD/ Special Report, 1995. 

a/ Figures do not always add beC<!use of rounding. 

236. Revenue declines are concentrated among ten ACP States, which account for 55 
per cent of total losses, although in no case does the estimated loss exceed 5 per cent of 
industrial expons. As a proponion of total ACP exports to the world, the preference 
erosion loss on industrial products is tiny, at 0.6 per cent. This is because a large 
proponion of ACP expons already enter OECD markets free of tariffs for all suppliers. 

237. Table 5.3 summarizes t.1e likely impact of Uruguay Round changes on ACP 
expons, and suggests a total loss of 1.3 per cent of 1992 expons, which totalled $53 
billion. The $317 million predicted decline in industrial expons accounts for 44 per cent 
of the overall loss of $713 million. 

Table 5.3. Summary of the Uruguay Round settlement 
(Trade effects; S million and share of 1992 exports from the ACP to OECD countries) 

Change in Change in Change in 
net exports revenue from revenue from Total 1992 Total change 
of temperate exports of exports of change expor·ts to as pe:-centage 
agricultural tropical produtts industrial/ in the rest :Ji of total 
products and fish products a exports the wo:-ld Pxports 

Africa -173 -156.3 -175.8 505.3 44,689 -1. l 

Caribbean -52 -11.0 -120.0 -18).l 6, 109 -3.0 

Pacific -2 19.3 -14.2 -25.0 2.390 -1. l 

ACP -227 -176.6 -317 -113.4 53, 188 -1.3 

Source: Michael Davenport. Adrian Hewitt, Antonique Koning, Europe's Preferred Partners: The Lome 
Countries in World Trade, OD/ Special Report, 1995. 

a/ Excluding textiles and clothing. 
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238. The global clothing industry can be expected w become far more competitive 
follov.ing the eventual abolitior.. of the MFA. v.ith substantial market opportunities for 
producers enjoying significant comparative advantage. But because they were not subject 
to MF A controls. ACP producers of clothing and textiles Y..ill be "hard-pressed" to 
benefit: rather. the highly competitive A'\iat1 manufacturers will gain most. At the same 
time. significant African ACP exporters (Lesotho. Madagascar aml Mauritius) facing 
"intrinsic" comparative advantage and whose market share has been achieved by 
exploiting Lome preferences may we1l be hit by the phasing-out of the MF A while 
recent market entrants, like Zimbabwe. v.ill also find it difficult to compete with the 
Asians. In the Caribbean, suppliers like Jamaica and some of the smaller islands are 
also likely to lose share, while Haiti, the only Caribbean exporter with a cost advantage. 
might manage to maintain its position. Page and Davenport expect the main losers 
among ACP States to be Jamaica and Mauritius. with losses of 7.6 per cent and 16.5 per 
cent of 1992 exports respectively, but for the ACP group as a whole, the impact will be 
extremely marginal, at 0.2 per cent of total revenue.6: 

239. However, small AC? States such as Benin. Burkina Faso. Chad and Mali, which 
produce cotton, are potential exporters of clothing and textiles and currently depend for 
a significant part of their export earnings on sales to the EU of basic textiles, which are 
not subject to the MF A, might suffer from preference erosion. It will be more difficult 
to attract the sectoral investment that would enable these countries to move upmarket 
to higher value-addeci products. 

240. ACP States should indirectly benefit from the Uruguay Round's expected positive 
impact on global economic growth, world trade and investment. There will also be gains 
from improved access to non-EU markets, while reduced developing-country tariffs v.ill 
offer opportur.ities for increased trade between developing countries. 

Industrial policy implications 

241. Some industrial policy impiications are as follows: 

(a) The Uruguay Round's anti-subsidy provisions will seriously constrain subsidies that 
lower export prices. While explicit expert subsidies t;r cost-reducin~ production subsidies 
to exporters are banned, Governments will still be able to pro'v ide mdirect support in the 
form of pre-production R&D, international marketing assisr::i!lce, and training and 
education programmes; 

-----------
f,/ Sheila Page and Michad Davenport: World Trade Reform; Do Dei•elopin~ Countries l(ain or lmc? 

OD/ Special Repor. ( 19'/4 ). 
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Box 5.3 
The future of Lom~ 

It is accepted that the EU will not be able to offer ACP States the same exclusive 
and discrimiL"ltory treatment in any successor arrangement to Lome IV. 

Three possible scenarios are envisaged: 

The retention of Lome IV, although with the abolition of non-reciprocal 
treatment for some of the more developed ACP States, such as the 
Bahamas. This could be justified on the grounds that more advanced ACP 
States should no longer require such preferential treatment, nor should they 
be accorded the same advantages as the least developed countries (LDCs). 
This would reduce the ACP group to the least developed African 
economies, which are most vulnerable and most dependent on trade with 
the EU. 

Globalization of the Lome Convention with a focus on the world's least 
developed countries, including a handful outside Africa (such as 
Bangladesh, Laos); this implies that not all African countries, but only the 
least developed, would be targeted. 

The establishment of free-trade areas linking ACP States with the EU. 
ACP States would be encouraged to set up regional free-trade areas that 
would then negotiate barrier-free entry to the EU. Such an initiative might 
act as a catalyst for greater LDC regional economic integration, which has 
made very little progress thus far. 

(b) The Uruguay Round was the first in which large numbers of developing countries 
played an active role. Their decision to accept tariff binding limits the scope for future 
use of tariffs to protect infant industries, although in many cases developing countries 
have bound their tariffs at rates higher than those currently applkable, thereby leaving 
themselves some room for manoeuvre; 

(c) ACP States and other less developed countries need to become less reliant on 
preferences and instead build greater competitive advantage by giving increased prinrity 
to trade development. This would necessitate varying degrees of industrial restructuring 
in subsectors and niche areas, and local enterprises, having export potential. Improved 
infrastructure, especially transport and telecommunications, and the creation of effecfr;e 
export promotion organizations should be high on the policy agenda, along with more 
outward-looking trade policies. Increased private-sector invoivement in trade policy 
formulation is also desirable; 
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( d) Ir. the light of the close correlation between FDI. technological upgrading and 
export competitiveness. the least developed countries need to step up their efforts to 
attract foreign investment. Mauritius· success in attracting Asian investors offers lessons 

~ ~ 

for other developing countries~ 

( e) ACP States need to participate more actively in international economic and 
financial institutions and diplomacy. By July 1995. only 34 out of 70 ACP States had 
joined the WTO, while only 12 of them had ambassadors in Geneva. 

(f) Improved market research hformatior. is CTUcial for export gro\\lh. International 
agencies have a role to play in imp1·oving market inhrmation. although the best solution 
is often a joint venture or some non-equity relationship with wholesale or retail 
distributors in target markets. 

Economies in transition 

242. The clothing and textile sectors in the countries in transition - most notably the 
former Soviet Union. Bulgaria. the Czech Republic and Slovakia - \\ill benefit from the 
phase-out of the MF A. Enterprises in countries such as the Czech Republic. Hungary, 
Poland, Romania. and Slovakia. which appear to have a comparative advantage in 
manufacturing and semi-manufacturing will also benefit from enhanced access to 
industrialized country markets. At the same time. increased and more secure market 
access should also foster FDI and non-equity links. 

243. The opening-up of markets in eastern Europe is expected to have a material 
impact on industry location decisions. Lower labour costs - than in the OECD countries 
- and the relative abundance of unskilled and semi-skilled personnel could create a 
competit!ve advantage platform for some of the transitional economies. The dismantling 
of trade barriers could encourage western enterprises to take advantage of the gains from 
outward processing trade (OPT) by subcontracting the manufacture of selected items to 
eastern European firms. OPT trade of this kind has developed with eastern European 
firms exporting textiles, clothing and footwear to we~tern Europe.71 

Regional integraLion 

244. Resurgent enthusiasm for regional economic integration among emerging 
economies is not justified by past failures, and there is no c~se where a regional 
integration scheme has contributed materially to the evolution of a developing 
country.81 

245. Regional integration has been primarily an i;idustrialized-country phenomenon, 
centred in western Europe. Of the 109 agreements notified to GA TI between 1948 and 
1994, western European countries were partners in 76 instances. An important recent 

_, 
'I 

8,' 

UNIDO, Industrial Development, Global Report. 1995. 

Augusto de la Torre and Margaret Kelly. Rel:i<>nal Trade A"an~ements, IMF Occa5ic.nal Paper 9:\, 
March 199~. 



development. however. is the gro"ing participation of central and eastern Europe. 
Indeed. no fewer than 24 of the 33 agreements notified to GA TI since 1990 were 
conduded between western European countries on one hand and the economies in 
transition on the other.9 ' 

246. The fact that the world's two largest trade markets - the EL' and North America -
are increasingly conditioned by regional trade agreements is creating the spectre of a 
world economy di\<ided into three major regional trading blocs: North America. the EU. 
and a Far Eastern cluste1 centred on Japan. 

247. In this situation, developing countries and the countries in transltlon are re
examining their strategies. Some non-members \\ill try to join existing clubs - !\AFT A 
or the EU - while others will be tempted to set up new regional trade associations in an 
effort to strengthen their bargaining power i·is-a-vis North America and the EL'. 

248. Regional integration appeals to developing countries on four main counts: 

As a means of enhancing economic growth and industrial efficiency through 
improved resource allocatfon. 
A.3 a defence against the regional trade blocs established by industrialized 
countries. 
As a way of accelerating the expansion of manufactured exports. 
As a vehicle for generating critical mass so that enterprises can exploit economies 
of scale and experience effects and improve their global competitiveness. 

249. However, few regional integration agreements reached by developing countries 
have met their original timetable" for the establishment of a free trade area or customs 
union. On the whole, they have proved to be largely disappointing avenues for 
development owing to the absence of wide sectoral coverage that limited the potential 
gains to member States from trade liberalization. Since the start of the Uruguay Round. 
the developirig countries especially in Asia and Latin America. have renewed their 
interest in such agreements as outward-oriented economic reform programmes 
transformed the policy environment making it more conducive to the achievement of 
regional integration objectives. 

250. With the demise of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) and 
the disintegration of the former Soviet Union, the countries in transition faced the loss 
of markets for their exports along with sources of raw materials and other inputs. This 
coincided \\ith the breakdo\\TI of established trading and production arrangements, 
forcing them to focus attention on developing new trade relationships with each other 
while also seeking closer links with the developed market economies, especially the EC. 
In December 1992, the Czech Republic. Hungary. Poland. and Slovakia.established the 
Central European Free Trade Agreement. to set up a free-trade area by the end of 1997. 
A number of European countries (Switzerland. Finland. ~orway and Sweden) have 

?/ World Trade Organi1.ation: ReKionalism and the ~nrld Trading System, Geneva, April 1995. 
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signed free-trade agreements \\ith each of the Baltic States. while in 199-l the EL' also 
signed free-trade agreements v.ith the Baltic countries. 

Replicating the EV model "ill be difficult 

251. The success of market integration in the industrialized world - and notably the El" 
- \\ill be difficult to replicate among develcping countries. Small markets. low per capita 
incomes and similar factor endowment~. and the resulting similarity in production 
structures, inhibits trade expansion arising from intra-industry specialization and product 
differentiation. In the EU. by contrast. intra-industry trade is fostered by large markets. 
high income per head and product differentiation. It is considered that developing 
countries may. more advantageously, seek gains from trade based on different resource 
endowments and production structures. Such an approach would be better served by 
unilateral and multilateral liberalization.101 

252. A 1993 OECD study11
' evaluating the performance of 12 well-established 

developing-country regional groupings encompassing 77 countries in three geographic 
regions - sub-Saharan Africa, Asia, and Latin America and the Caribbean - concludes 
that "the overwhelming result of their collective experiences (except for in Asia) has 
been. up to now. a low level of economic integration." Despite this however, it is still 
considered that regional integration is an important tool for economic development; 
and/ or that regional integration continues to be desirable for developing countries in 
various regions. 

253. The main reasons for the failure - thus far - of developing-country economic 
integration were: 

Political 

Specific problems include: 

10/ 

II/ 

A lack of commitment; 

The inability of member States to put regional goals before national ones; 

The tendency to reson to unilateral, restrictive trade measures when trade 
liberalization created pressures for domestic adjl!stment or when economies 
suffered from exogenous shocks; 

An inability to come to mutually acceptable terms over the distribution of costs 
and benefits. For many Governments the surrender of national sovereignty is 
incompatible with national development: 

D. Greenaway and C. Milner. "South-South Trade-Theory. faidenee and Policy", The World Bank 
Obser.·er, 199!l. 

OECD, Regional lnregrarinrz and the De\·eloping Countries. 1993. 
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The built-in administered bias favouring non-regional products over regional ones 
since non-regional imports are invariably seen to be of better quality. while 
regional imports are inferior to the domestic product: 

Cultural differences. including deeply rooted differences in political ideologies and 
social customs. that have exacerbated the negative experience of regionalism: and 

The failure of policy makers to adopt a regional strategy when other potentially 
more effective means of pursuing economic objectives were available. 

Economic 

The ineffective performance of regional cooperation arrangements is also attributed to: 

The inability of Governments to find new sources of revenue to replace income 
lost from customs duties when tariffs are lowered: 

Differences in initial conditions such as disparate levels of income and different 
stages of industrial and economic development: 

A low level of initial integration, implying that members had little to trade. For 
many groups. trading interests lay mainly outside the region. so that even where 
regional trade barriers were lowered there was little inducement to shift trade 
patterns - i.e. there was little trade creation; 

In many instances, similarities in resources and productir)n structures faHed to 
boost trade even when barriers were reduced; 

Import substitution policies, non-tariff barriers (NTBs) and other market 
distortions designed to ensure the survival of inefficient domestic industries were 
left in place in some member States; 

Intra-regional barriers remained, thereby inhibiting the free flow of factors of 
producti0i1; 

Macroeconomic imbalances made adjustment. both domestic and to integration, 
even more onerous; and 

Exogenous shocks such as commodity price declines. drought. higher real interest 
rates in global markets. 

Disappointing intra-regional trade gro~th among de\o'eloping countries 

254. Confirming these findings. rhe World Trade Organization concludes that the 
European Union is the only region to show a "clear policy-induced increase in the 
relative importance of intra-regional trade". Table 5.4 shows that in western Europe the 
share of intra-regional trade increased from 53 to 70 per cent betwe<"n 1958 and 1993 
with most growth taking place hetween 1958 and 1973. In A.'\ia and Latin America, the 
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share of intra-re~onal trade also increased. though to l smaller extent. while in other - -regions. its imponance was largely unchanged or even declined. The most outstanding 
example being the de-regionalization of trade .n central and east Europe. 

Tabl~ 5.4. Share of intra regional traM ·,-,ports plllS imports) in total trad~ in 5el"ftl geographic 
regions. 1928-1993 
(Percentage of each region·s :- :chan~ trade) 

Years 1928 1938 1948 1956 !963 !Si3 1983 1993 

Western Europe 50.i 4.5.8 -H.8 52.3 fl. l 6i.7 6-i.7 69.g 

Central and Eastern Europe 
and the fo1'111er Soviet Union 19.0 13.2 "6.4 61.2 il.3 58.8 57.3 19.7 

North America 25.0 22.4 27 .l 31.5 30.5 35.l 31. i 33.0 

Latin America 11. l 17.7 20.0 16.8 16.3 27 .9 17.i !9A 

Asia 45.5 66.4 38.9 41. l u .o 41.6 43.0 49.7 

Africa 10.3 8.8 8.4 8.1 7.8 7 .ft 4.4 8.4 

f'liddle East 5.0 3.6 20.3 12 .I 8.7 6.1 7.9 9.4 

Source: \\TO. Regionalism and the Uorld Trading System. 1995, p. 39. 

255. At the same time, however. the EC's increasing openness to international trade 
has largely maintained the imponance of extra-regional trade in relation to output. which 
fell modestly from 15.8 per cent in 1958 to 12.8 per cent in 1993. 

256. linfortunately. few meaningful conclusions can be drawn from the successful EU 
experience. which is unique because of its political commitment to carry integration well 
beyond the limits of conventional customs unions or free-trade areas.11

' 

The revival of regionalism 

257. Despite these broadly negative assessments of past experience v.ith regional 
integration amongst developing economies, there has. since 1990. been a surge in new 
regional integration agreements notified to the GATI: 33 bet\\·een 1990 and 199-t. 'The 
appeal of regional integration shows no sign of abating. and the issues raised by the 
interaction between regional integration agreements and the world trading system are 
unlikely to disappear from the international policy agenda". 13 

I ,, -. WTO. op. cit.. page 55. 

Ibid.. page I. 



258. It is clear. however. that if existing (and proposed) regional integration 
arrangements are to perform better in the future. substantial reforms "ill be required. 
including: 

(a) A strong and sustained political commitment. Experience shnws that initial 
enthusiasm for integration can dissipate rapidly: 

(b) Effective mechanisms to distribute more equitably the costs and benefits of 
integration: 

(c) The freeing of regional trade as a complement to overall trade liberalization. 
Impon substitution is no more effective at regional than at national levels: 

(d) Macroeconomic stability: instability slows or even reverses the integration 
progress; 

( e) Structural flexibility: structural rigidities. often the aftennath of import-substitution 
industrialization. reduce the potential gains from integration: 

(0 Design of better agreements ensuring the inclusion of virtually all trade in goods 
and services. removal of tariff and non-tariff barriers to intra-reeional business and the 
inclusion of prmisions covering investment. w ~ 

259. On the whole, the more negative assessments have more to do with the 
implementation of regional integration arrangements than their underlying logic. 'While 
a re\ ival of inward-oriented integration schemes designed to foster regionally based. 
impon-substitution industries. allocated among member States by political decision, may 
not be successful or desirable. there is plenty of evidence to demonstrate that regional 
and multilateral trade agreements are complementary rather than competitive paths to 
a more open global trading system. is; 

260. A retreat into "fortress-style" regional agreements is unlikely; so powerful are the 
forces of globalizat:c;n and so intense the competition to become part of the system 
rather than risk b~il•g left behind that outward-looking economic unions will be preferred 
as and when politic~ obstacles are overcome. Such regional arrangements, designed to 
attract FDI and ot'.1er ~lobalization links on the basis of a larger domestic market. while 
simultanem·>ly in.:reasing t~.:. t'argaining power of groups of developing countries through 
collective action ~ithin an integ1ated global economy. offer the opportunity to replicate 
the EL" and NAFTA models mor\ successfully. 

1.s, 
OECD. op. cit.. 1Q9J. 

WTO. op. cit .• p. 62. 
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CHAPTER 6. TIIE CHANGING ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL POLICY IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

261. National economic policies are becoming less effective as economies are 
liberalized and decontrolled and nation States become more interdependent 
economically. At the same time, economic policy has converged on the micdle ground 
as policy makers eschew extreme interventionist or free-market solutions. 

162. While there is more disagreement about industrial than macroeconomic policy. 
where a clear consensus has emerged, the deb2te on industrialization strategies has 
shifted decisively over the past decade. The disagreements of the 1970s over inward
looking versus outward-oriented industrial policy have been replaced by a dialogue over 
the most effective strategies for building competitive advantage at a time of accelerating 
technological progress, global liberalization and heightened market competition. 

263. TI1e difficulties inherent in designing strategies appropriate for a rapidly changing 
global business environment. especially at a time when policy is being marginalized to 
some degree by the globalization process, cannot be exaggerated. As Governments 
liberalize, privatize and deregulate, both the range and number of their national policy 
options are reduced. Funhermore, government policies designed to foster specific 
sectors or industries become less relevant as regional economic interdependence grows. 

264. "The economic interdependence being created by the burgeoning economies of 
Hong Kong, Taiwan Province of China and other parts of China are the most obvious 
examples. Other examples of open economic associations are the 'growth triangles' 
around Singapore, the increased interaction b~tween China and the Rt;public of Korea 
and the production networks being created all around the Asian-Pacific region by 
investment from nonheast A.sia".11 

265. Against this background, the nature and role of industrial policy are changing; the 
Uruguay Round Agreements limit the use of tariff and non-tariff measures to protect 
infant indulitries; TRIMs restrict the use of trade-related measures to influence the 
pattern oi: FDI; growing crossborder linkages and vertical integration, and the availability 
or otherwise of skilled labour exert a greater influence; over indu!itry location decisions 
than government fiscal incentives. 

266. Policy makers have responded in four main ways: 

I/ 

Industrial policy has shifted "upsffeam" away from interventions designed to 
protect and promote a specific industry or sector to more general strategies aimed 
at boosting economy-wide competitiveness indirectly - increased investment in 
infrastructure. education and R&D, improved transport facilities, ~reater support 

Heather Smith. "Industry Policy in East Asia", Asian-Pacific Economic Literature, Vol. 9, Not. Mav 
1995. . 



for technology development and technological transfer along with a broader and 
more efficient range of industry-related ser...ice activities. 

A general shift away from inward-focused intervention in support of industries 
serving the domestic market towards enterprises targeting e::i..-port markets: 

Greater emphasis on regional objectives - policies designed to help back. .. ward 
regions withir. a country. or bad.-ward countries V1tithin a region. such as the 
European Union; and 

Greater st.iecti,.ity in the form of increased emphasis on industrial strategy and 
industrial ;>romotion at micro level. including the restructuring and privatization 
of existing enterprises (particularly important in the countri~s in transition and in 
those developing economies with large public sectors) and support for SMEs -
possibly the area v.ith the most potential for growth and therefore for industrial 
intervention in developing countries. 

The search for an East Asian •moder 

267. Recently the industrial policy debate has focused on the extent and manner in 
which developing economies as a group i:-..an replicate the East Asian model of rapid, 
sustained. industrialization-driven econornic growth.. The challenges are formidable; for 
a start there is no single, unique East Asian model for all to follow, nor is there 
unanimity among re,.earchers and policy makers as to the extent to which government 
intervention was responsible for t~e E1::;L Asian achievements. Furthermore, policies that 
succeeded under different global market conditions in the 1970s and 1980s may no longer 
be appropriate. 

268.. That East Asian regimes were iuterventionist is acknowledged. although the 
contribution of industrial policy interventions to their success remains highly 
controversial. Conflicting interpretations of the East Asian experience are further 
blurred by the changed global business em.ironment and the rapid pace of technological 
change. which may have overtaken strategies that •>1ere successful in East A.sia in the 
1970s and 1980s. 

269. Accordingly. the advice that industrially less developed countries should croose 
East Asia a4i their role moctel begs a number of questions. While there was a common 
background of export-led growth and heavy investment in human capital. underpinned 
by strong regional spillover and cluster effects from other countries in the region. NIEs 
played their cards in various ways. Each used different policies. relying on foreign direct 
investment (FDI) to varying degree.-: the Republic of Korea followed the Japanese into 
large-scale. capital-intensive activities (such a5. steel. automobiles and ship-building). 
Taiwan Province of China relied on smaller firms in most sectors. and both Hong Kong 
and Singapore were initially entrepot exporters. (Box 6.1) 
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The home ha~ matters 

270. One grov.th path open to some developing countries is that of globalized 
production under the aegis of TNCs. but this route \\ill not be available to the many 
small LDCs that are unable to attract sizeable FDI inflows. This may not also be the 
preferred route in countries with strong and dynamic private-sector groups who would 
like to retain their autonomy but would be glad to benefit from technologjcal. marketing 
and other linkages with foreign enterprises. In any event. there is far more to attracting 
FDI than deregulation and liberalization. Globalization thrives only where 
infrastructure. skills. supplier systems and clusters of supporting and related industries 
are available (Box 6.2). 

271. Foreign investment cannot displace indigenous developn.ent - "the existence of a 
dynamic and competitive domestic industrial sector itself attracts 'higher-quality' foreign 
investment and allows the host economy to reap much larger benefits from it.''21 

272. At a time of accelerating globalization. it is essential that the crucial role of the 
"home base" in the industrialization process is fully recognized. Industrial development 
cannot be imposed from abroad; indigenous industry capability and productive systems 
are essential to long-term industrialization. 

273. 'The home base shapes a company's capacity to innovate rapidly in technology 
and methods and to do so in proper directions. It is the place from which competitive 
advantage ultimately emanates ar.d from which it must be sustained".3/ 

Box 6.1 
Hong Kong and Singapore: Different strokes, contrasting styles 

The lessons of the Hong Kong industrial "miracle", often cited ac; a model for 
small, resource-poor LDCs. are ambiguous. The British colony enjoyed unique 
initial conditions - a long entrepot tradition with giobal trading links. an 
established trade and finance infrastructure. the presence of large British 
companies and the influx of skilled entrepreneurs from mainland China. 

These unique qualities enabled it to develop export-oriented light manufacturing 
industries in a free-trade environment - an achievement that no other country has 
managed to replicate. 

continued 

UNIDO Background Paper, Sanjaya Lall. GorcmmcntJ and lndu,;triali:ation: 11rc Role 11/ Polin· 
brtef\·entions (ID/WG.542/23 (SPEC.)). 

Michael Port~r. Tire Competitiw: Ad~·anta~e of .\"ations, 1990. p. 577. 
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Box 6.1. (continued) 

However. the island has failed to progress in terms of industrialization. remaining 
heavily reliant on relatively low-technology labour-intensive manufacturing with 
little technological upgrading (Chapter Four). Since the mid-1980s. Hong Kong 
has experienced massive de-industrialization. losing more than one-third of 
manufacturing employment between 1986 and 1992. and relocating much of its 
manufacturing elsewhere in the region, especially mainland China. Its 
geographical location and other unique features have fuelled continued growth but 
it is hardly a role model fo:- least developed countries which are unable to exploit 
the island·s unique comparative advantage. 

Singapore took a different road. employing a combination of selective intervention 
and free trade. With half the population level of Hong Kong and higher wage 
levels, it deepened its industrial structure. resorting to targeted interventions to 
attr4d FDI inflows. After a brief period of import substitution. it changed tack. 
S\\itchi:ig to export-oriented growth that was heavily reliant on TNC investment. 
TNCs were induced to invest in higher value-added activities, while the 
Government intervened to create the specific skills required, establishing publicly 
owned enterprises to spearhead industrial progress where FDI wai; deemed 
unfeasible or undesirable. 

Source: U1'1DO Background Paper, Lall. op. cit. 

Box 6.2 
Strategic versus competitive advantage 

Ultimately, it is firms. not countries or Governments, that create competitive 
advantage. It is enterprises that manufacture and market goods and services, and 
the well-documented case of Japanese automobile transplants in the United States 
outperforming their United States counterparts in the late 1980s, while subject to 
the same comparative advantage conditions. highlights the crucial contribution of 
strategic advantage to performance. The home base is crucial. "Differences in 
national economic structures. values, cultures, institutions and histories contribute 
profoundly to competitive success. The role of the home nation seems to be as 
strong or stronger than ever" (Michael Porter, "The Competitive Advantage of 
lVations"', p. 19). 

continued 
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Box 6.2. (continued) 

Enteq>rises build competitive advantage in three main ways: 

By producing and selling acceptable quality products at lower prices than 
their rivals-a cost-leadership strategy: 

By producing better-quality othern.ise or superior products and services that 
are different or unique to the e~ent that they better satisfy consumer 
preferences than rival products-a differentiation strategy: or 

By securing niche or focus markets for their products, thereby meeting a 
consumer demand neglected by other suppliers. 

Globalization implies using one - or possibly more - of these three generic 
competitive strategies to secure a~1antage internationally. It means that national 
boundaries no longer confine an industry to a specific national location. Instead. 
firms break up the value-added chain of their activities across national boundaries. 
establishing networks of parts and component producers in different countries, 
supported by R&D facilities, assembly plants. data-processing, finance ~nd 
marketing offices. Value-adding facilities are located where the enteq>rise 
maximizes efficiency. 

Crossborder venical integration of this kind brings together comparative and 
strategic advantage. National comparative advantage - the availability of low-cost 
labour or energy, a rich natural resource base, a well-developed, we:l-maintained 
physical infrastructure, a cluster of supponive supplier firms, a competent 
bureaucracy, a strong education system and consistent policies to maintain 
macroeconomic stability - will influence and determine how and where TNCs 
locate different value-adding activities. 

Global competitiveness is therefore two-tier in nature, requiring a blend of 
national (comparative) advantage and enterprise-driven, strategic advantage. 
Industry-level competitiveness in global markets invariably depends on a 
combination of the two. Even in globalized industries - and not all industries are 
global - the home base, and with it national economic policy, is of major 
importance. 

A case for se~ective intervent:ons 

274. In the mid-1990s, the issue is whether the "neo-liberal rules of the game". 
appropriate though they may be for OECD economies. meet the needs of developing 
countr!es and especially the least developed economies. whose home bases fall far short 
of the platform necessary for FDI-driven industrialization. 



275. The neo-liberal "iew holds that: 

~arkets are basically efficient and Governments basically inefficient: 

Resource allocation is optimized by responses to free markets: and 

The best industrialization policy is one that eliminates all interventions in the 
functioning of markets . .i 1 

276. A distinction can be made between function:il interventions. designed to remedy 
market failure v.ithout favouring any one acti\<ity over another. and selective 
interventions. which do discriminate in favour of a particular activ1ty or industry. The 
World Bank has argued that functional non-discriminatory government intervention. 
designed to correct generic market failure. is essentially market friendly, and therefore 
justified under certain circurnstances.51 

277. The World Hank supports three kinds of intervention classified as functional and 
market-friendly: 

Support for human capital formation by investment in education and health: 

Policies to open up econorr..ies to technology inflows from abroad: and 

Export promotion. justified by the conviction that export activities create 
beneficial externalities. 

278. Hc,v. ever. this approach is questioned: 

The structuralist claim that East Asian Governments anticipated shifts in 
comparative :,;.dvantage. using selective interventions to promote new export 
industries, as well as by 

The strattgic trade assertion that East Asian Governments intervened to foster 
industries that benefited from externalities which created new sources of 
comparative advantage and accelerated economic development. 

279. These two aspects pinpoint the shift in the debate over industrial policy; today 
there is little enthusiasm anywhere for old-fashioned, import-substitution protectionism. 
The new interventionism has its origins in strategic trade policy in the form of measures 
designed to foster export-led development via enhanced competitiveness rather than the 
protection of inefficient and inward-focused operations. 

-'t 

(, _, 
UNIDO Background Paper, Lall, op. cir. 

World Bank, The East Asian Miracle: Ecorwmic Growth and Public Policy. ( 1993). 
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Market failure 

280. Arguably, any policy that remedies market failure is. by definition. market 
friendly; East Asian experience shows that selective intervention was effective, while 
evidence from other regions suggests that the failure to remedy market failure has 
constrained industrialization. In any event. the distinction between functional and 
selective intervention has been overdrawn. Fune ·ional intervention in the form of 
fostering investment in human capital at schools and 1miversities may be non-selective, 
but the moment the emphasis shifts to vocational, technical or managerial trairjng, as 
in some East Asian countries. it becomes selective. 

281. Market failure takes three main forms: 

within firms, 
in inter-firm relations. and 
in factor markets. 

282. Because such failures are frJ.ter-related, they are best tackled by a combination of 
both functional and selective interventions. Those within firms should be dealt with by 
providing a temporary cushion. while concurrently providing information and other 
support. 

283. Those between firm~ need to be tackled by the coordination af investments (again 
partly by protection) while promoting linkages and geographical clustering. 

284. Those in factor markets may require direct intervention at source. Protection, 
used on it~ G',"Il, meets only part of the challenge and can be harmful for technological 
development because it leaves other failures untouched. 

Policy recommendations 

285. "The process of economic liberalization should be a gradual and controlled 
process of opening up accompanied up by a strategy of industrial restrucn~ring and 
upgrading, r-:ther than the rapid and sweeping exposure to international 1"!!::..fket forces". 

286. This does not mean slowing do~n the adjustment process. Rather, it means using 
a grace period not t0 delay adjustment but to actively prepare for it. Industrial policy 
must conform with me:.rket forces rather than working against them, but this does not 
imply "the wholesale withdrawal of Governments from markets and resource allocation". 
Industrial strategy should be conceived of as the vehicle for enhancing competitiveness, 
using a targeted approach, since resources and capability will be limited. Policy should 
include: 

Tracing the competitive evolution of a country's industrial sector: 

Identifying potential industry clusters that car1 be promoted with the limited 
re~ources available; 
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Selecting new areas of competitiveness - .ind identifying losers - and implementing 
appropriate policies to improve competitiveness; and 

Strengthening the information. administrative and human resources needed to 
undertake such policies. This includes organizational reform of Government. 

287. While liberalization of the trade regime is the most important incentive reform 
to be undenaken. the approach should be gradualist and selective rather than sweeping 
and non-discriminatory. Not all industries that are uncompetitive today are necessarily 
permanently so. Undoubtedly. some industries may close down. but others - and possibly 
the bulk of a country's manufacturing sector - may well become globally competitive if 
they are given time to "relearn" and develop new capability. 

288. In opening up the economy, Governments should retain the power to influence 
resource allocation in a clear and transparent manner. This is very different from the 
traditional import-substitution model. where the carrot of across-the-board protection was 
available without the stick of a phase-out period after which firms knew they would have 
to face international competition (Box 63). 

Lessons of experience 

289. The lessons of experience are as follows: 

Interventions should be closely coordinated and integrated. Uncoordinated 
intervention in factor markets V1.ithout appropriate measures in product markets 
will be ineffective or even counter-productive. 

Distortions caused by interventions must be offset. Protection must be combined 
with competitive pressures to enter export markets. 

Because resources are limited, only a few activities should be supported at any 
one time. Targeting is crucial. 

Incremental measures and modest technological '-ldvances are preferable. 
Leaming is c..imulative and intervention must support activities that have a base 
in existing skills. 

The successful East Asian NIEs resorted to both selective and functional 
interventions to accelerate industrialization. Industrial and technological 
deepening was achieved via selective intervention. 

Export orientation imposed strict discipline on both industry and Government. 
forcing State officials to develop and implement appropriate interventionist 
strategies. 

FDI was treated differently in the successful East Asian countries. Those wishing 
to promote indigenous technology intervened to limit foreign entry, while those 
that opted to rely on TNCs intervened to target new investors, inducing them to 
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set up more complex operations than they would otherv.ise have done. The 
Republic of Korea and Taiwan Pro\ince of China which developed the most 
diverse. deep and technologically dynamic indigenous industrial sectors. placed the 
least reliance on FDL They used foreign investment selectively while promoting 
indigenous skills and technology. 

Policy varied with the size of the economy; the larger countries with greater scope 
for internal specialization and l~al content. as well as a broader indigenous base. 
intervened selectively to spread technological development more widely among 
domestic business. The smaller States with a weak indigenous sector and tiny 
home market were more reliant on FDL 

Box 6.3 
The Republic of Korea: Using the chaebol to foster technological upgrading and 
diffusion 

East Asian countries that developed the most diverse and technologically dynamic 
indigenous sectors (i.e. the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province of China) 
placed the least reliance on FDL In the Republic of Korea·s case, one reason for 
this was the country's enormous success in creating large private-sector 
conglomerates, termed clzaebol. These were "hand-picked from successful 
exporters and given a range of subsidies and privileges, including the restriction of 
TNC entry, in return for furthering the strategy of setting up capital- and 
technology-intensi·:e activities geared to expon markets". 

However, the conscious decision to foster large firms such as Daewoo, Hyundai, 
Samsung, Goldstar - which could command greater access to capital, skills and 
technology. and which accounted for one-third of the country's exports in 1988 -
should not be confused \\ith a "national champion" strategy. Whether by chance 
or design. intense rivalry pervaded almost every successful Korean industry. "At 
least four or fo1e companies compete in every significant industry, often including 
a subsidiary of each of the leading clzaebol. A pioneer makes the initial entry but 
other competitors soon foliow" Indeed, competition has been so fierce that on 
occasion the Government has been forced to intervene to prevent "destructive" 
rivalry. 

Government legislation required the clzaebol to subcontract pans and components 
to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) rather than manufacturing them in
house. This achieved far greater technological diffusion than would otherwise 
have occurred. By 1987. some 1.200 items were designated for subcontracting to 
more than 2.000 mainly SME suppliers. 

continued 
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Box 63 (continued) 

The clzaebol also performed the crucial role of investing hea\ily in new 
technology. Their size allowed them to develop their own R&D. set up world
scale facilities. and create their own brand-names and distribution network. The 
clzaebol commitment to building their own brand-names and product models for 
export markets was "a unique feature of many Korean companies". However, 
their "awesome willingness to take risk" was even more notable. 

The chaebols' success as diversified conglomerates contrasts starkly \\ith the 
unpopularity of conglomerate diversification in Western industry. and its 
restructuring around core activities and competencies. Whether the chaebol 
model is appropriate for the new competition of the twenty-first century is 
problematic. Similarly. it is unclear whether developing countries could - or 
should - seek to replicate the chaebol experience, especially in the case of small, 
least developed economies, where such a strategy might all too easily give rise ti) 

complacent, monopolistic conglomerates unable to develop global comi: etitive 
advantage. 

Sources: U!'llIDO Background Paper. I~ op. cit~ and Porter, op. cit 

290. The experience of Chile and Ghana provide interesting contrasts to the successful 
East Asian economies. In Chile. despite stable gro\\1h. skills upgrading and technology 
intensity did not develop at the same pace as in the Eas! Asian NIEs and though agro
based activities were the source of strong export growth, the country was unable to 
develop labour-intensive, low-price exports. or to upgrade technologically and develop 
new. higher value-added exports. In Ghana. de-industrialization took place as imports 
were liberalized. " ... The long period of import-substituting industrialization. with the 
lead taken by State-owned enterprises, left a legacy of inefficiency and technological 
backwardness". Foreign investment did not increase after adjustment, other than in 
commoditi~s (mainly gold mining), nor did the hoped-for surge in domestic investment 
materialize to upgrade manufacturing industry. 

291. Ghana's reforms. mirrored in other adjusting countries in Africa. have left a 
truncated manufacturing sector dominated by firms enjoying "natural" protection from 
imports - these take the form either of very small businesses manufacturing low-income 
products for the local market 01 a handful of larger firms processing domestic raw 
materials or being protected by high transport costs. One analyst concludes. gloomily. 
that: 'The rapid pace of exposure to world competition is killing off not just inherently 
uneconomic activities. but also some that could be the basis of new labour-intensive 
manufactured exports". 
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Supply-side measures 

292. Industrial policy should also include measures to enhance domestic competition 
and eliminate biases against small- and medium-sized enterprises (Box 6.4 ). The main 
constraint 0:1 industrial development is likely to be scarce human. technical and 
managerial capital. Structural adjustment programmes have been weak in that 
liberalization has proceeded at a pace that runs ahead of the economy"s capacity to 
provide the new skills and core competencies required by industry. 

293. Obvious areas for intervention are training. skills development and techr.ological 
upgrading. In the Lnited Kingdom it costs on average £50.000 for a finn to introduce 
ISO 9000 quality-management systems - a sum well outside the scope of small finns in 
developing countries. It may be necessary for Governments to promote and subsidize 
such programmes along \\ith extension services to industry. 

Obstacles 

294. Obstacles to this approach should not be overlooked. 

Reinforcing the role of the State in the face of global forces of liberalization. 
deregulation. privatization and globalization will not be easy, and wil! run the risk 
of deterring foreign invf'stors. Many of yesterday's interventionist practices are 
no longer viable in the light of the Uruguay Round Agreements and liberalized 
global financial markets. Suggestions that Governments restrict technology 
inflows in order to foster domestic technological capability imply that the 
implementors of technological progress - enuepreneurs - will be able to compete 
in global markets, despite a widening technology gap. The fact is that developing 
countries need to run even faster than industrialized States at a time when 
technological progress is accelerating. The example of Singapore indicates the 
advantages of the FDI route to technological development (Box 6.5). 

Box 6.4 
Clusters and industrial districts: A strategy for SME development 

In developing economies, export-led industrial gro\\'th is often associated \\ith 
large firms. including affiliates of transnational corporations. The challenge of the 
late 1990s is to broaden the process so that small and medium-scale, usually 
labour-intensive. firms increasingly participate in the export of manufactures. 
One possible route is the so-called Italian or Emilian model. in which clusters of 
small firms have been highly successful in the production and expon of traditional 
manufactures such as shoes. leather goods. musical instruments. tiles and even 
machinery. 

continued 
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Box 6.4 (continued) 

The Italian experience. which shows that small firms can export shoes and textiles 
successfully \\ithout depending on low-cost labour. offers a blueprint that 
developing and least developed countries coilld adapt to their advantage via the 
prow:, ti on of "industrial districts". defined as: 

Clusters of geographically concentrated and sectorally specialized SMEs; 
Firms sharing a corrm10n cultural and social background: 
!'ietworks of forward and bad."\i,·ard linkages \\ith suppliers and distributors: 
and 
Clusters supported by Government and private-sector institutions. 

The underlying logic is that clusters of predominantly small firms can secure scale 
and scope economies, share learning and experience effects and increase flexibility 
through inter-firm cooperation and specialization. "If they cluster. they can be as 
competitive or more competith·e than large firms" The important message of 
clusters and industrial districts development is the need to focus policy on 
networks of firms rather than single firms. Schmitz (1995) comments that the 
problems of small firms are "not that they are small. but that they are isolated". 
Bringing them together into clusters enables them to achieve "collective efficiency" 
through collaboration. 

Sources: Rabelloui: World Development VoL 23. :'-lo. 1. 1995; John Humphrey: World 
Development. VoL 23. No. 1. 1995. and Raph; .!I Kaplinksy, Background Paper 11/3 
(ID /WG.542/7(SPEC.) ). 

295. Such an approach presupposes also that. in the interests of developing indigenous 
technological capability. Governments will be willing to tum away job-creating FOL 
\\-bile this argument may be feasible in some advanced developing countries of Latin 
America and Asia. it has little relevance to less developed economies in Africa. where 
the need for industrial development is most pressing. Arguably the only sub-Saharan 
State capable of taking this route to industrialization is South Africa. 

Less developed economies have little choice in terms of delaying liberalization to 
give local manufacturers time to restructure. a~ this overlooks the pace and extent 
of the globalization process. 

It is necessary that Governments in industrially les~ developed economies 
strengthen their administrative and institutional capacity to operate a selective 
intervention strategy. 

296. The appeal of a selective intervention approach is greatest in the more advanced 
developing countries where, as in Asia. the institutional capacity is sufficient for the use 
of targeted interventions. However. several countries have progressed too far with 
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liberalization and are too closeiy integrated \\ith the global economy to be able to tum 
back. even assuming that they ""ished to do so. 

Box 6.5 
FDI and technological ad\11nce in Singapore 

The introduction of new technologies through the establishment of ~Cs in 
Singapore. rather than "ia the licensing of foreign technologies to local firms. 
produced important benefits. 

T ransational corporations picked up much of the start-up risk involved in 
implementing new technology: 

Technological catch-up and upgrading were faster than in instances where 
domestic firms were forced to traverse the entire learning curve: and 

There was a spillover of learning-by-doing gains to indigenous firms. The 
presence of foreign ThCs may have facilitated the adoption of new 
technologies by domestic firms as well. 

There were also spillover effects in the development of clusters of indigenous 
firms around TNCs. providing the latter with components and support services. 
To maximize the potential benefits from such spillovers. a Local Industry 
Upgrading Programme was adopted in 1986 whereby ~Cs were encouraged to 
"adopt" local subcontractors and diffuse technology to them. 

Policy intervention and industrial organization 

297. The case for targeted interventions is underscored by the pressing need for 
developing countries to undergo a revolution in industrial organization at the plant, firm. 
industrial and economic levels. In turn, this revolution challenges the conventional 
wisdom on industrial policy. Experience in industrialized and developing countries 
during the 1970s and 1980s demonstrates that there is much more to industrial 
restructuring and the achievement of international competitiveness than investment in 
state-of-the-an technology. While the switchover to more flexible manufacturing 
techniques was the appropriate response to the new forms of global competition. 
spearheaded by the Japanese TNCs. new methods of industrial organization are equally 
crucial to building sustained competitive advantage.6

' 

U1'1DO Background Paper, Raphael Kaplinsky, The lmplicarions of .Vew Organi;ario11al TechniqueJ 
for D~·elopinK Countries ( ID/WG.542;7(SPEC.)1. 
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298. The new form of industrial organization - mass customization (Box 6.6) - has 
enabled manufacturers to compete on a cost-efficiel!t basis via large-scale production 
while satis~ing consumer demand by suppl~ing high-quality. differentiated products. 

299. At issue is whether mass customization is appropriate - or indeed feasible - in 
developing coumries. On the supply side. while some leading firms in Western 
industrialized economies have reached the '"successful follower" stage. the leading 
de\·elo!>ing-country firms lie at ~he boundary of the "moderately successful/successful 
follower" phases. More importantly. perhaps. the bulk of developing-country industry. 
including key elements in the supply chain to leading developing-country firms. is lagging 
behind. 

300. In addition. it i~ questionable whether mass customization is the appropriate 
strategy for low-income economies where consumer demand is driven more by price than 
quality or differentiation. In fact. however. mass production techniques. characterized 
by poor quality and large inventories. are "economically wasteful". compared \\ith the 
mass customization advantages of lower-cost production. higher quality and enhanced 
product differentiation. In the (.; ruguay Round era of intensified international 
competition. mass production firms in developi11g countries "ill fa.:e increased 
competition from foreign-based TNCs. themselves exploiting the mass customization 
strategy on a global basis. Accordingly. mass customization is as relevant to developing 
countries today as moss production was in previous decades. 

Potential supply-side constraints 

Human capital 

30 I. Scarce human capital is a major potential obstacle to mass customization in 
developing and especially least developed countries. However, research shows that: 

Educational and training barriers to the adoption of mass customization 
techniques are "often negligible": 

Training (mainly intra-firm) is more important than formal school education: 

The greater the degree of flexibility required in production. the more the need 
for multi-skilling. This is applicable to the broad range of workers and not just 
to an elite of skilled personnel. Accordingly. it is essential to diffuse skills across 
the entire workforce rather than merely increasing the proportion of skilled 
operatOis: and 

The adoption of new organizational procedures depends on the availability of a 
multi-skilled workforce as well as workers \\ith a greater understanding of the 
underlying technical processes in the industry. though it is unclear what le-.-el and 
forms of education are required for appropriate in-house and other vocational 
training to succeed. 
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Inter-firm linkages 

302. Western economies have experienced great difficulty in replicating the Japanese 
model of "clubs" of suppliers pro\iding inputs and components. Poor supplier capability. 
especially where inputs are sourced from S~Es and inadequate physical infrastructure. 
notably transpon and communications, constrain the development of inter-firm linkages 
in developing countries. In the early 1990s. Ford Motor Company"s Mexican assembly 
plant at Hermosillo imponed 65 per cent of initial compor1ent purchases by value (and 
80 per cent by weight) from Javan because of difficulties with local suppliers and a weak 
transpon in..~astructure. Road and rail deliveries. even over shon distances. took 
between ten and 30 days and the plant had to be located near a deep-sea pon so that 
just-in-time (JIT) supplies dispatched by sea from Japan could be delivered to the 
factory. 

303. Similar problems with suppliers and infrastructure are reponed from other 
developing countries. which have encountered considerable difficulty in implementing lhe 
new organizational techniques. 

Managerial failure 

304. Transition to mass customization is dependent upon managerial commitment at 
all levels of the firm. Weak management. especially in small and medium-scale family 
enterprises. and inappropriate and outdated management training systems focused on 
mass production techniques are obstacles to the adoption of new organizational 
structures. 

Related and supported industries 

305. In most developing countries. manufacturing industry is not diversified to the point 
where a network of domestic suppliers of components and inputs has evolved. 
Competitive advantage can emerge from the development of close working relationships 
between networks of home-based suppliers, thereby reducing dependence on imponed 
components and inputs, and facilitating the adoption of flexible production systems. 

Implications for policy 

306. To accelerate the diffusion of mass customization techniques, State intervention 
is necessary in four key areas: 

(ii) 

Increasing the demand for organizational change in production. 
Governments should take the lead in disseminating information about the benefits 
of innovation. the obsracles to be overcome and the services available to firms 
adopting new techniques. This is particularly important for the SME sector. 
whose development must be fostered as part of programmes to establish networks 
of domestic suppliers. 

Improving organizational capacity. 
There are three main channels for this type of technology transfer: 
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Through the internal operations of T.\Cs. where new organizational 
technologies can be transfrrr ed across national borders: and 

Where the developing-country firm itself takes the iPitiati,·e in adopting 
new orgapizational structures. 

Because the consultancy industry may be inadequate in several developing 
countries and are often working "ith outdated techniques. Governments 
ha\·e an imponant role to play in strengthening and subsidizing access to 
such services by SME produ~ers. 

(iii) Developing organizational capabilities at local and sectoral as well as national 
levels. 
Italy has been highly successful in developing industrial districts populated by 
clusters of small firms usually. but not always. manufacturing in the same sector. 
Indirect costs of production (i.e. purchasing. marketing and market intelligence) 
are shared by collaborating finr.s. In this situation. the transfer of new 
organizational techniques is best achieved by initiatives at sectoral and local 
government levels, as has been done in Japan and Germany as well as Italy. 
Often the sectoral focus is achieved by industry associations. \\ith funding and 
other technical suppon from Governments and international organizations such 
as UNIDO. 

(i~·) Providing an appropriate macroeconomic environmenL 
In addition to targeted, selective interventions, macroeconomic stability is 
necessary for the accelerated adoption of mass customization techniques. In 
panicular, the new organizational methods are labour-intensive, implying that 
their adoption will be delayed, or e•1en dropped altogether, where the factor price 
regime is skewed in favour of low-cost capital rather than labour. However, this 
is unlikely to be a major problem since price does not appear to have been a 
significant issue affecting the shift towards flexible manufacturing even in 
countries where factor prices are distoned. 

307. Outward-orientation of the trade regime is also imponant given the posmve 
relationship between flexible production and expon-led industrial growth, while physical 
infrastructure - and a strong telecommunications system in panicular - is crucial to 
successful innovatio11. 

The role of SMEs 

308. A well-developed supplier network popu!ated by small ?.nd medium-sized 
enterprises capable of providing quality components was crucial to the successtu: 
adoption of JIT systems in countries like Japan. Italy and Germany. Accordingly, 
Governments should give high priority to measures to foster SMEs. 
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Consultation is lital 

309. Consultation "ith the main agents of industrialization is essential to successful 
policy implementation. and there is a very real danger of the process failing unless the 
key actors :ire "deeply involved" in policy design and implementation. 

Box 6.6 
Mass customization versus mass production 

Massive investment in state-of-the-art plant and machinery and new technologies 
in many Western industrial economies failed to lift producth·ity levels to those 
:!chieved by some Japanese manufacturers. A striking example was that of 
General Motors. which invested $70 billion between 1976 and 1985 - much of it in 
sophisticated. electronics-based automation technology - but still continued to lose 
market share to the Japanese manufacturers. 

This kind of investment in "embodied technology" generally ~ails to pay off unless 
accompanied by far-reaching changes in industrial organization. encapsulated in 
the transition from traditionai mass production methods to flexible mass 
customization techniques. 

Two models of mass customization have evolved over the years: 

The Japanese model. in which tne process is undenaken within large 
integrated firms; and 
The European model (Italy and southern Germany). where clusters of small 
firms collaborate to achieve "collective efficiency". 

Mass customization. with its emphasis on flexible production techniques and small 
batches rather than large-scale, specialized mass production is more appropriate 
for modern patterns of consumer demand driven by quality and differentiation 
attributes. 

lhere are four crucial requirements when restructuring industrial production along 
mass customization lines: 

A new form of factory layout - cellular production - in which individual 
"mini-factories" target individual market segments: 
Utilization of multi-skilling and multi-tasking work practices: 
The introduction of quality-at-source procedures: and 
The adoption of a new "continuous improvement" system of social relations 
of production (the Japanese kaizen system). 

continued 
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Box 6.6 (continued) 

Three of these four requirements highlight the:. crucial role of human capital - that 
is, educated and trained labour - in the production process. along with the need 
for a "new compact" between management and the workforce. The factory layout 
decision is essentially technical. 

A key contrast between the two systems is the changed perception of labour. In 
mass production. labour is a production cost to be minimized. while in mass 
customization it is a resource to be augmented and is capable of making a 
substantial contribution to innovation. 

As well as reorganizing the firm internally, mass customization implies a 
revolution in relationships with other companies. The conventional arms-length 
relationship of mass production is replaced by a closer. longer-lasting cooperati\·e 
relations~ip \\ith suppliers and distributors; this has potentially far-reaching and 
positive implications for SMEs. In the 'Third Italy", for instance, mass 
customization has been achieved by the clustering of SMEs networking with each 
other in the clothing. shoe. furniture and food-processing industries. This model is 
one v.ith enormous potential for industry in the developing countries. 

Source: UNIDO Background Paper. Kaplinsl·y, op. cic. 

Industrial development and structural adjustment 

310. Critics of structural adjustment programmes complain that liberalization has 
proceeded too rapidly, resulting in de-industrialization, especially in sub-Saharan Africa. 
In its Global Repon 1992/93, UNIDO questions whether structural adjustment has 
resulted in shifting workers from more to less productive sectors. It is estimated that 14 
African countries experienced deindustrialization in the second half of the 1970s. 
increasing to 15 in the first half of the 1980s. Of the 27 sub-Saharan economies analysed 
by UNIDO, 15 undef\\ent a 30 per cent or greater structural change between 1970 and 
1975, while 14 experienced a similar adjustment between 1980 and 1985. 

311. Table 6.1 lists 18 Sub-Saharan countries for which World Bank estimates ot" 
manufacturing's share in GDP are available for 1970 and 1993. It shows that in more 
than ten States - including Ghana. which is widely regarded a<; Africa·s most successful 
adjuster - manufacturing's contribution to GDP declined. 

312. Unfortunately, the length of period covered masks the adjustment effects of 
structural reform. most of which have only been felt since the mid-1980s (see Box 6.7). 
At the same time. it shows not only that the region has failed to industrialize but that 
in a small majority of cases. industry's share has actually fallen. Output and employment 
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have fallen in the clothing and textile sectors in South Africa, United Republic of 
Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe panly due to increased competition from imports. 
including second-hand clothing.71 

Table 6.1. Deindustrialization in sub-Saharan Africa. selected countries, 1970 and 1993 
(Percentage share of manufacturing in GDP) 

Botswana 
Burandi 
Cameroon 
Chad 
Ghana 
Guinea Bissau 
Kenya 
Hali 
Mauritius 
Niger 
Nigeria 
Ser:egal 
S'.erra Leone 
South Africa 
Togo 
United Republic of Tanzania 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 

I I 

6 
7 

10 
li 
11 
21 
12 
7 

14 
5 
4 

16 
6 

24 
10 
10 
10 
21 

Source: World Bank. World Dei;e/opment Report. 1995. 

4 
11 
11 
16 
8 
8 

10 
9 

23 
7 
7 

13 
5 

23 , 
I 

5 
23 
30 

313. The neglect of manufacturing has been a weakness in many adjustment 
programmes. in African countries in particular. Thus the Zimbabwean adjustment 
programme "assumed", without any coherent strategy for manufacturing, that industry 
would be the lead sector during the adjustment period. In the event (Box 6.7), industrial 
output fell, and the closure of one of the country's largest manufacturers (Cone Textiles) 
and the threat to its steel producer (Zisco) underscore the consequences of undergoing 
adjustment without an industrial policy. Similar comments apply to many other African 
economies. 

314. African countries need to formulate industrial strategies to respond to thi~ 
situation focusing on micro-level analysis while acknowledging that technology acquisition 
and absorption is an evolutionary process dependent both on the industry and on 
national technical capabilities. Given resource constraints and the need to avoid a state 
of "permanent infancy" when promoting a particular activity, the number and range of 
firms and sectors may have to be limited. 

if UNIDO Background Paper. \.1. T. Nzirarnasanga, FormulorinK lndusrriol Policy in Africa: 2000 and 
Beyond (ID/WG.542/24 (SPEC.)). 
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The •de-sophistication" of indust11· 

315. The shift to a more open trade regime in Latin America "seems to be inducing 
deep changes ... bringing ahout a shift towards assembly-like operations. closer to the 
maquila industrial organization model than to the domestic fabrication model".81 Latin 
American firms have switched from local production to imponing - expanding th. ir 
operations as commercial distributors of foreign brands and loweri1.0 their commitmt:.nt 
towards local fabrication. One researcher cites the case of automobile manufa.~ure. 
where impon content and the range of updated models have increased as manufacturers 
become pan of a globalized. rather than natiOI~?l. strategy. 

316. This underscores the extent to which trade liberalization is contributing to the "de
sophistication" of the Latin American industrial fabric. reducing the !lumber and range 
of manufacturing activities that can be undertaken locally. 

317. To restore domestic value-added and competitiveness. Latin American industry 
must invest heavily in both hardware and "a major upgrading in human capital and 
organization capabilities." This would require a more active and interventionist industrial 
policy. 

Box 6.7 
Industry and structural adjustment in Africa 

During the structural adjustment phas~. the experience of sub-Saharan 
manufacturing sectors has been mixed atti~011gh fragmentary, anecdotal evidence -
some of it supponed by official statistics - points to significant de-industrialization. 
This fragmentary evidence includt:.s complaints from manufacturers in Ghana. 
Nigeria. Kenya. Urjted Republic of Tanzania. Zambia and Zimbabwe that, 
following trade liberalization, they are unable to compete with impons. 

P.f 

In Uganda, growth in manufacturing value-added averaged 10 per cent a 
year during the reform period (1987-94), albeit from a tiny base. In 
addition. much of this represented recovery rather than new activity. 

In Nigeria. MVA growth averaged 2.4 per cent annually between 1985 and 
1093_ As a ratio of GDP. manufacturing contracted from 8.5 per cent to 
7.4 per cent over the same period. In 1994. the volume of industrial 
production was 30 per cent below its 1982 peak. Capacity utilization 
declined from 40 per cent in 1986, when structural adjustment was 
introduced. to 28 per cent in 1994. 

continued 

J.M. Kat7~ Tec.hnology and Industrial R.e~tructuring in Latin America· the New faidencc (Mimco), 
1995. p. 13. 
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Box 6.7 (continued) 

In Kenya. industrial output grew at 5 per cent annually during the 198Us 
and early 1990s. although much of this expansion preceded the sweeping 
trade liberalization of 1993/94. In the three years to 1995. the Economist 
Intelligence Unit estimates industrial growth at 2.5 per cent a year, while 
manufacturing's share of GDP has remained around 12-13 per cent for the 
past 14 years. 

In Ghana, industry's share in GDP collapsed from more than 20 per cent in 
the mid- l 970s to a pre-reform low of 6.6 per cent in 1982. It recovered to 
18 per cent in 1993. but since industry is defined to include the country's 
kad sector, mining, which accounts for more than 45 per cent of total 
exports, this substantially overstates manufacturing's contribution to GDP. 

In Zambia, manufacturing production has shrunk by one-third since 1990, 
although, as in Zimbabwe, this is partly attributable to severe drought .. 
Manufacturing's share of GDP declined to 22 per cent in 1994 from over 
25 per cent in the late 1980s. 

The nearest sub-Saharan Africa has come to a successful, protectionist strategy for 
manufactures was in Zimbabwe, where the strategy delivered modest growth. 
High protection gave rise to an infant industry which produced small quantities of 
almost every product needed in the country. Trade liberalization in 1991 
produced a severe short-term contraction in output "as most firms were out
competed by foreign products". 'The strategy of starting with import substitution 
and then switching to export is proving both costly and slow even in this most 
favourable of African environments." The share of manufacturing in GDP has 
shrunk marginally from more than 25 per cent in 1991 to 23.5 per cent in 1994, 
and Standard Chartered Bank forecasts ihat 1995 industrial output will be 5 per 
cent below its 1990, pre-adjustment levels. 

So!trces: World Bank, Continent in Transition (forthcoming); Economist Intelligence Unit; 
Standard Chartered Baille: Business Trends, Zimh:~we, July 1995. 

Industrial restructuring in the countries in transition 

318. Without restructuring, many enterprises in the former centrally planned economies 
of central and eastern Europe will not be viable. Accordingly, Governments have 
adopted a menu of restructuring and privatization strategies, though experience has 
shown that it is not enough to rely on the "invisibl~ hand" of market forces. Giving 
private enterprise the lead role in industrial developmem does not eliminate a role for 
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the State. but assumes the existence of a competent bureaucratic machinery willing and 
able to work closely with individu?J c=ntrepreneurs.91 

319. In Poland. the Government has played an active role in the restructuring process -
offering tax incentives and lo-.v-interest credits to selected enterprises. A dearly-stated 
industrial strategy was needed also to accommodate organized labour. while many of the 
lessons learned from industrial restructuring in the West have been applied successfully 
in Poland elsewhere in the region. 

Conclusions 

(I) Because there is no single East Asian model to em~.Ilate and no firm consensus 
on precisely what form of intervenLon will optimize industrial growth in 
developing countries. and especially LDCs. industrial policy is best viewed as a 
menu of options. The range of choice open to Governments is narrowing as 
globalization takes hold because although globalization does not eliminate the 
need for industrial policy, it limits the options. 

(2) nere is broad agreement on: 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

?/ 

The need for some selective, targeted interventil:'ns: and 

The importance of outward-oriented strategies whereby a country's 
manufacturing sector is driven by the discipline of market competition. 

The more advanced the developing coun~ry. the greater the range of choice. 
LDCs ir. .iny markets, with weak infrastructures and a poor skills and techno'ogy 
base ha',.; little option but to focus on simple, consumer-based industries. ir.;tially 
at !ea<;;t. Given their small markets, their prospects for attracting major FOi 
inflows (o~her than into natural resource industries) are poor. For such States the 
option of shutting out technology and FDI has no advantage, and they may need 
to concentrate on fostering labour-intensive operations and developing an expon
platform strategy, as in Mauritius. 

Technological upgrading and human capital investment are crucial to 
competitiveness in the 1990s and beyond. There is a clear role for the State - and 
for UNIDO and other international agencies - in both fieids. 

Domestic rivalry is a prerequisite for compeLiLiveness. 

Clusters and industrial districts have an important role in the development of 
globally competitive SMEs. This is an area where UNIDO can make an 
increasingly important contribution. 

H. Muegge and G. Assaf, UN/DO and rhe Economies in Transition, 1993, p. 233. 
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(7) Such is the pace of technological and organizational change that policies must be 
flexible and dynamic. The shelf life of measures that succeeded in the 1980s may 
:l!!"~ady have been exhausted. 

(8) Incentives are more likelv to succeed than sanctions. Efforts to constrain FOi or 
limit technology impons run the risk of deterring investment altogecher. 

(9) Structural adjustment programmes should include a specific strategy for 
manufacturing. The expectation that manufacturing v.ill blossom in the absence 
of a coherent strategy has not been t,xne ouc by African experience. 

( 10) One of the most important lessons of East Asian experience is that intervention 
worked where it was carried out in close co-ordina-.:ion v.ith ihe private sector. 
Industrial policy responded to the problems and needs of private enterprise rather 
than seeking to impose elaborate schemes according to the dictates of grandiose 
national plans. 

( 11) Ultimately. competitiveness succeeds or fails at the enterprise rather than the 
national level. Governments can - and should - create an enabling emironmem 
for business and investment. but the choices of what to make and sell. and how 
and where to do it. must be left to entrepreneurs. 

NEXT Df. ::".':{3) 
left i~·- ~ .. -.:< 
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CHAPTER 7. ENVIRONl\IENTAL POLICIES AND INDUSTRIAL 
COl\1PETITIVENESS 

320. There is concern in ~th industrialized and developing economies that 
environmental policies will impact adversely on industrial efficiency and competitiveness. 
Firms in developing countries fear that stricter en\'ironmentai standards in developed 
countries will result in a loss in market share and expon earnings due to higher 
compliance and production costs. In addition, there is concern about the relocation of 
"dirty" industry from developed to developing countries to take advantage of lax 
environmental laws. This is of concern not only to developing countries but also to 
labour unions in industrialized developed economies. The latter see the migration of 
industry to developing countries as a potentiaJ threat in terms of job losses. 

321. The background paperli investigates the relationship between environmental 
policies (domestic and intematic.nal) and industrial competitiveness in order to assess the 
magnitude of the problem and propose mitigating measures wherever the impacts are 
found to be negative. 

37'?. It is clear that at the enterprise level, there may be shon-term adverse 
consequences for firms i11 cenain sectors. Small- and medium-scale companies operating 
in natural resource-intensive or pollution-intensive industries can be especially vulnerable 
to strict en"'ironmental standards. In general, the limited empirical evidence illustrates 
that the competitiveness effects on individual firms of stringent environmental norms will 
vary depending on a number of factors. including: the type of industry and its share in 
expon markets; the firm's size and location; degree of openness of the economy and the 
rate of economic growth; availability of infrastructure facilities especially for small firms; 
availability of timely information c111 foreign standards and environmental regulations and 
national environmental norms &nd standards. 

323. A major source of concern for developing country exponers has been the 
introduction of eco-labelling requirements in developed countries. The multitude of 
schemes, lack of information. and institutional facilities for cenification and testing could 
well be seen as barriers to trade and competitiveness. Since the establishment of eco
labelling criteria and procedures is in the process of being developed, measures to 
mitigate potential problems associated with eco-labelling requirements need to be taken 
at an early stage. If eco-labelling requirements are based on international labels 
developed with the panicipation of foreign countries, and on mutual recognition of 
labels, it would alleviate the trade problems associated with eco-labelling programmes. 

324. Despite the adverse effects that may occur for certain firms and sectors in the 
shon run, it is also evident that in the medium to long run, the competitive position of 
efficient firms in export markets is likely to improve if timely implementation of cleaner 
production and pollution prevention options is undertaken. 

I/ UNIDO Background Paper. Environmental Policies and Industrial CompetitfrencJs. Are they 
Compatible? (ID/WG.542/27(SPEC.)). 
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3"'"· At the macro level the impacts on competitive positions of countries is less 
worrying. Various studies have shown that the effects on industrial competitiveness at 
the macro level are limited due to: the relative insignificance of compliance costs in 
overall costs of industrial production: and the fact that negative effects at the level of 
firms are largely offset by positi'~·e emironmemal benefits at the macro level. This is 
especially the case where cleaner technologies have been adopted resulting in greater 
efficiency in production. reduced input costs. reduced clean-up costs and increased 
production of e:1~ironmentally accepted goods and products. 

326. It is true that the share of developing countries in the production and trade of 
pollution-intensive goods has increased. but this is not necessarily due to differences in 
environmental standards between developed and developing countries. Cost advantages 
of locating heavy pollution-intensive industries in a panicular region or country may arise 
due to lower wages and material costs. Environmental compliance costs are only a 
minor percentage of total costs. An exception to this general conclusion concerns those 
sectors or firms that already suffer from competitive losses due to other factors and are 
forced to relocate abrnad in ;esponse to additional environmental regulations. 

327. The key to sustainable industria' development lies in capitalizing on '\,in "in'" 
situations that combine the objectives of industrial development and environmental 
protection. The role of industry as an agent for pollution prevention and resource 
conservation is of crucial imponance. Actions at the policy, institutional and enterprise 
levels have to be combined in order: 

To replace polluting technologies increasingly with cleaner production processes 
that minimize pollution intensities and reduce pollution at source. 
To encourage industrial innovation . research and development effons. 
To encourage industry to conserve non-renewable and renewable resources 
through increased efficiency in production. recycling and conservation practices. 
To address the special prnblems of small- and medium-scale industry. 

Factors affecting competitiveness 

328. The following factors affect competitiveness: 

(a) Private-sector compliance expenditures: Environmental policies may induce firms 
to use fewer rav. materials and energy inputs, thereby reducing operating costs. In the 
shon term fixed costs may increase because of environmental regulations but decline 
over time as they are amonized. Where compliance costs vary significantly between 
countries. high-cost States will lose competitive advantage and this could influence 
industry location decisions; 

(b) Monitoring and enforcement costs of government regulations: Competitiveness 
will be affected where there are marked differences in the stringency and enforcement 
of regulations between countries; 

(c) Negative costs: Environmental regulations may result in cost reductions. Research 
hy the Institute for Applied Environmental Economics in the Netherlands shows that the 
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implementation of emironmentally friendly technologies has t:::d to a 2 per cent annual 
reduction in production costs: 

(d) lime horizons: On the whole. any adverse impact on corporate competitiveness 
v.ill decline over time and may even tum positive as a result of increased efficiencies: 

( e) Finn size: Small firms may be more vulnerable than large companies to the 
extent that they are less informed about emironmental standards. especially in foreign 
markets. Small firms may also be disadvantaged where they lack the capital to be able 
to invest in cleaner technologies. 

(f) Factor costs: The costs of investment in clean technology. labour and resource 
costs. 

Enterprise-le,·el effects of environmental regulations 

329. The limited empirical evidence available suggests that the corporate impact of 
emironmental regulations varies between sectors and enterprises. Compliance costs tend 
to be most burdensome in se~tors such as mining. chemicals. pulp and paper and oil 
refining that make intensive use of natural resources and are highly pollutive. Case
studies indicate that the impact on competitiveness varies with: 

The type of industry and its expon market share. 

Firm size and location. 

The degree of economic openness and the rate of GDP groY.th. 

The availability of infrastructure. especially for small firms. 

The availability of information on foreign environmental regulations. 

330. Case-studies show that: 

Competitiveness is more likely to suffer in small firms and companies operating 
in natural-resource-intensive industries such as food processing in Zimbabwe and 
energy-intensive industries in Poland. In Zimbabwe's case. it is foreign 
environmental regulations that threaten the expon competitiveness of rneat 
production while, in the latter, domestic requirements are responsible. 

Even in the case of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). however. these 
adverse effects may be offset where appropriate clean technology and waste
minimization strategies are adopted in good time: 

In all probability. the net return on appropriate environmental protection 
meai;;ures is positive: 
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Timely access to information on foreign environmental regulations and standards 
mitigates the shon-tenn impact on competitiveness. 

33 l. Even in industries that suffer from shon-tenn adverse impact. research conduct 
by shows that cleaner technologies and waste-reduction techniques can yield substantial 
economic benefits. thereby minimizing the adverse impact on competitiveness. 

I 

Box 6.1 
From "-aste to profits: FSIDO's project DESIRE: 

(Demonstration in Small Industries for Reducing lt"3StE) 

Results Pulp and paper T enile processing Pesticides 
formulation 

~umber of unics 4 4 4 

Waste minimization 197 119 133 
opcions identified 

Options implemented 72 51 73 

Options under 37 36 13 
implementation 

Total investmenr in Rs 9.5 million R·, L.t million Rs o . .i million 
waste minimization f 
Monetary savings P.s 28.5 million"1 Rs 7.1 million Rs O.:! million 

Pollution load Effluent vol. 3:!S: Effluent vol. 30S: Effiuenl vol. 
reduced COD 31% COD 16S: 7.it:eb/ 

Total solids .JO~ 

at Including sa\"ings due to reduction in effluent treatment. 

Tocal 

12 

449 

~ 

86 

Rs 113 
million 

Rs 35.8 
million 

b/ Represents expected reduction in toxic fugitive emissions and risks from health ha7.ards. 

National-level impact of environmental regulations 

332. At the national level. UNIDO estimates that industry's annual expenditure on 
em.ironmental protection \\ill be $15 billion assuming that developing countries spend 
0.25 per cent of GDP on emironmental compliance by the year 2000. If it is assumed 
that developing-country industries devote 1.5 per cent of manufacturing value-added 
( \1V A) to environmental compliance, spending ,·.ill reach S 17 billion by 2000. 

333. Case-studies of several countries support the above estimates. ~otable exceptions 
however may be found in the case of transition economies (see helow). 
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334. Case-studies of three Latin American and one Asian country suggest that average 
compliance costs are insignificant. In the Philippines. pollution abatement costs were 
less than 1 per cent of total expenses. exceeding 2 per cent only in the electricity. and 
crop and livestock production sectors. 

335. In Colombia. a survey of expo&ting firms found that only 16 per cent had 
experienced major adverse effects on competitiveness. while 63 per cent said effects on 
their competitive positions were insignificant. Although expons from Argentina and 
Brazil are hea"ily resource- and energy-intensive. the environmental impact on 
competitiveness has bee·i slight. partly reflecting industry·s early adoption of EC 
packaging requirements. 

336. In general. negative effects at the firm ievel have been offset by positi,·e 
environmental benefits at national level. Cleaner technologies mean lower input costs. 
reduced clean-up costs. increased production of environmental goods and enhanced 
productive efficiencies. 

Implications for competitiveness in east European economies 

337. Macro-level problems are particularly severe in the transition economies. where 
primary energy consumption per unit of value added is often three times higher than in 
western Europe.21 Exceptionally hea"'Y reiiance on energy and extensive resource 
extraction has had a devastating impact environmentally. \\ith high carbon sulphur 
dioxide emissions. discharges of saline mine water into rivers and the destruction of large 
areas of land. 

338. The transition to a market economy should improve the region·s capacity to deal 
""ith environmental problems by penalizing the massive waste of resources c:.nd the 
resulting pollution of the past. Market reform should encourage a shift towards less
resource-intensive and cleaner activities aud technologies. 

339. A striking example of the potentially adverse impact of energy policies in Poland 
is the UNCT AD estimate of a 40 per cent rise in electricity costs. resulting in the loss 
of the comparative advantage of electricity expons to the Czech Republic and Germany. 
Prices of energy intensive items - plastics. fertilizers. organic chemicals and some building 
materials - \\ill increase "ith a consequential loss of export markets. while production 
costs in coal mining could increase by as much as IO to 15 per cent. also "ith adverse 
implications for export earnings. 

340. Environmental controls will reduce capacity in the Poli!iih steel industry. but the 
remaining plants \I.ill be more efficient thereby lowering production costs by between S20 
and $25 a ton. Cleaner production processes \I.ill cut environmental damage from steel 
industry activities hy 70 to 80 per cent. 

, ' 
Ul'i'IDO. L'.\'/DO Assistance to tire Countries of Central and Eastern Europe. 1993. 
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The implications of eco-labelling 

3-t I. Developing countries fear that eco-labelling - that is. the voluntary use of labels 
to inform consumers that a product is emironmentally friendly - in industrialized 
economies \\ill harm their e~-port Ctlmpt:titiveness and reduce market acc'!ss. Eco
labelling is a marketing tool to attra~t emironmentally sensitive consumers . 

.3-t2. Developing countries are at a disadvantage because they lack the information and 
infrastructure (in the form of certification and accreditation bodies) necessary to qualify 
for many eco-labelling programmes. Their firms have limited access to clean 
te.:hnologies and may incur higher compliance costs in meeting ecu-labelling standards 
than their OECD competitors. There is also a danger that eco-labelling \\ill diston the 
emiromnental priorities of developing countries by diverting pollution-reduction spending 
from national priorities to addressing the concerns of consumers in industrialized 
countries. 

~43. The ISO/DIS/ 14020 standard for eco-labelling developed by the Technical 
CollUllittee of the International Standards Organization (ISO) may address some of these 
issues. but more must be done to ensure that eco-labelling does not become a trade 
barrier that discriminates against developing-country exports. 

Measwes to alleviate adverse impoclS from eco-labdling 

34.t. Possible measures to alle"iate fears regarding the impact of eco-labelling 
requirements on competitive advantages have been discussed. The follo"'ing paragraphs 
give some additional ideas on how the recommendations could be implemented in 
practice. especially in collaboration with multilateral development assistance::;! 

3' 

Since eco-labelling procedures are based on a cradle-to-grave approach. local 
industry associations should be supported in training their staff on the cradle to 
grave management style of production and marketing. with due consideration for 
local comparative advantages and resource availabilities. 

Assistance may be given to private sector associations in obtaining easy and 
inexpensive access to an internationally recognized cenification scheme. This may 
be done for example by establishing certificatian offices in exporting countries. 
This would entail training of local inspectors by specialized organizations and 
certifier:; from developed countries. An !xample of such a scheme is a pilot 
project sponsored by the French aid agency for the introduction of eco
certification for sustainable forestry in Africa in response to threat~ of boycotting 
tropical timber products from Africa. 

lmpro"cment in information flows. transparency and consultaiions reduce the 
costs of transition and adaptation to sustainable producticm and consumption 

These idea!\ were di~cusscd and a~ccd upon at the OECD Work5hop on Trade. Em.ironment and 
Development Cooperation. Octoher 199.J, Pari5. Sr:c Summary Report OECD/GD (95) to. 
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patterns. International assistance to facilitate policy coordination and consultation 
procedures on a ~orth-South and South-South basis is essential. 

The establishment of grnduated qualification systems that indicate the level of 
"eco quality" of a product provide: more accurate information to importers and 
consumers regarding the envirorunental friendliness of the product and also make 
market access easier for developing country exporters. This an important area 
where multilateral assistance would be required. 

Technical and institutional support for infrastructure facilities for testing. 
monitoring, certification and resea;ch and development are lacking or insufficient 
in a number of developing countries. Multilateral assistance shoGld be 
coordinated closely with the private sector to provide these facilities. 

International agreements and competitiveness 

345. Whereas it is difficult to quantify the competitiveness impacts of international 
em.ironmental agreements. the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone 
Layer attempts to reimburse incremental costs through financial and technical assistance. 
Competitiveness impacts of environmental-related NAFT A clauses are still unclear. 
However the existence of parallel provisions for technical and financial assistance from 
international agencies provides a reasonable cushion for lessening adverse impacts. 

Response options 

346. Governments and industry may u.ie a variety of policy and technical options to 
mitigate the adverse impact of envirorunental protection regulations. as follows: 

Policy responses 

347. Policy responses are as follows: 

(a) Greater use should be made of economic instruments and incertives (in the form 
of pollution and user charges, tax and subsidy measures. and realistic pricing of natural 
resources) to complement command and control measures. Not only are such measures 
more cost-effective and efficient, but they also promote pollution control, and they 
internalize the environmental costs of industrial operations; 

(b) Developing countries should adopt the polluter - or be11eficiary - pays principle 
while seeking to link environmental performance to profitability. Policy should seek to 
ensure that firms that perform better environmentally also perform better in the 
marketplace:.i1 

(c) An integrated effort on the part of Governments and industry is required to 
ensure the implementation of ecologically sustainable growth strategies and. in particular. 

UNIDO Background paper (ID/WG.542/27SPEC.), op. cir. 



promotion of the use of cleaner technologies and waste reduction at source. In response 
to stricter en"ironmental laws. some firms are staning to emphasize pollution prevention 
rather than control: 

( d) At the policy level, Governments can use fiscal measures to influence technology 
choice - e.g. by raising the prices of synthetic fenilizers and so discouraging their use. 
At the enterprise level. firms can be encouraged to adopt production techniques that use 
less energy and supply cleaner. more environmentally !riendly products: 

e) Three broad categories of policy instruments are available: 

(i) Economic incentives and disincentives, including taxes. subsidies. 
accelerated depreciation allowances. effluent chaiges and direct financial 
support; 

(ii) Reeulatory policies covering aspeclS such as quality standards and 
pollution emissions: 

(iii) Locational policies to ensure that industries are located at environmentally 
optimal locations. and that export-processing zones and industrial sites are 
meeting national regulations while maintaining their competitive edge in 
world markets. 

Providing techrlical aWslance 

348. Certain firms or sectors may require external assistance to counter adverse 
impacts due to strict environmental regulations. Technical assistance and the transfer 
of cleaner and more appropriate technologies should be provided by Governments with 
assistance from bilateral and multilateral agencies such as UNIDO for: 

Further promotion of cleaner production processes including: establishing cleaner 
production centres for capacity-building, information dissemination and training; 
subsectoral demonstration projects; public, private and international collaboration 
in environmental services: life-cycle analysis. 

Energy consen-ation and efficiency including: national assessments of greenhouse 
gas emissions and identification of reduction methods: transfer of energy-efficient 
technologies relevant to natural resource endowments and industrial 
requirements: building national capabilities for energy-efficient design and 
manufacturing: developing and promoting technologies for use of renewable 
sources of energy: technology transfer for improved efficiency of fossil-fuel-based 
power generation. 

The wider use of economic incentives as complements to command and control 
measures of pollution prevention: 

Concern with the social aspects of industrial and emironmental regulations in 
terms of health and productivity impacts as well as working conditions in factories. 
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C.5 

The use of emironmental management ~·stems by industry. These are 
understood to include organizational structure. responsibilities. practices. 
processes and resources for implementing and maintaining emironmental 
management. The latter comprises those aspects of the overall management 
function of an organization that develop. achieve. implement and maintain its 
emironmental policy and ohjectives. Environmental management systems should 
enable organizations to achieve and demonstrate sound environmental 
performance by controlling the environmental impact of their activities. products 
and services. taking into account self-determined environmental policy and 
objectives. It also enables an organization to anticipate and meet growing 
environmental performance expectations. to ensure ongoing compliance "ith 
national and/or international requirements and to continually improve its 
environmental performance. 

Promotion of special programmes and support systems to improve the 
emironmental performance of small-scale enterprises. This must be done by 
providing an enabling policy framework. technological assistance for adoption of 
em'ironmentally sound technologies. and. institutional support. 

building up technical capabilities and infrastructure for certification and testing 
to overcome non-tariff and market barriers arising from requirements such as eco
labelling. Given the potential threat posed to developing-country exports by the 
gro\\th of cco-labelling, there is a strong case for selective intervention by 
national. international and sectoral organizations to improve eco-labelling capacity 
in developing countries. 

Conclusions 

349. While the link between competitiveness and environmental policies is complex, 
evidence suggests that, with the exception of some small-scale and resource-intensive 
firms. the impact of environmental policy on compliance costs and therefore 
competitiveness is insignificant. The correlation between the stringency of environmental 
regulations and competitiveness is forecast to weaken further in future because of: 

The probability that weak players, unable to comply efficiently with environmental 
standards, will be forced out of the market and replaced by more efficient firms. 

Adverse competitive effects will not therefore persist in the longer term. 

The increased adoption of environmentally appropriate technologies and 
production processes \\ill in the longer run generate economic and environmental 
benefits that will compensate for ar1y short-term increase in costs. 

350. The potential impact on developing-country exports of eco-labelling in 
industrialized economies is a possible - serious - exception to these broadly optifTlistic 
findings. Concerted efforts and assistance from bilateral and multilateral agencies will 
be needed to improve information flows and esrablish certificatbn centres in developing 
countries. 

Nf.J{1' P!\ :".'::~SJ 
i~t~ .· ''.~ 
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CHAPTER 8. SOCL~L PROGRESS THROUGH 
INDUSTRIALIZATION 

351. Industrialization contributes to po .. ·erty alleviatior. and social progress primarily 
by creating employment but also by generating resources that can be harnessed to 
improve living standards and achieve social integration. For most. though not all. 
economies. industrialization is synonymous with economic and social development, and. 
as emphasized in UNIDO's position paper for the 1995 World Summit for Social 
Development, I/ industrial development has a vital role to play in alleviating poveny 
through job creation and income generation. 

352. Although manufacturing generates considerably greater output multiplier effects 
than any other sector of an economy, except construction, the partial de-linking of direct 
employment generation from industrial expansion has raised doubts about industry's 
contribution to the solution of global social problems. Industry is normally taken to be 
synonymous with manufacturing, but the term "industrialization" has a broader meaning, 
embracing a broader spectrum of productive activities linked to, or stimulated by, 
manufacturing. Forward and backward linkages with primary production in agriculture, 
energy and mining are highly developed, even in some of the least developed countries; 
more importantly, however, manufacturing has spawned a comprehensive network of 
linkages with service activities, and especially information services, that are a crucial 
element in technological progress in industry and that have far-reaching, as well as 
positive implications for social progress. 

353. During the period from the end of the Second World War to 1975, MVA and 
employment in manufacturing grew rapidly. Even in Latin America, where doubts were 
expressed over industry's capacity to generate sufficient jobs, the expansion of the urban 
formal sector was more than sufficient to absorb the growing urban economically-active 
population. It has been estimated that the percentage of urban workers in the informal 
sector was lower in 1980 than in 1950 in Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru and 
Venezuela. In Brazil, the informal sector share was constant while it rose only in 
Ecuador and UrJguay. For all its shoncornings, impon-substitution industrialization 
generated more than enough jobs to keep pace with growth of labour force in a number 
of countries. 

354. However, because such calculations ignore manufacturing's linkages, especially 
with the service sector, they understate industry's contribution to job creation. "The 
growth of direct manufacturing employment may be low compared to the overall growth 
of MV A and the economy as a whole, but it generates significant indirect employment." 
Furthermore, manufacturing growth has positive implications for the quality as well as 
the volume of employment. 

I/ "Social Progress Through Industrial Development". Position Paper presenred by UNIDO 10 the 
World Summit for Social Development, Copenhagen, Denmark, 6·12 March 1995. 



Industry linkages and employment generation 

355. Direct employment creation in industry has slowed as a consequence of economic 
progress. struct11ral change. industrial restructuring and technologic~.l advance. While the 
restructuring and outsourcing of services previously performed in-house has meant job 
losses. the indirect job-creation capability of manufacturing has been much understated. 
Research shows that the indirect employment effects of investment in industry are large 
relative to direct effects resulting from inter-industry and cross-sector linkages. 

356. During the early stage of industrial development, when inter-industry linkages are 
weak and per capita incomes low. indirect job creation is very limited. But as linkages 
develop. increasi:ig numbers of indirect jobc:: are created because:. of industrial gro\\1h. 
Many aspects of agricultural production favour local processing and rural 
industrialization. and rural processing by SMEs is often cheaper and more efficient than 
large-sc2 le processing. :?i 

357. In the specific case oflinkages with agriculture, manufacturing contributes to rural 
poverty alleviation in three main ways:31 

Job creation through forward production linkages mainly in food manufacturing 
and resource-based industrialization (textiles, wood products and furniture): 

Backward prociuction linkages al,· generate jobs since farmers require 
agricultural inputs - machinery, implements, chemicals and pest!cides: and 

Consumption-driven linkages as rising farm incomes boost domestic de!lland for 
basic manufactures - clothing and textiles. footwear, househo1d goods, furniture 
?.nd basic building materials. Invariably, these final demand linkages for a wide 
range of consumer goods through increasing rural incomes are more imponant 
than the other two categories. 

Changing patterns of employment growth 

358. At the S'1me time, globalization and rapid technological development have 
changed the nature of the job creation process. One of the world's leading industrial 
groups, General Electric of the United States, maintains it production three times as 
T!luch as it did in 1980, hut with half the number of employees. Funhermore. the 
average skill level of that smaller workforce is substantially higher than it was fifteen 
vears ago. In many industrialized economies, large organizations are shedding labour, 
leaving the small and medium-scale businesses to generate new employment 
opportunities. This is the consequence both of technological advance on one hand and 
industrial restructuring on the other, which has re'lul!ed in many industry-related sef\<ice 
jobs heing externalized and outsourced to SMEs. 

, I 
-, 

3/ 

UJ'.;100 Background Paper, Mud7jviri T. Nziramasanga, op. cit. 

S. H. Park. op. cit., p. 15. 
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359. For many developing countries, foreign direct investment, joint ventures and non
equity links were the main engine of employment growth along with rapid job creation 
in the se~ices sector, especialiy the rublic sector. and high levels of informal sector 
a.bsorption of potential eIT!ployees. Today. this pattern has changed in three main 
respects: 

Low-cost unskilled and semi-skilled labour is less likely to attract foreign 
participation than in the past. Instead. FDI and joint ventures are attracted by 
high-quality. skilkd personnel. On the whole. investment in modem. scale
effective plants creates fewer - and higher quality - jobs than in the 1960s and 
1970s. 

Public-sector employment creation has slowed and - in many cases - turned 
negative as State-owned enterprises are privatized. invariably with substantial 
retrenchment of labour. At the same time, in the least developed countries. many 
Governments have been forced to trim their public service workforce in an effort 
to curb fiscal deficits. 

The advantages of informal sector development are assessed more critically than 
in the past. In a report by the World Bank. it is argu~d that the size of a 
country's informal sector is a rough yardstick of the degree of its 
underdevelop:nent,41 while the quality of informal sector employment ranks well 
below that in formal sector enterprises, especially in least developed countries 
where Governments are unable to provide comprehensive national social security 
schemes. The nature of informal enterprise is changing too with a growing 
emphasis on the role of linkages within clusters and industrial districts. In this 
sense informal sector enterprise is becoming increasingly formalized. 

360. In any event. the industrialization growth path is not open to all countries to the 
same extent. In an increasingly open, fiercely competitive global economy. the scope of 
industrializa6on may be limited for some - possibly many - industrially less developed 
countries. While industrial growth options are available, the range of choice is 
narrowing. especially for those lacking the resources and capacity to upgrade 
technologically. 1 r ! march of technology and the nature of a country's resource 
endowment influence not just the pace of industrial development but its pattern and 
ch.1!'acter. Small, least developed economies with limited potential comparative 
ad11antage in manufactl.1ring may have little option but to target service activities such as 
tourisM or data processing, thereby leaving a limited role for manufacturing. Simiiarly, 
those.:: developing countries vlith a strong physical resource base may benefit most by 
specializing where they have competitive advantage in primary industry. adopting a 
resource-based industrialization strategy focusing on adding value to primary inputs from 
agriculture and mining. 

361. Above all. manufacturing's contribution to improved social conditions and reduced 
:ncome inequality depends on a host of considerations. in particular the pattern of 

World Bank. World Development Report, /9Q5. 
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industrial development and the policy framework \\ithin which it takes place. Social 
progress is not guaranteed. Arguably. some industrialization h3S widened social 
inequalities; import-substitution-industrialization (ISi) policies. biased against agricultural 
development. are capital- rather than job-intensive and heavily reliant on imports. 
thereby limiting domestic linkage effects. 

362. Trickle-down was invariably weak in those countries that followed capital-intensive 
and/or natural resource-intensive growth paths. Thus the Human Development Index 
(HDI) of the United Nations is substantially below the more conventional GDP per 
capita rating of living standards in the Middle Eastern and other resource-intensive oil
producing countries. as well as Brazil and South Africa. both of which have relatively 
high capital:labour ratios. Trick.le-down effects and social progress have been far greater 
\\·here a country's development strategy has targeted agriculture, labour-intensive industry 
or services. 

Industrial policy, employment and poverty alleliation 

363. For all these reasons. even where it is a viable gro\\th strategy for least developed 
economies. industrialization is very unlikely to generate ~ employment on the same 
scale as in the 1960s and 1970s. In the late 199Ck and beyond, employment creation and 
poverty alleviation will have to be tackled in a very different global business environment 
- one in which the scope of national industrial policy may become increasingly 
circumscribed. 

364. Although the past is often an unreliable guide to the future. some iessons can be 
drawn from the experience of the developed market economies and the newly 
industrializing countries as follows:5

' 

5/ 

In adjusting economies opening up to globalization, employment creation will not 
be concentrated among large firms. In countries like Brazil, India and South 
Africa, the share of employment in large companies is likely to stagnate or 
decline. To compete successfully in global markets, such firms must boost 
productivity and quality. which is unlikely to be compatible \\ith an employment
creation sirategy. 

The quality of employment in larger enterprises will change in two main ways: 
Large firms will invest more in human capital, which will cover a greater 
proportion of the workforce with more forma!ized in-house and off-the-job 
training programmes; and 
Intensified pressures for cost reduction will force firms to focus on core 
competencies and to contract out more work and requirements. resulting 
in increased rdiance on supplier companies and less dependence on 
vertical integration. In some case~. this will mean the replacement of core 
jobs by !ower-cost Jabour in SMEs and other suppliers. 

lJNlDO Bad ground Paper, Humphrey. op. cic. 
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The compos:t!vn of the manufacturing sector will change \\ith industrial 
restructuring. Trade liberalization \\ill diven orders from local to offshore 
suppliers. resulting in some job losses and some de-skilling of work in the 
intermediate goods, machinery and ~quipment sectors. 

As industry structure changes in the more advanced developing countries. there 
may be some job losses as production moves into more skill- and capital-intensive 
activities which employ fewer people per unit of output. 

Job losses in more advanced sectors \\ill be offset by the gro"1h of more labour
intensive activities in low-wage economies and resource-based industries. 
especially in Africa. However. such industries will be forced to upgrade 
technologically since comparative advantage. based on natural resource 
endo\\ment. is frequently lost to new entrants or new products.b 

Increasingly, firms will need higher-quality labour in both labour- and capital
intensive industries. Multi-skilling and multi-tasking implies higher levels of both 
basic education and vocational training. 

In the fast-track Asian economies, employment will continue to grow rapidly in 
firms of all sizes but. in other regions. the main source of manufacturing 
employment growth is likely to be SMEs. Accordingly, there is a strong case for 
SME promotion on the grounds of expon-generation and efficiency, and the 
satisfying of social goals such ~s poverty alle-..iation and social development. 

Labour quality and competitiveness 

365. With integrated international production, manufacturers establish individual value
adding activities in different locations, leading to greater labour market interdependence 
and a new international division of labour. Greater crossborder interdependence 
between transnational corporation (TNC) affiliates means that business activities are 
located in different countries and, in some instances, outsourced to subcontractors. The 
resulting relocation and interdependence of jobs highlights the much enhanced role of 
education and training in the attraction of foreign direct investment. Labour quality is 
increasingly influential in TNC location decisions. and developing countries able 10 

provide the high-level skills required are much more likely to attract FOi in high value
adding activities than countries that are still reliant on low-cost, low-productivity 
personnel. 

366. In a number of developing countries labour quality is improving rapidly, and at 
much lower wage levels than those applicable in the industrialized economies. China 
and Brazil rank third and fifth in the number of science graduates being produced 

Michael Porter. The Competiti\·e Ad\·anra1:e of Sations. ~facmillan. 1990. 
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internationally. while Brazil. China. ~exico. the Republic of Korea and the Philippines 
boast more engineering graduates than France or the L'nited Kingdom.71 

A different gro"1h path for developing countries 

367. Efforts to devise a socially optimal industrial growth path for developing countries 
are constrained by the increasing pressure for competitive. export-oriented industrial 
development. Industries in the developing world can also no longer rely on competitive 
advantage in the form of natural resources and low-cost labour. Increasingly. competitive 
advantage is based on technological capability, the continuous upgrading of production 
techniques. quality and design, human skills. flexible production systems and aggressive 
marketing. 

368. In narrov.ing the policy options available to national Govemme:.ts, globalization 
is forcing developing countries to follow a different industrialization path from that taken 
by OECD countries. For the least developed countries in particular, a dual pattern of 
integrated industrial growth is needed, comprising externally oriented industrial 
development driven by export-dominated activities integrated with a vibrant medium, 
small-scale and micro enterprise sector focusing on subcontracting and other supplier 
linkages with the external sector while also satisfying domestic demands for goods and 
services. Because small firms are typically more labour-intensive. the SME sector can 
play a vital role in poverty alleviation by generating jobs and income for the most 
vulnerable communities, as well as providing an essential element in the value-added 
chain of manufacturing industry. 

369. TNC global integration strategies are driven either by a search for improved 
market access or the pursuit of cost advantages. Both offer opportunities for developing 
countries. Those countries positioned close to the United States, western Europe and 
Japan - i.e. Mexico, the Mediterranean and east European countries, and the second and 
third waves of newly industrializing economies in Asia - are exploiting their locational 
advantages, while low labour-cost developing countries have attracted at least some TNC 
manufacturing and service activities. 

A gro"ing role for S:\1Es 

370. The rapid growth of SMEs is of critical importance. not only for the development 
of locally-owned industrial entities in developing countries, but for socio-economic 
development and the generation of employment and income on a much wider scale and 
the extension of industrial production over a greatly diversified base. SMEs represent 
the most vital and dynamic sector of growth, both ro meet local demand and to develop 
export capability in niche areas. Apart from producing a wide range of goods. SMEs in 
several developing countries have built up suhcontracting relationships with foreign 
companies and large domestic manufacturers and .tchieved considerable networking and 
cooperation among themselves via clustering and the development of industrial districts. 

D. Campbell. "Foreign lnvcf.tmcnt. Lahour l:nmohility and the Quality of Employmcot", /nremational 
Lahour Re\·iew, 1994. 
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371. lnstitutionai support necessary for SME de"elopment CO\"ers several essential 
fun~tions. including ht:man resource development. finance. information. technology. 
quality standardization and certification. and inter-firm linkages. including \\ith foreign 
companies. SMEs provide considerable potential for socio-economic development and 
for achie"ing export capability in niche areas. The extension of the benefits of industrial 
acti\ities through job creation and increased income can be achieved both by SMEs and 
micro enterprises. Micro enterprises. in particular. need to be encouraged so as to 
achieve job generation. equitable income distribution and poverty alleviation and to bring 
about greater industrial dispersal to rural regions. 

372. The conjuncture of disillusionment. especially in Africa but also in Latin America. 
\\ith industrialization driven by capital-intensive and large-scale enterprise. and gro\\ing 
anxiety about the failure of such investments to generate enough jobs to keep pace \\ith 
labour-force growth. has contributed to the increased recognition of the essential role of 
SMEs and of micro enterprises. 

SME participation in exports 

373. Apart from gro\\ing subcontracting relations between SMEs and larger firms in 
several developing countries. considerable attention has also been focused on SME 
participation in the globalization process because of the successful development of 
industrial districts and firm clusters, especially in Italy and through township and village 
enterprises (lVEs) in China, and grov.:ing exports through SMEs in several countries. 
In Taiwan Province of China, the share of SMEs in total exports is 56 per cent; in China 
itself more than 50 per cent; and for East Asia as a whole, about 40 per cent - more than 
double the estimated 20 per cent for SMEs in OECD countries. 

374. SME contributions to exports take various forms, ranging from subcontracting to 
direct exports, sometimes via associated firms or export market intermediaries. Data 
from the Republic of Korea show a marked increase in direct exports, not just of 
traditional products like woven textiles, but also more technologically advanced items like 
auto parts and metal-cutting equipment. 

375. In Taiwan Province of China, where industry is far less concentrated than in the 
Republic of Korea (the Province's ten-firm aggregate concentration ratio is 14.3 per cent 
of GDP while the Korean equivalent is 63.5 per cent), SME export ratios are among the 
highest in the world. In 15 out of 20 manufacturing sectors in Taiwan Province of China. 
the average firm size is less than 50 workers. while enterprises with fewer chan 300 
workers were responsible for tv.:o-thirds of total exports during the 1975-85 period. 

• 376. SME export success is at least partly attributable to the advantages of "collective 
efficiency" obtained by clustering. Where firms in similar activities cluster together they 
enjoy unplanned external scope and scale economies arising from the agglomeration of 
firms at one location. Benefits include ready availability of raw materials, spares and 
components. shared access to essential specialized services and a pool of relevant labour 
skills. Scale effects are particularly important in ,oxnort marketing. where costs are 
reduced. 
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377. Two distinct models of industrial clusters have evolved: firstly. those found in 
parts of Europe and synonymous Y.ith innovation. quality and flexibility: and SME 
exports which are driven mainly by low wages and cheap materials. 

378. While most developing-country models originate from the latter model. within 
dusters there is e\idence of innovation and upgrading. especially in response to expon 
demand which puts a premium on design. quality and prompt delivery. Schmitz (1995) 
cites the way in which the Brazilian shoe industry (Box 8.1) has reacted to competition 
from China !n the United States market by repositioning its product in higher quality 
market segments.8,' 

Box 8.1 
Collective efficiency and industrial districts - The Sinos Valley 

Clusters of specialized enterprises can compete successfully in global markets as 
illustrated by the success of the Sinos Valley cluster in Brazil's Rio Grande de Sul 
leather shoe industry. Between 1970 and 1990, Brazil's share of global trade in this 
sector increased from 0.5 per cent to 12.3 per cent. and it became the third largest 
exporte1 after Italy and the Republic of Korea. Much of the industry's growth was 
concentrated in the Sinos Valley, where in 1991. there were some 1.821 firms 
employing 153.000 workers, producing not just leather shoes but also components 
used in shoe production, in tanning and in machinery supply and repair. About half 
the firms employed less than 100 workers each with approximately 20 per cent of the 
entire workforce being employed in a subcontracting capacity underscoring the high 
level of inter-firm cooperation based on close geographical proximity and firm 
specialization. 

Source: Kaplinsky, op. cit., pp. 20-21. 

H. Schmirz ... Small Shoemakers and Fordist giants: talc of a supcrclusrer" itorld Derclopment 23 
(I) 1995. 

• 
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Box 8.2 
Export-oriented clusters 

The Tiruppur cotton textile cluster is a dense network of some l.StJO small 
enterprises with a workforce of 40,000 people ( 1985) in the Southern Indian town 
of Tiruppur. In 1980. three-quarters of the SMEs were in ·extiles. Exports have 
groy,,n dramatically since the mid-1980s. reaching $400 million in 1993. There are 
large firms in the cluster. networking closely with SMEs to provide rapid response 
to export orders. 

Clothing exports from Bangladesh have increased remarkably from S7 
million in the early 1980s to Sl.24 billion in 1992/93. International 
subcontractors buy from SMEs who produce ready-made garments, mainly 
around the cities of Dhaka and Chittagong, though the potential for 
upgrading and diversification is more limited than in Tiruppur because the 
foreign buyers and subcontractors are responsible fer design. raw material~. 
finance and marketing, whereas in India more is done locally, thereby 
".:epening the cluster. 

A large cluster of firms in Sialkot in Pakistan control a significant share of 
the global market for surgical instruments. Some 80 per cent of production 
is exponed, with activity shared between large and small firms and between 
those manufacturing final products and those specializing in specific 
processes. 

In Chile, after an unsuccessful stan in the mid-1980s, SMEs have 
successfully entered the world furniture market. The lesson of this 
experience is less that the SMEs were unprepared for global competition 
than that they managed to adjust rapidly. ASHIMAD is an association of 
SMEs providing market intelligence, organizing trade missions abroad and 
fostering links with higher education institutes to promote entrepreneurship, 
and design and technical courses. In 1993 an Italian consultancy group was 
brought in to help the industry obtain ISO 9000 quality ratings. Because 
export orders are much larger than those in the domestic market, inter-firm 
linkages developed, promoting specialization and cooperation. 

Source: UNIDO Background Paper. Humphrey, op. cit .. pp. 24-28 . 

379. To date, sub-Saharan Africa has not exploited clusters, partly because structural 
adjustment has de-industrialized sor:le economies. Cut-throat competition among small 
firms has also undermined an increasing number of such companies, as in Ghana, while 
the experience of clusters manufacturing African-design clothing for the United States 
market shows that firms have failed to meet customers' volume or delivery requirements. 
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The policy lesson is that clustering needs guidance and support. through governmental 
institutions in their early stages. 

The Chinese model - Tow11ship and Village Enterprises 

380. Clustering is just one route to SME development. Subcontracting is another 
possibility that has proved highly successful in Taiwan Pro~ince of China. while the 
export competitiveness of medium-sized firms in the Republic of Korea has its origins 
in "a relatively dense network of private and public institutions" rather than ciustering.91 

381. China has taken the route of Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs). The 
number of TVEs reached 18 million in 1994. when the enterprises employed more than 
100 million people, compared with 13 million people eleven years earlier. In 1992 t~1ere 
were some 85,000 export-oriented TVEs which accounted for more than half China·s 
exports of garments. chemicals, silk. and arts and crafts. 

382. In the future, SMEs. reliant on increas~d export market penetration by labour
intensive items. should benefit from Uruguay Round trade liberalization, although once 
again the gains are unlikely to be evenly distr ;buted. Countries in Asia and possibly 
Latin America seem likely to take greater ad•rantage of improved market access than 
African countries. 

Rural industrialization 

383. Rural industrialization is an attractive policy option for a number of reasons: 10
/ 

9/ 

1()/ 

Small rural firms use labour-intensive techniques and employ relatively unskilled 
people; 

They maximize utili~tion of local raw materials as well as unskilled workers; 

They are often a vehicle for developing entrepreneurship and upgrading 
entrepreneurial skills; 

They provide the basic needs requirement~ of the rural population, and 

They contribute to improved gender equality by employing a high proportion of 
women. 

W. Hillebrand. "Technological Moderni!\ation in Korean Small- and Medium-Scale lndustrv-a New 
Success Story". in Kcsser et al (ed~) "International Competitiveness in Latin American ~nd East 
Asia". Frank Cass. 1993. 

S.H. Park. op. cit., pp. 13-15. 

# 
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Po,·erty alle,iation and S:'.\IEs 

33-t. Research shows that SME suppon programmes can contribute substantially to job 
creation. In a study of five sub-Saharan economies. it was found that 43 per cent of the 
increase in employment during the 1980-1991 period occurred in small enterprises 
employing less than 50 people. a while in Colombia. India. Indonesia. Kenya. the 
Philippines. the C nited Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. SM Es with up to 50 workers. 
employ over half the industrial workforce.12

' 

385. The development of small enterprise in rural areas generates jobs. helps families 
supplement farm incomes and prm.ides low-cost goods and senices for local consumers. 
Table 8.1 demonstrates that in developing economies. over half manufacturing 
employment is in rural areas. 

Table 8.1. P~rtta~ ,.r manufacturing employment in ~ral ams. 1976-1978 

Country 

Sierra Leone 
Indonesia 
Sri Lanka 
Jillllilica 
Ghana 
Bangladesh 
Zambia 
Philippines 
India 
Pakistan 
Taiwan Province cf China 
Malaysia 
Republic of Korea 
Coiombia 

Year 

1976 
1976 
1971 
1980 
1973 
1974 
1985 
1976 
1976 
1975 
1976 
1970 
1975 
1978 

Share of manufacturing employment 
in rural areas (percentage) 

86 
80 
75 
74 
72 
68 
64 
61 
57 
52 
49 
46 
30 
10 

Source: C. Liedholm and D. Mead, Small Scale lndusrries in De\·e/oping Counrries: Empirical fa"idence and 
Policy Implications. (US.AID Washington. 1986). 

386. While SME support programmes have an uneven track record. this is a policy area 
where potential social. as well as economic. gains are enormous. However. l)~JDO's 
experience suggests that. in small-scale industry support programmes. there is often a 
trade-off between economic and social objectives. L"'.'iIDO's experience shows that the 

!l 

1 • ' 

Donald Mead. lhe conrrihution or small enterprises to employment growth in Sourhcrn and 
Eastern Africa'". World De~·elopment 22 (12) 1994. 

L;!'.1DO. Industry and Povcrly Allc\iarion. lJ!'ilDO Background Paper for rhe World Social Summit. 
ti-12 March 1995. 
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pay off has been greatest "in an economy \\ith a fairlv high le,;el of industrial 
development".13/ 

Industry policy. social integration and gender inequalities 

387. Industrial policy must have a social dimension. The economic integration of all 
segments of the population. disadvantaged groups from different social. ethnic and 
economic backgrounds ·will require greater efforts than in the past. Equality of 
opportunity for all is a fundamental requirement. 

388. In the past. efforts to absorb minority communities and marginalized groups have 
largely been confined to the public service. but private industry can - and should - play 
an increased role in helping redress social imbalances. by making specific provisions for 
disadvantaged groups. such as the disabled. 

389. Women are a disproponionate part of the world·s population Ji,.ing in poverty, 
mer!ting specific measures to strengthen social integration and ensure greater integration 
of women in industrial development. The panicipation of women in the workforce is 
greatest - 50 per cent and above - in those countries where industrialization has been 
most rapid and successful. In panicular. expon-driven growth has created high levels of 
demand for female workers. 

390. Increased female employment in manufacturing and services contributes towards 
social stability by lowering fenility in high population-growth economies. improved 
education and literacy levels, longer life expectancy and enhanced social integration. 

391. The impact of industrialization and development on women can be assessed by 
using the Women·s Statu.s Index (WSI) developed by the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development (IF AD) which shows a strong correlation with income per 
head in sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America though the causal relationship is unclear. 

1_-:--;100. Small-~c.ale and rural industry development programmes in Southeast and East Asia . 
selected c.asc studies. 1989. 

• 
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INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION: 
UNIDO AND TIIE NEW PATTERN OF GLOBAL 
INDUSTRY 

392. Increased globalization and liberalization of trade and investment. which will add 
to the complexities of the global pattern of industry during the next decade. "'ill also 
inevitably necessitate increased specialized assistance for developing countries and 
transition economies from international organizations. panicularly UNIDO, which is the 
principal organization dealing directly \\ith accelerated industrial and technological 
development in these countries. Such assistance can range from advisory services with 
respect to policies and selective governmental intervention to correct market failures, to 
the development of institutional facilities and provision of specialized industrial services 
for local industrial enterpri~es. 

393. Strategies and policies impacting on industrial development cover several 
macr~conomic issues, including those specifically related to industrial growth and 
involving varying degrees of State intervention. While industrial strategies are closely 
interlinked with macroeconomic conditions, it is important that policies and institutional 
measures are developed which relate specifically to industrial and technological 
development. It is with respect to the latter that UNIDO can. and needs to, play a key 
role as a catalyst, promoter and facilitator of industrial development. 

394. Global economic and technological trends require more complex and realistic 
industrialization strategies, particularly for countries that are disadvantaged. In addition 
to market reform and liberalization. appropriate industrial policies for implementing such 
strategies are required in order to ensure the right environment for a competitive 
industrial sector, mainly based on private enterprise. The desirable extent of 
Government interventions - whether functional or selective - through a proactive 
industrial policy remains a matter of debate. However, there is a growing consensus on 
the critical role of private-sector and small-scale industry involvement, which suggests 
that policies must be formulated and implemented with the participation of the main 
actors involved. This requires an adequate capacity for analysis, dialogue and 
negotiations both in the Government and in the private sector, mainly through its 
institutions. UNIDO's long experience in this area and its unique network encompassing 
Goverrunents and their institutions, private sector institutions and public and private 
enterprises in all regions enables the Organization to transfer experience and know-how 
on industrial policy-making and strategy formulation across borders. 

395. Even the most advanced countries have regions that lag behind on the 
development path, often rural or geographically peripheral areas. In order to equalize 
the benefits of industrialization, policies v.ith a specific regional dimension are required 
and some have been undertaken successfully in many countries. t:NIDO has access to 
this expertise and experience in this area and is able to transmit to other clients. 

396. International assistance must be considered at the three levels of strategies and 
policies, institutional development. and enterprise-level assistance. UNIDO is in an 
uniquely advantageous position to provide a comprehensive programme of assistance and 
services in all these three fields. and is among the few organizations equipped with 
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multi-disciplinary personnel. including technical experts in different fields. C~IDO also 
has an imponant field presence. both in developing countries through its .;nuntry 
directors. and in several industrialized countries where investment promotion offices have 
been established. Through its field network. it is possible for CNIDO to ensure that its 
programmes are effectively tailored to specific country needs and priorities. 

Industrial policies 

397. Advisory services on industrial policies include the determination of the nature 
of promotional or regulatory State intervention that may be necessary in order to correct 
market failures or shoncomings in particular country situations. These may relate to: 

Legislation and regulations relating to foreign direct investment. technology. 
intellectual property rights. environmental norms and other factors impacting on 
industrialization; 

Guidelines and procedures for investment approval. incentives for industrial 
investments, fiscal and taxation measures; inflow of foreign technology: 
environmental standards and other critical issues: 

Policies and measures on enterprise restructuring and privatization of State-oY.ned 
enterprises. including the exercise of selectivity in determining the extent of 
enterprise restructuring and privatization, principles governing valuation of assets 
and viability. assessment of likely investors, and determination of modalities. 
besides regulatory measures for privatized monopolies and absorption of surplus 
labour. 

Small, medium and micro enterprises 

398. UNIDO has a long and proven record with respect to the promotion of small, 
medium and micro industrial enterprises and can draw extensively from its global 
experience in this field. Its advisory and suppon functions for small. medium and micro 
enterprises (SMEs). include: 

Promotional policies for development of SMEs, including tax and financial 
incentives: procurement preference: provision of physical facilities, etc; 

Development of specialized institutional facilities for industrial finance for SM Es: 

Programmes for entrepreneurial and managerial training for local entrepreneurs; 

Development of institutional facilities and guidance in metrology. standards and 
quality control: 

Institutional support through effective industrial information systems: linkages 
with industrial dataha:;cs. and development ot clusters of SMEs in various 
subsectors: 

• 
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Promotion of the contacts and linkages Y.ith large-scale industries and foreign 
~ - -

enterprises for development of joint ventures. technology licensing. buy-back and 
marketing arrangements. distribution facilities and franchises. and for 
subcontracting arrangements: 

Development of institutional capability in applied industrial research in selected 
subsectors: and 

Creating an overall climate for growth of local SMEs. 

Technological upgrading and support 

399.. C~IDO has a crucial role to play in technology transfer and technological 
upgrading in developing countries. especially the least developed countries, as it is very 
well placed to facilitate the crossborder flow of ideas. information and technologie~. This 
is one area where market fai!ure is endemic. It is also an area where developing 
countries are exposed to severe competitive disadvantage. highlighting the need for 
UNIDO to facilitat~ technology transfer and assist in technology up5rading and human 
capital investment. Institutional assistance through UNIDO for technologic:ll 
development and new technological applications, including informatics and 
biotechnology. will be of crucial imponance in most developing countries. Suppon 
facilities with respect to industrial technology can be provided by C~IDO at various 
levels. First, information can be provided on alternative technologies including 
environmentally suitable technologies and development of cleaner production centres. 
Second, assistance can be given in the selection and operationalization of new and 
modem technologies, panicularly for small and medium enterprises. Guidance in the 
use of computer-aided designs for traditional industries, such as textiles, shoes and other 
consumer goods is illustrative of this approach. Third, technical support can be prm.ided 
for the development of applied research capability in selected industrial subsectors and 
in local R&D institutions. With respect to the operationalization of new technological 
applications and management techniques, UNIDO can provide a package of 
technological suppon in selected priority sectors and ensure that such a package is 
disseminated to local enterprises, through national institutions. UNIDO can play an 
important role in defining emerging technological trends and assessing the likely impact 
of technological change in different country situations. 

Promotion of foreign investment and technology inflow 

400. Given the growing importance of foreign direct investment in the global economy. 
UNIDO's experience in investment promotion is of great value. especially for least 
developed countries seeking to attract foreign inv~stment and technology flows. 
UNIDO's programme on investment forums. T echmarts and lnvestmarts has already had 
a considerable impact in several developing countries and regions and in transition 
economies. This programme can play a key role in promotion pf both FDI and non
equity linkages for enterprises in developing countries. Cl"IDO should develop a 
network. where industrial enterprises can request linkages with potential partners on 
identified projects, which is then processed by CNIDO with a large number of foreign 
companies from both industrialized and developing countries. No international 
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institution i~ providing such a facility and UNIDO would be the most appropriate ag ncy 
to do so. 

Environment and sustainability 

401. The harmonization of environmental norms and factors with industrial acti"ities 
is expected to assume growing importance during the next decade. Primarily through its 
technical expertise. UNIDO is playing a key role in achieving more sustainable industrial 
growth. This role is likely to become further intensified in the coming years. especially 
with respect to usage of environmentally suitable technologies. the development of 
cleaner production centres and the formulation of. and compliance \\ith. emironmental 
norms in various industrial subsectors. 

Strengthening of private-sector organizations 

402. UNIDO can and must play an important role in t~1e strengthening of private
sector organizations dealing with industrial development. While chambers of commerce 
and industry bodies and associations exist in several devdoping countries. these have 
different levels of competence and representation. C ~IDO needs ta develop new 
initiatives for linkages with such i11Sttutions and private-sector associations. The 
strengthening of such organizations could take place through: supply of equipment, 
including computers; development of information systems and marketing of intelligence 
and foreign technology linkages through such associations; training programmes for staff 
and personnel of such bodies; and increased participation of association representatives 
in local institution-building. It is also e ... sential that national authorities recognize the 
need for greater irNolvement of private-sector associations, as vital intermediaries for 
private-sector development. 

Assistance to enterprises 

403. While enterprise-level assistance is generally channelled through national 
institutions, closer linkages need to be established by UNIDO for development of 
competitiveness amongst developing-country enterprises. Assistance can relate to 
mobilization of i.ovestment; measures for local entrepreneurial development; industrial 
information; and linkages with foreign companies; promotion of SMEs and micro 
enterprises; promotional incentives and tax concessions, etc. for new investments and 
exports and, in general, developing the environment and climate for new industrial 
investments including in less developed areas. Such an exercise must largely be country
specific and can only be based on detailed knowledge of a particular economy and on 
close consultations and dialogue with natioTJal Governments and representatives of 
industrial private-sector interests. 

404. It is, however. at the level of small and medium enterprises that UNIDO's role 
is likely to he the most crucial. firstly, with respect to the linkages it can generate with • 
foreign enterprises: secondly, with respect to the development of both im.titutions and 
human resources, particu!crly new entrepreneurs and managers; and thirdly, with respect 
to operationalization of new technological applications and managerial techniques in 
various fie!ds. which would improve the competitive capacity of such enterprises. 
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-W5. The role of Cl'\100 will be increasingly crucial for enhancing the role of the 
private sector in the changing glohal pattern of industrial development. Interventions of 
the kind proposed by U~IDO v.ill strengthen market forces and private enterprise. 
Fundamentallv. these aim to improve the efficiency of markets through the dissemination 
of information. diffusion of technology upgrading of skills. enhancement of 
competitiveness. twinning of potential partners. promotion of SME development and 
rural industrialization. and promotion of investment in industry. lINIDO has major 
competitive advantages and capability in this regard which need to be utilized. so that 
integrated industrial programmes and institutional support systems can be developed. 

406. In the context of the above CNIDO has launched seven major programmes 
covering: 

Strategies. policies and institution-hui'ding for global economic integration: 

The linkage of industry with agriculture in Africa anct the least developed 
countries (LDCs): 

Energy use and the environment; capacity-building for environmentally sound 
industrialization: the establishment of cleaner production centres: the transfer of 
em;ironmentally friendly technologies; and imprming the efficiency of energy use 
in industry: 

The ;:nhancing of innovation, productivity and quality for international 
competitiveness; 

Industrial infnrmation: 

Small- and medium-sized enterprises - policies and nerv..·orking: 

Rural industrialization. 

407. L';\;IDO is uniquely positioned to provide a comprehensive programme of services 
and support for accelerated industrial development in developing \\lUntries and transition 
economies. With the ~merging complex pattern of global industr/ in the next decade 
an<! thereafter, the demand for UNIDO's specialized services for md11stry are expected 
m be greatlv enhanced. These will extend not only to policy advisory services but to 
insdt:.,tional scrport services and the development of increased technological ar.d 
competitive caµahility for industria: enterprises in these countries to compete in 
international markets. 

r
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